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Though small-scalo units have shown impro stive growth in 

the past, thoy arc also facing a number of shortcomings, such as 

(a)   absence of affective linkage arcung agencies concerned with 

small industry development;   (b)   the comparatively low priority 

accorded by National and Provincial governments;   (c)   lack of 

credit facilities;   (d)   insufficient attention to the development of 

a oadro of competent technical officers at the center and at the 

provinces and municipalities, etc. 

The small-scale industries in the Philippines which cling 

to obsolete equipment ar^ condemned t.< mediocrity and eventual 

elimination.   This state of affairs can ;nly be changed by adopting 

efficient methods of production through modernization at the 

earliest.   Only then can thj small-scale industries in the Philip- 

pines take advantage of th¿ good opportunity it n.>w has to servo 

the people and the nation at large and thereby lay the foundation 

of a strong small-scale industry sector. 

At present the credit facilities for the small industries are 

not available in the country at the time when it is needed and 

therefore thoy cannot establish an industry on its proper footing 

nor can they be capable of providing more job opportunities to 

people in urban and rural areas.   It looks as if the banking system 

in this country needs a thorough change particularly towards the 
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development of small-scale industries as it is being done in the 

developed and other developing countries. 

Regional development could oe achieved more quickly through 

small-scale units, as they need only a small amount of capital, 

and are labour intensive when compared to large-scale ones 

which are to a large extent capital extensive. 

At present there is no systematic national plan for the im- 

provement  jf the small-scale sector.   It is therefore suggested 

that the Nati-nal Government through the National Economic 

Council draw up a detailed programme and to take steps to imple- 

ment it. 

In view of solving unemployment and underemployment and 

promoting proper utilization :f the available raw materials in the 

different regions and to supply parts and components at a cheaper 

rate to the large-scale ones, there is a necessity t~. implement 

a comprehensive and well-in te grated small industry development 

programme in the Philippines.   Keeping the above objectives in 

view, a Master Scheme for the Small-Scale Industry Development 

has been formulated.   Part I of the report deals with the various 

aspects of the scheme discussed in detail under the following 

headings : 

*te 



1. Integrated Development Programmo for Small and 

iViodium Industries in the Philippines 

2. ïviulti-Purpose Institute of Technology for Small 

Industries 

3. Credit and Finance 

4. Economic Investigation and Economie Information 

Service 

5. Government Purchase Programme 

6. Modernisation of the Small Industry Sector 

7. Ancillary Development 

3.     Small Indu strie s A s so elation s 

9.     ML bile Vans for Demonstration in Rural Areas 

10.    Regional Development Through Modern Small-Scale 

Industries 

It is ho ped that the recommendations made in the above 

chapters will receive due consideration in tho hands of the autho- 

rities concerned ;;;> that the Philippines will s-on take its place 

among the nativas which have mado their names in the field of 

small-scale industry. 

It may be mentioned that the money spent and efforts made 

will make all around effect in the country in building up an indus- 

trial economy, providing more jobs to unemployed and under- 



«aployad and utilization A nature roscurces priori/ In the 

regions.   Once again, I would like t   expresa my sincere thanks 

to the fllipin   people in helping me prepare this report. 

(K. L. MANJ^PPX) 
UNIDO Small Industry Development Export 

11-2-1972 

«* 
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3,   SUi^/J-utY OF R¿QOi .í.:E^DA1 

1.       INTEGRATED *)E\/ELOP;viEi Ï 7A CGRA-í i.':E "OR SMALL AND 

MEDIUM m DUSTRIES IN THE PHILIPPINES 

a. T.. crocio itrunoalato and permanent ompl-ymont oppor- 

tunitio¿, t   moot a substantial part -f the incroasod 

demand for c;nsumor goods,!; mobilize ros ureo s of 

capital skill, otc.   which may otherwise romain unuti- 

lized, to dovol.jp regions and t_ increase thw middle 

class 3oct..r ;f th^ economy, tho government A tho 

Philippines should pass an'industriai Policy Res. iution 

Ace    in 1272, which v/iii servo as a    Magna Carta A 

Social Justico and Economic Freedom", whoroin tho 

orientation A govornmont policy in favour of small- 

scale industries should bo clearly doscriûoJ. 

b. To carry out the directions incorporated in the Industrial 

Policy Resolution, tho G vurnmont A tho Philippines 

should entrust tho policy decision and tho task A pro- 

paring a n.->ti.na! plan Jor in- development -f small 

and medium-scalo industriel t.- tho National Economic 

Council, which should xoomc the supreme body in the 

fluid A small-scalo sector development.   All othor 
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developing agencies should be made to look up to this 

council for guidance. 

c. The National Economic Council may constitute different 

Standing Committees t^ consider the important aspocts 

of small-scalo indu strio s Buch as: 

1.    Crodit policy and liberal torn»s for getting loans 

by thw small-scalo industries; 

?..    Reservation of items t. bo manufactured by small- 

scale industries; 

3. Regional development through small-scale enter- 

prises; and 

4. Export promotion, etc. 

d. The existence of the UP ISSI mainly as a training centor 

will not bo aale t~ produce the desired impact and lead 

to aia acceleration of the process of development of 

small-scale industries in the country.   It is, therefore, 

absolutely necessary V accept the Integrated Programme 

for the orderly and effective development of small- 

scale industries in the country.   Thw prosont UP ISSI 

should be converted into a   Multi-Purpose Institute 

of Technology for Small Industry. 
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o.    The présent definition of small-scale industry has to 

bo changed.   A PI million investment should include 

only the value of plant and machinery, thereby exclu- 

ding the cost of land and building.   Such a modification 

will enable small-scale industries located in the greater 

Iv'anila area to get benefits,  as the cost of land and 

building ajeno constitutes a major portion of a Pi mil- 

lion investment,   A change of definition, therefore, v/ill 

enable the urban industrial units t;> obtain loan particu- 

larly for the purchase -if machinery, etc.   It may be 

n^tod that 30 per cent   f existing small-scale industries 

arc located in Greater Manila area. 

f.     To help the Gjvcmmcnt   f the Philippines in formulating 

an effective   Integrated Programme" for small-scale 

industries and to help in converting the present UP ISSI 

into a "Multi-Purpose Institute of Technology for Small 

Industry", it is very essential and absolutely necessary 

for UMIDO to send an auviser on small-scale industries 

to work with the UP ISSI for a period of two to three 

years.   The Adviser should be the project manager on 

behalf of all the UNIDO and ILO experts.   In order to 

advise the Executive Director ~f the UP ISSI, to give 

suggestions on matters pertaining to small-scale 
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industrio s to the National Economic Council and tc 

discuss with other important organizations in tho 

country, the advisor ár.^n UNIDO should have profes- 

sional qualifications in small industry promotion and 

development with 15 to 20 years experience in various 

executive positions connected with small-scalo indus- 

tries.   Since the UN programme on small-scale industries 

is going t~- be effective in the Philippine from 1973, it 

will be necessary for tho UNIDO aoviser to w.>rk ~ut 

the details -jf variwUs programmes for few months during 

1972.   Such an arrangement will promote smooth imple- 

mentation : f the UK programme in 1973. 

In view of the introduction of an Integrated Programme 

for Small-Scale Institute and converting the present 

UP ISSI into a   'Ivi ulti-Purp o se Institute .f Technology 

for Small Industry", it v/ill be necessary for the Director 

or the Deputy Director oí the UP ISSI t^ visit U . S.A., 

Japan, and India to study various programmes in the 

field of small-scale industries.   The duration of   the 

study tour may be for three months.   The UNIDO may 

arrange a fellowship for this purpose. 
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2.        MULTI-PURPOSE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR SMALL 

IKDUSTRY 

a. The extension service of the prosont UP ISSI needs 

strengthening both In tûrms ^f number and in quality. 

There is an urgent need to convert the pro sont Institute 

inte a "Multi-Purpose Instituto oí Technology for 

Small Industry". 

b. In view of changes in technology and sophistication, 

there is a need to appoint competent officers in the 

fields of:—electronics, plastics, agr>-based industries, 

manufacture of automobile parts, rubber-based indus- 

tries, etc. 

c. The upward revision of scale will próvido an incentive 

to the officers to put in their best and this in turn will 

inspiro confidence among the users of the extension 

service. 

d. The system of charging fees for services rendered can 

be introduced fr,m 1975 onward. 

Q.    The nomenclature of the technical personnel, below the 

tank of Assistant Directors, needs to be changed into 

'Industrial Promotion Officers' . 
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f. Out of four Regional Institutos suggested to bo started 

in the country, ut loa st tv/o, i.e.,   one in the North 

and tho other in the South :f the Philippines have te 

be established immediately. 

g. All that has beun described about the services of the 

Regional Institutes will, of course, take time to esta- 

blish and put into full operation. However, it is not 

necessary to wait until all buildings, equipment and 

personnel are ready before taking action, wluch can 

and should bw done immediately by the recruitment of 

a Director   and a nucleus to assist him. 

h. In order to look after the expanded central offico and 

four Regional Institutes and to keep effective liaison 

with bankers, various departments and other national 

and regional bodies, tho post of the Director (UP ISSI) 

has to oo upgraded to that of Executive Director with 

adequate powers. 

i.     UN IDO's Assistance 

The development of modern small-scale industries 

in the Philippines depends nv stly on the proper set-up 

and functioning of central and regional institutes in 

the country.   If a proper organizational set-up starts 

*^ 



We regret that some of the pages in the microfiche 

copy of this report may not be up to the   proper 

legibility standards,even though the best   possible 

copy was used for preparing the master fiche 
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functioning then it will bo easier to facilitate tho 

growth of small-scale industries in the country. 

With a view 3f working out details of each exten- 

sion service, equipment, recruitment Dì persons, the 

nature of extension service in the regions, and other 

types of assistance, it would be highly helpful if 

UNIDO provides the services of a  'Small-Scale Indus- 

tries Development Expert •' for a period A 2 years. 

The export should have considerable experience in 

3otting-up and running central and regional small 

industrio o service institutes and extensi m centers. 

Two fellowships ¡nay be sanctioned by UNIDO for a 

period of 3 to 6 months to 2 senior officers of UP ISSI 

to study and gain experience on organized set-up 

available in the field of small-ocalo industries, at 

U . S.A., Japan, and India.    Cne of the officers thus 

sont for such a training to foreign countries should be 

appointed as number two top officer in the central 

organization (UP ISSI) upon his return. 
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3.       CREDIT AND FIMäNCE 

a. The pros¿nt economic difficulties of the small-scale 

sector in the Philippines arc such that very strong 

effort is noedod if beneficial results aro t.. bo achieved. 

With tho objective of oniarging the supply of institu- 

tional credit to small-scalo units by ensuring a dogroo 

of protection to lending institutions against possible 

losses v/ith respect to th^ir advances, the Government 

of tho Philippines may introduco tho  'Credit Guarantee 

Scheme   as instituted in India, 

b. Government and Commercial Banks should delegate 

more authority to branch :ffico» to grant loans to small 

businesses up to P25,000 in each case.   Local advisory 

boards in other countries have proven this to be very 

useful in ordor t_ gain better communication between 

oanks and locai industry and tradv..   It is in the interest 

of both banks and customers that these communications 

should become closer, and that thw banks should have 

thorough kn^wiodgo of persons and enterprises in their 

sector of small business. 

c. In Japan, the bank rate for small business is 8%.   In 

India, it varies from 7 to 8 3/4 pur cent depondlng on 
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the type oí loan given.   The present practice in the 

Philippines of 12 por cent together with another extra 

2 per cont for the insurance, etc. is to- much.   It is 

suggested that the ;rosont bank rate directo i t.. small- 

scale units oe reduced to 3 per cent. 

d. For giving technical appraisal of loin applications to 

banks, the UP ISSI shoull render free service, and it 

should not get 2 per coni commi s si -n from the banks 

or from the respective parties for at least the next 5 

years.   The security :f ¿ach application should be 

limited to a period of one month. 

e. With the present rules and regulations, the Social Secu- 

rity System (SSS) is not in a position to render any use- 

ful help to small-scalj units.   It is suggested that in 

the future it should stop sanctioning loans t.  small- 

scale units.    On   the ¿thcr hand, with the'fundr. avail- 

able, the SSS may start constructing small-sized 

Industrial Estates for provincial needs of small indus- 

tries. 

f. If ¿he banks io not havo their own technical persons, 

then they should accept the advice given by the UP ISSI 

en technical matters. 

«ft 
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g.    For the modernization of existing small-scale industries 

and ¿or supplying imp_.rtod and indigenous machines to 

now entrepreneurs, a separato small-tickle industries 

corporation based ~n the Indian Model may bo esta- 

blished by tho Government of tho Philippines with tho 

government guarantor that tho corporation may negotiate 

with í reign banks for getting long-term credit, thoroby 

supplying imported machinery .:ut >f such leans secured. 

Thii system is practice   in India. 

h.    Government banks and commercial banks may make it 

a point to invest at least 10 to 20% of their funds in 

providing long and short-term credit to small-scale 

industries.   For this purpose,    they should prepare a 

programme and the achievement should be watched. 

1.    The National Economic Council may constitute a Stand- 

ing Committee on credit to, the small-scale sector. 

The membership should include representatives from 

government and leading commercial banks, the Chamber 

of Commerce plus the addition of a few private small- 

scale industries to review the work done by the banks 

as well as to suggest various improvements for the 

credit system. 

tffc 
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J.     Parificai seminars m:; bo arranged by the UP ISSI to 

brief the branch managers on various aspects of small- 

scale industries. 

4.       ECONOMIC INVESTIGATION AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION 

SERVICE 

a. In arelar te conduct various types of surveys and te 

guide the entrepreneurs in chjojing suitable industries 

and their location, the U? ISSI should havo a separate 

"Econ-nic Investigation Division ' with a team of 

econ: vnists. 

b. The Economic Investigation Division should conduct 

surveys in all the 10 regions of the Philippines. 

c. In conducting surv^yc, the existing Economic Investi- 

gation Division of the Department A Commerce and 

Industry must merged v/ith the UP ISSI to avoid dupli- 

cation of work.   The DCI should tako up the policy 

decisions about the «rea te be surveyed. 

d. Efforts must be made to improve the contents and qua- 

lity of surveys to be conducted by the RIDE partici- 

pants     The staff A the UP ISSI must guide them 

properly. 

tffc 
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e. Important survey reports sh uld bo printed and circu- 

lated among all the people concerned, as this will pro- 

vide in opportunity for th« people to know the sources 

of raw materials and other relevant information to start 

industries. 

f. On^ separate officer in the UP ISSI should be entrusted 

to answer economic inforuiation regarding small-scale 

industries. 

g. An effective and aggressive publicity campaign is neces- 

sary t^ disseminato various information among the 

public.   On developing countries dissemination of in- 

formation will be purposeful and meaningful 

h.    To inform a large number of small-scale units about 

govommontal office actions and other important news, 

the Small Industry Journal should bo issued as a 

monthly rather than as a quarterly publication. 

i.     To guide and train local officers A tho Economic Inves- 

tigation Division, it ii suggested that UNff>0 may 

select one economist who has considerable field expe- 

rience in the line to work with th« UP ISSU for 2 years. 
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J.     It v/iil bo dosirablo to s-nd 2 young officers from the 

UP ISSI to .^bsorvo end t.- receive training in counftrlos 

whore survey work in small-scolo industry hove boon 

carried   ut considerably.   I¿ th^ local office personnel 

soc what has boon achieved olsowbare, thon not only 

will the y ocquire the required knowledge, but also upon 

thoir return from training, the y will work with zeal and 

devotion.   It is suggested that UNIDO próvido 2 fellow- 

ships t. the UP ISSI for a period of six m jnths each. 

Places of training should bo decided later on. 

k.    In the absence of a Statistical Act on small-scale indus- 

tries, it will bo iifficult to obtain reliable information 

about the industry ana therefore, it is suggested that 

a "System of Voluntary Registration" of small-scale 

unite v.-ith the UP ISSI and its regional institutes bo 

brought into effect immediately. 

1.     3y an Executive Order, it must bo made clear that any 

small-scale unit which is in need of loons from banks, 

imported raw materials, supply of electric power, 

accommodation in industrial estates, training facilities 

for thoir v/orkors, or any other help from any provincial 

or national Government that promote the industry, must 
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register with the UP ISSI or its Regional Institutos.   3y 

chanco, if a unit fails to register and fulfill thoso 

requirements, thon it3 amplication for any sort of help 

must bo treated as invali.'.. 

m.   Tho prosont registration form cf ô pages should bo 

reduced to a simplo form to furnish information on thö 

following : 

1. name jf tho unit; 

2. typos of products produced; 

3. numbor of workers ongagod; 

4. annual production; 

5. location; and 

6. typos of machinory usod and its value. 

In no caso should tho UP ISSI ask tho unit to pro- 

duce a 3-yoar balance 3heet. 

n.    The present system of collecting P50.00   from each 

unit at tho time of registration should be given up. 

Registration should be free of cost.   For promotional 

work, feo should not be collected. 

o.    In addition to tho registration forms, a card index 

system should be introduced to secure various inform- 

tf* 
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ation.   At prv-Swnt, the UP ISSI has only 21 index cards 

and those too do iiA contain any useful information. 

p.    Registration of a unit must bo automatic and 3 surial 

registration number should be issued to each small- 

scale unit.   All applications registered should find a 

place ir. the Master Register.   If the UP ISSI doubts 

the information furnished by any party,  then it could 

be verified through its fijld staff.   In any case, veri- 

fication should not take more than 15 days. 

q. Once these statistics ar^ collected, classified inform- 

ation on each industry w.yy be published for the benefit 

:f small-scale units,  as well as for the general public. 

r.     The UP ISSI and its Regional Institutes should bo recog- 

nised as ths agency authorized to collect statistics on 

a voluntary basis. 

s.    WhcnoVsiT the surveys on manufacturing units to bo 

conducted in the future, certain tables which will be 

of use to small units and the necessary collected by 

other national agencies should also be included. 

t.     To popularizo the voluntary registration system, tha 

government of the Philippines should issue ad ver ti so- 

lfe 
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niants in  ill tho loading novsr-npurs, radio ani TV, 

pointing .ut the benefits ;.  amall units if tho7 register 

their units with the UP ISSI and its Regional Institutes. 

Tho amount spent -n this aspect will soon turn out to 

bo a worthwhile long-term investment   for the people. 

Tho Government will also benefit from this regis- 

tration as they w~uld cone to know tho stato of deve- 

lopment of the small-scaie industrial units in the 

country.   Information, thus gathered will enable the 

government to plan the growth of this sector in a 

scientific way. 

GOVERNMENT PURCHASE PROGRAMME 

It has boon observed thai there is an alarming rise of 

unemployment in tho Philippines.   Expansion of existing 

•nail ano medium-scale industries,  and the formation of 

new ones will create additional jobs for many in the country. 

Government Stores Purchase Programmo is an effective 

instrument to sustain small-scale industry growth.   As long 

as thw quality and prices y¿ products from the small-scale 

industries are comparable with the largo scale units, pre- 

ference may be given in favour of the woaker sector.   It is 

BUB] 
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therefore suggostoi, as in the caso :>f purchase of cottage 

industry ,r: ducts, that the vori JUS Uopartmonts of tho 

g^vem.nont is suo a Policy i-emoranùum Circular regarding 

tho purchase of certain typoz of items from tho small-scalo 

industries. 

It would bij advisable for the UP ISSI to open a division 

in it3 office for dealing with two or three industries on an 

experimental basis and working with a few small plants in 

each industry.   As experience is gained from proven proce- 

dures, the UP ISSI should be capable jf rapid expansion to 

the necessary and desirable extent to properly serve small 

industries 

In caoe the UP ISSI cannot handle this type of work, 

then it is suggested that a Small Industry Corporation based 

on an Indian model b¿ formed with the following functions :- 

1)     a procurement division with the power to preempt at 

leaft 25 per cent of government indents at prices subs- 

tantially equal to those offered by tho general business 

community.   Where the items especially for the small 

business industries, and the small-scale sectors as 

a whole are technically backward, a higher percentage 

may be permitted.  A few fields of government indents 

** 
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aro, of course, not subject tc production by small 

industries oven through moans -f sub-contracting ; 

2) A contracting division v/h? would in turn sub-contract 

the indents it has taken with small industries; 

3) An engineering division v/nose function would be to 

assist the smnll industry in the proper processing of 

the indents.   They would help determine the proper 

machine tools for efficient production of goods.   The 

UP ISSI will have to be strengthened with more tech- 

nical hands; and 

4) An inspection department to ensure that the goods are 

produced in complote accordance with their specifica- 

tions. 

The corporation should sub-contract only to those 

small industries which show the necessary managerial ability 

to operate efficiently, to th-so who are willing to modernize 

their methods, ani who are willing and eager to pay high 

wages consistent with efficient production methods. 

Price-Preference 

Considering that the small units are not yet in a posi- 

tion to quote competitively along with.iarge-scale units, 

tf* 
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a price   preference up tc 10.ó .vor the lowest acceptable 

tenders received fr ."'m thu largo- seni.- units may bo c.nsi- 

dero.i by tho Director A Supplì oc .n tho merits .£ individual 

casos.   Tho Government may appoint a c.mmitt^o consisting 

of representatives from tho Bureau of Supply C. ordination, 

the UP ISSI, tho Chamber of Industries, tho Filipino Chambor 

of Smali 3u sino s s and Industry and other organizations to 

go through tho various typos of products produced by tho 

small-scalo units and prepare a list of products that could 

be reserved for government purchase.   T^ start with, the 

reservo litt may not exceed 20 items.   With the experience 

gained, the list may bo enlarged. 

Small-scalo units obtaining government contracts are 

sometimos facing serious difficulties in procuring raw mater- 

ials of tho required specifications and the necessary quan- 

tities.   Tho Director of Suppl/ should make special arrange- 

ments to release quantities .if raw materials as soon as 

contracts have been awarded. 

Efforts must be made to settle the payment to small 

units within 2 or 3 months, 

Sinco the Government Purchase Programme in developing 

*^ 
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countries play an important r:lo, it is roc mmended that 

tw: pors.no from tho UP ISSI ana tho 3uroau of Supply 

Coordinati ,r. ':-J sont for training for six months under tho 

UN Follov.ship Programm^ t. tho United Stntos and India. 

Care must bo taken t. ensure that the per s >nz to be trained 

in these òroign countries are /.i ade t? serve the country 

at least two years upon their return. 

6.       MODERNIZATION OF THE SiVlALL INDUSTRY SECTOR 

a. With a view t. removing Lhu    ^s-lcscence .£ equipment 

in small-scaie sector, it is suggested that the Govern- 

ment ei the Philippines shui: introduce a programme 

that v/iil nudernizo the existing small-scale units in 

•the country.   Withe ut rnodernizati JX\, it is feare.1 that 

the existing small units meet natural death in a couple 

of years. 

b. To start with, every year the Government can set up 

a programme of modernization _n selective basis in 

four or five types of industries.   If this is done, 20 

or 25 different groups :>f small-scale Industries can 

be brought under this programme of modernization. 

*^ 
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c.     In addition t   the pr.graoirno    f equipment modernization, 

UP IS3I should undertake t'.io responsibility ;f providing 

guidane^; an,:! assistane. In impr ving managerial effi- 

ciency through training programmes Lr .wner-managers 

and workers,   The technical officers jf the UP ISSI 

should visit the units regularly t. guide in production 

methods and in the proper use -,f machines,   The Tech- 

nical Extensi-n Werk  ,f dio Institua must be increased 

to meet this need effectively 

d.     Supply of modern machineries are very essential for the 

survival of small-scaie units in the country    In the 

interest ;.f existing and future entrepreneurs, it is 

suggested that a separato corporation patterned after 

the Indian National Small Industry Corporation be set 

up in fie Philippines t; supply impute.! and indigenous 

equipment on liberal ternir;.   It may be n )ted that any 

concession given to snail units will be toward present 

and future economic development and the subsequent 

solution of the unemployment problem in the country. 

In order to introduce the modernization of equipment in 

the small-scale sector in the Philippines as is practiced 

In Japan and India, UNIDO may make available an 

Ex-pert f:r a period of one year.   The export must be 
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an Engineer, with consideraole experience in extension 

work v/ith small-scale units. 

o.    UMIDO also may próvido one fellowship t.: UP ISSI f.* 

a period :f 3 months t. study the systems prevailing 

in Japan and in India. 

f.     F .ir supplying importo à a.achin^ry, the Philippines can 

soekA3ian Development Bank's (AD3)   r other agencies' 

assistance to got foreign exchange as it will be helping 

the causo of stimulating economic growth and increasing 

omployment opportunities to many in the rural areas on 

a more permanent basis. 

7.       AN CILIARY DE VELOPMEN T 

a.    V/-3 have therefore established that it is possible for a 

small-scale unit, in the Philippines to produco parts/ 

Components cheaper than large-scale units for the 

following reasons: 

1. overhead costs of small-scale units are in most 

cases lower than those of a large unit; 

2. direct labour costs in small units are somotimâs 

lowor than in large units; 
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3.    small units can jftcn specialize in few components 

ane can therefore concontrate on specialized skill 

and knowhow for production of those components; 

and 

A 

4.    a small-scalo unit may pool contracts from several 

largo scale for any particular compenont or group 

of similar components and may thereby have a much 

larger production volume for that component than 

any of the large units,  and can thereby reduce the 

production cost by using special tooling or special 

methods of production suited for large volume. 

In view of the above, it is suggested that the 

government introduces the ancillary development 

concept among small-scale units. 

There are a large number -f small units supplying parts/ 

components to large-scale public and private sector 

undertakings,   These units are by nature "jobbing shops" 

and undertake production according to tho contracts re- 

ceived.   Often they do not have a manufacturing pro- 

gramme of their own even for these components because, 

they depend mainly on the orders they receive.   Com- 

prehensive data on the extent of this activities and the 

problems faced by these units are not available.   It is, 
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therefore, sugge sted that special surveys be under- 

taken by UP ISSI to study the position regularly, espe- 

cially in Greater Manila and Ccbu area where there is 

a concentration of such units at present. 

c. Small-scale ancillary units are often at a disadvantage 

in obtaining raw materials of the required specifications. 

It is suggested that in the future, a department in the 

UP ISSI be opened to help the ancillary units, particu- 

larly to deal with the import A raw materials.   If a 

recommendation is received from UP ISSI, it should be 

accepted by the authorities concerned and import 

licenses be issuv-1 without further scrutiny. 

d. The technical officers of the UP ISSI should be asso- 

ciated with the licensing of large-scale units mere 

closely from the time of the receipt of the application 

so that the applications might be scrutinized from the 

ancillares'point ^f view.   Such components/parts 

which could be avado in the small-scale sector should 

not be licensed and it shoul ' be the responsibility of 

the large units to locate ancillories.   However, the 

UP ISSI should help   thvj small-scale units so selected 

by rendering technical and managerial assistance to 

the required degree.   Before finalizing agreements with 
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foreign collaborators in aiding tho country, the items 

to bo manufactured must bo clearly specified by BOI, 

o.    The UP ISSI should proparo list of standard parts/com- 

ponents that could oo made in ancillary units.   Thoso 

lists should bo made available to all G comment 

Dopartmonts for uso whilo preparing projoct studios of 

largo-scalo public sector undertakings.   Tho lists 

should also bo made available to tho Bureau of Storsi 

Purchases and membors of the licensing committee. 

The lists may also bo given wider publicity so that 

prospective entrepreneurs in the largo-scale sector 

might plan their projects accordingly.   It is, however, 

to be appreciated if those lists could only be illustra- 

tive. 

f. The UP ISSI should publish a quarterly bulletin contain- 

ing details about the capacities available in the    small- 

scale sector for manufacturo of various components/ 

parts, sub-assemblies required by large-scale units 

registered with them, as also data of the work that 

these largo-scale units are willing to sub-contract. 

This bulletin will thus bring together the prospective 

large-scale and small-scale units, and stimulate their 

ancillary relationship. 
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g.    In the caso of large-scale units   proposed to be esta- 

blished in the public sector, the scope to develop 

ancillaries should bo con siderea even while preparing 

the project study.   The project report should contain 

definite recommendations regarding establishment of 

an ancillary industrial estate.   The UP ISSI should be 

associated in preparing th-se project reports to the 

necessary extent. 

h.    To look after the development of ancillaries, the 

National Economic Council should appoint a Standing 

Committee on ancillary development,   Representatives 

wf the chambers of commerce, various government 

departments, few people from large and small-scale 

sectors be suitably represented. 

Regional Committees of the Standing Committee on 

Ancillaries might be established in few provinces. 

i.     Soon as the necessary climate has Deen created for the 

development of ancillaries, it will be best if the 

Chamber of Commerce and similar other associations 

should take the lead to bring the large-scale and 

small-scale units together tc foster their ancillary 

relationships further.   Once in a year, an Ancillary 
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Exhibition of Parts/Compunonts made by small-scalo 

units be held so that largo units will know what is pro- 

duced by the small-scalo units, and oven tho small- 

scale units themselves will s^e the things produced by 

other small-scale units.   Tais will also help in under- 

standing improvements taking place in the field of pro- 

duct designs, 

j.. UNIDO should make available an expert in ancillary 

development to help the UP ISSI and the small-scale 

units in the Philippines in the proper development of 

ancillarics.   Tho   expert should be an Engineer with 

considorablo field experience s. 

8.       SMALL INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATIONS 

According to tho survey conducted by tho U . P. Instituto 

for Small-Scale Industries in 1366, thore were 9,400 small- 

scale industries then existing in the Philippines,but hardly 

a small fraction of the total units havo become mumbers of 

tho Philippine Chamber :>f Industries ner of the Pilipino 

Chamber of Small Business an.! Industry.   It seems that the 

idea of joining these organizations has so far not been gene- 

rally accepted by the »mall and medium-sized sectors as 



they fool they have very little tu gain by becoming members. 

In the interest of small-scale enterprises, trade associaüjns 

should be made t_ perform an.: execute things of mutual 

interest to the members which each A them would not be 

able t- do by himself.   Keeping this end in view, the 

following measures are suggested for adoption:- 

A 

tfMl 

1)     Formation of specific organizations to look after the 

interest cf small and medium units - 

There is a great need to look after the interest of 

the manufacturing units in small and medium-scale 

industries in the Philippines.   If it is a composite 

organization of manufacturers and traders, it will not 

be able to give effective attention to the manufacturing 

problems of the small industries.   It has also been 

preved elsewhere, that the small-scale units, by asso- 

ciating with other members, fail to ¿et attention for 

their problems because the larger   units, by virtue of 

their economic position, would try to dominate the 

affairs of the Federation.   In case the existing organi- 

zations fail to give more attention to small units, then 

there is a need for a strong, separate Federation to come 

into existence. 
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2) In the developing countries, people generally Jcnot 

come forward to meet the expenditures of small-scale 

industries/organizations.   It is   therefore   recommended 

that the Government consider the plight of the small ani 

medium sectors with nur e sympathy and give a grant of 

P50,000 every year, for a period of three years to rne^t 

a portion :f the expenditures for tho establishment and 

maintenance of the organisation, 

3) Publication of a Directory 

At present, n. detailed publication on small-scale 

industries is available in the Philippines despite the 

existence of a, 100 units.   For effective planning, it is 

very essential to have a detailed book published in the 

country    It is, therefore, suggested that the Federation 

or any other suitable organization may be entrusted by 

the Government to compile and publish a "Directory of 

Small and Medium Scale Industries in the Philippines". 

The price of each copy should n^t bo more than P5.00, 

othorv/is- many small units will not be interested in 

purchasing,   Since the circulation of   useful information 

to manufacturing units are essential from the country's 

point of view, it is suggested that the Government may 

give a suitable grant to the Federation to meet the print- 
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ing charges of tho Directory,   It may bo mentioned hero 

that tho Small-8calo Industries Federation in India 

collected advertise mente for the Directory from the 

members and from other government departments to meet 

major portions of the expenses.   Through this method, 

the valuable Directory could be published at a nominal 

expenditure to the Government as well as th>_ Federation. 

Of course, Government departments will have to make 

available various information from their files.   Thus, 

tho Directory will be able to serve the rapid development 

of small-scale industries in the backward areas. 

4)     Holding of, an, "AU-PhiÜPPlne Small-Scale Indmtrfr, 

J&hibitton." 

In order to give tho public an idea regarding the 

development that has taken place in the country and to 

promote its future growth, it is very essential to hold 

an "All-Philippine Small and Medium Scale Industries 

Exhibition" in the Greater Manila area.  Arrangements 

may be made to give demonstrations of simple machino s, 

so that people will know for what uses the machines 

could be utilized.   Many developed countries will be 

glad to take part in such an exhibition as it will pro- 
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vide a guidon opportunity for finding market for their 

equipment.   At the samo timo, local people will have 

a chanco to see the different typos of equipment and 

their price ranges.   Enough efforts will have to be made 

to collect the products produced in the different pro- 

vinces, as it will give the planners an idea regarding 

the development that has taken place in the country. 

If possible, products of each category item may be dis- 

played in separate blocks.   The Exhibition will stimu- 

late the future growth of small-scale industries. 

Possibly arranged by the Small-Scale Industries Fede- 

ration with active government support in all respects, 

the duration of the Exhibition may last for a period of 

two months.   Once the Exhihition proves successful, 

•imilar shows on  a smeller scale may be arranged on 

important regions as it will give the people an oppor- 

tunity to see the progress their country has made. 

S)     The Foderation of Small-Scale Industries in the Philip- 

pines should assume the responsibility of sending the 

proprietor or tho deputy of each unit to undergo various 

typos of management training programmes given at the 

UP ISSI.   Such training will benefit their members in 

running their units in a modern way. 
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6) The Government of the Philippines may give proper 

representations to various bodies to the Federation so 

that it could effectively voice out the feelings of the 

small industry sector. 

7) A delegation of 6 to 8 members of the Federation may 

be sent to Japan and India, under the sponsorship of 

the government, to see how the Small-Scale Industries 

Federations' have been organized and functioning in 

those countries. 

8) Regional Small-Scalo trade associations should be 

formed, strengthened and developed. 

9) That   the national and provincial governments should 

take the initiative in organizing and promoting meetings 

to discuss these problems. 

The above recommendations if implemented, will incul- 

cate self-di scialine, achievement of higher productivity, 

bettor quality, etc., among the   amali enterprises.   Any 

financial assistance given to such activities will, therefore, 

be a profitable investment in the development of the small 

Industry sector. 
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9.       MOBILE VANS FOR DEMONSTRATION IN RURAL AREAS 

a. Out of 10 regions formed for the development of small- 

scale industries in rural areas of the Philippines, 2 or 

4 regions may be selected at the pilot st?gj for giving 

demonstrations and training through mobile vans. 

b. Each region   must be supplied with a group of 3 or 4 

vans dealing with various tra Jos. 

c. The administrative control of . the vans should remain 

with the Regional Institute of UP ISSI, which will arrange 

suitable demonstration and training programmes in each 

region in consultation with other local agencies who ore 

interested in the development of small-scale industries. 

The staff attached tc these vans should be able to pro- 

vide information about the specifications, prices, 

sources of availability of the machines, and the terms 

and condition«  under which institutional credit can be 

handed for long-term and short-term credits, 
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10.     REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH MODERN SMALL- 

SCALE INDUSTRIES 

a. While drawing up development plans in the provinces, 

efforts may be made to suggest suitable items to be 

developed by the small-scalü sector.   Detailed scheme 

on each item will have to bo prepared.   There must be 

perfect coordination between national and provincial 

plans. 

b. To attract entrepreneurs to start industries, a hum ber 

of incentives must be offered, as are practiced in a 

number of Western countries (Appendix C). 

c. Since incentives cost money, two or three regions may 

be selected for intensive development of both large and 

•mall-scale industries.   On the basis of the experience 

gained, other regions may be selected for development. 

d. The Development Bank of the Philippines and other 

financial institutions must take leadership to construct 

small-sized industrial estates on land between four to 

six hectares.   To start with, 20 or 30 sheds may be 

constructed.   Total costs for land and building may be 

limited to an amount below P250,000. 
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ö.    District surveys must bo carried out by UP ISSI and 

BOI to find out the type of industries that could be 

started. 

f. Intensive campaigns patterned after that conducted in 

India must be carried out by all the Philippine agencies 

concerned with economic 'levelopment of backward 

areas. 

g. UNIDO should provide an expert to start industries 

in the backward areas.   The Expert must have consider- 

able planning and practical experience in developing 

industries in the backward areas, particularly agro- 

industries and management of rural industrial estates, 

as well as conducting intensive campaigns in backward 

areas. 

h.    UNIDO should provide one fellowship for six months 

to an officer from the Philippines ts study thw develop- 

mental efforts that hav^ taken place in the United 

Kingdom, Denmark, Netherlands and India. 
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CHAPTER I 

MASTER PLAN 

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

FOR SMALL AND MEDIUK' INDUSTRIES IN THE PHILIPPINES 

A 

BACKGROUND 

Tht Probità 

The emergence of the Philippines as an independent nation 

in 1946   brought about great transformations on the economic 

front — both in industry as well as in agriculture.   The   cumula- 

tive effect of whioh was a repid economic progress in the country, 

something which the country has never experienced before. 

The development of the industrial sector from 1946 to 1960 

was achieved by a conscious strategy of import substitution. The 

govern/nont adopted fiscal incentives such as tax exemptions 

for "new and necessary industries", import and foreign exchange 

controls and tariff protection. All these cumulatively resulted in 

an impressive increase in industrial output. 

The share of the manufacturing sector in domestic product 

rose from 7.3% in 1950 to 18% in 1370.   Despite the development 

in the industrial oroduction, the fact that this sector could not 

accommodate more than 11% of the country's total labour force in 

more than a decade from 1957 to 1968 seems to be so surprising. 

Anyone who is socially conscious would like to reflect and re- 

analyze the situation which led to this amazing phenomenon. 
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Moat  of the large-scale industries are concentrated in 

Manila and suburbs.  Thus, the Per Capita income in Metropoli- 

tan Manila is about S timi« more than that of the national figure. 

According to the survey conducted in 1966, there are 9,400 

modern small-scale units in the country.   These units have given 

employment to 153, 000 persons and contributed 20% of the total 

Industrial production. 

If only greater attention has been given to the smill-scale 

unit», the total contribution of the small-scale sector by now 

would have been more than the present 2 0% and a large number of 

persons could have been employed, as small units could be 

started at a lesser capital than large-scale ones.   (Sumaary of 

findings can be seen at Appendix A). 

talent f9»ltlon Pf Handicrafts and Cottage Iridicfr-frf 

When we talk of small-scale industries in the Philippines, 

we should clearly understand that modern small-scale industries 

are distinctly different from handicrafts and cottage industries 

which are existing in the country. 

The term "Handicraft" or "Cottage Industry" pertains to 

economic activity in a small scale which is carried out mainly in 

the homes or in places where production is carried on mainly 
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through the help of the members of the family. According to the 

existing law, all cottage Industries will have to be registered with 

the NACIDA (National Cottage Industries Development Authority). 

Units with a capital investment of f>15,000 or less in machinery 

alone are entitled to be registered.   Normally, each cottage unit 

helps supDort an average Pilipino family consisting of a father, 

a mother and three (3) children.  Thus, a total of 3.3 million 

Filipinos are directly or indirectly benefited from this Industry. 

There are 43,699 cottage industries which so far have regis- 

tered with NACIDA.   Capital invested in these units have been 

estimated at f>95 million.  Registered units have provided direct 

employment to 700,000 workers.   Besides, the registered units 

of 43,699, it has been estimated that there are nearly 50, 000 

units unregistered in the country. 

Cottage industries, apart from supplying the local market, 

are also exporting goods and earning val1 -ble foreign exchange. 

An export earnings of f 58 million accounted for in 1968 has gone 

up to F128 million in 1970.   The progress is spectacular since 

the cottage industries are contributing to the growth of economy 

of the country.   The government has created a number of specialized 

agencies in order to help the units in many ways.   Cottage Indus - 

tries by virtue of their specialty will continue to   play their role 
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in the future also. 

What is a Small-Scale Industry? 

The official definition that has boon in force since 197 0 runs 

as follows:   "Small-scale industries are those enterprises engaged 

in manufacturing or rendering services to the manufacturing sector 

of the economy with employment of not less than 5 and not more 

than 100 workers, with total value of assets not more than Pesos 

one million and managed directly by the owner or owners." 

Every developed and developing country has adopted differ- 

ent definitions for their small-scale industries.   The definition 

•hould be flexible, and if there is a need for change, they should 

be modified according tc circumstances.   In fact in India, the 

definition of small-scale industries was changed three times. 

The present definition in India runs as under: 

"Small-scale industries will include ?ll industrial units 

with capital investment of not more than   $ 100,000 

irrespective of the number of persons employed.   Capital 

investment for this purpose will mean investment in plant 

and machinery only".   ($1.00  * Rs 7.50) 

The Philippine definition of one million   pesos on assets 

Include cost of land, buildings, plant and machinery.   Cost of 
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land and building alone, for example, in Manila and Greater 

Manila may cost' much more than in the provinces.   Therefore, 

if such a cost is deducted out of an asset of one million pesos 

then only the reduced amount will be available for the cost of the 

equipment.   People who want to avail of loans in cities will there- 

fore be subjected to mere difficulties than the small units in the 

provinces .   It is suggested that if the reference to one million 

pesos were to be confined to plant and machinery, then the cost 

of land and building irrespective of locations will not come in the 

way of classifying under the same category. 

Need for Modern Small-Scale Units 

Aside from geographical reasons like the country being 

composed of 7,100   islands spread in a vast area  thereby causing 

problems of transportation and communication, there are other 

important reasons why small-scale indu3 tries are vital to the 

development of the Philippine economy.   The development of 

small industries is supposed to facilitate effective mobilization 

of resources and of capital and   skill particularly in the rural 

areas, which might otherwise remain unutilized.  All these, in 

other words, means decentralization and dispersal of industry, 

which are necessary for national development and for preventing 

the concentration of wealth in the hands of a few.   These indus- 

tries offer a method of developing entrepreneurs and ensuing 
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more equitable distribution of national income.    Besides, it is 

possible to economize the overhead capital expenditures on power, 

water, housing, etc. which is essential for the urbanized industry, 

(and its labour force), through establishment of small units in 

semi-urban and suitable rural areas.   Unlike large industrial 

establishments, small industries have relatively shorter gestation 

period and also lesser dependence on imported equipment and raw 

materials.   These industries also help large industries by meeting 

their reqj irements for parts and components in the manufacture of 

which large size operation or a high degree of mechanization has 

generally no pronounced impact on the economy.   In this sense, 

they are reinforcing the large scale industries. 

There are, of course, very great "economies of scale" as 

in the operation of a steel mill, shipbuilding cr a paper mill.   Small 

units in such fields are not economically feasible.   But economies 

of scale are much less important in cutlery, hosiery, foundry pro- 

ducts, some kinds cf machine tools and many kinds of specialized 

components that can be made by small producers for sale to large- 

scale manufacturers, assemblers and distributors at a compara- 

tively cheaper rate. 

Certain kinds of products which are costly to transport 

(bricks, tiles) and other perishables (vegetable, fish and fresh 
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dairy products) have to be produced or processed locally, which 

generally means in a small-scale.   Also products the demand for 

which are highly specialized or individualized or changeable 

(plastic, fine furniture, fashionable goods) are likely to be 

better produced by small or medium units rather than by very large 

ones. 

In almost all of the developed and developing countries, 

great importance is given to the development of small-scale 

enterprises.   Employment provided by the small-scale sector in 

various countries (in terms of units) may be seen in the following 

table: 

Share of Small-Scale Industries in Employment and Value 

Added of the Manufacturing Sector in Selected Countrl as 

Percentage Designation of Small- 
Developing of Percentage       Scale Industries 
goyntrteg   Year Employment valus Mtiefl   No. of Employees 

Iraq 1964 49.5 30.9 1-49 

Jordan 1965 80.3 53.7 1-49 

Kuwait 1965 54.4 - 1-49 
Lebanon 1964 65.8 63.4 1-49 
Saudi Arabia 1965 84.2 - 1-49 
Brazil 1960 38.9 32.2 5-99 
Chile 1957 42.8 25.4 5-99 
Columbia 1962 45.9 29.4 5-99 
Ghana 1959 8.4 36.5 6-100 

Imlla 1969 35.0 38.0 1-100 
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Korea 1963 56.8 42.4 5-99 

Pakistan 1958 22.2 24.8 1-99 

Philippines 1966 21.3 20.0 5-99 

Developed 
Countries 

Canada 1961 34.5 27.7 1-99 

Japan 1961 46.2 47.6 6-99 

United 
Kingdom 1958 15.8 13.6 1-99 

United States 1958 27.0 23.0 1-99 

tffe 
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Government Efforts 

The Government of the Philipp' .es is nov/ concentrating its 

attention in the development of modern small-scale industries in 

the country,  since they realized thac the sector has a great poten- 

tial in creating J003 olì over the cour   y at a minimum capital 

investment.   In order to datermine the total number of small units 

existing and their problems, the Government of the Philippines 

conducted a detailed survey of small-scale enterprise? in the 

country in I960, jointly supported by the National Economic 

Council of the Philippines and the UNESCO Research Center 

(Calcutta). 

According to the Survey Report,   "there existed 987 modern 

small-scale units in the country''.   The survey pointed out that 

nearly 70% of the establishments surveyed reported di:"".:'.kilties 

in procuring raw materials necessary for their operations, because 

the cost of raw materials accounted for at least 40% of the gross 

receipts in the establishments.   ïu spite of stiff competition from 

large-scale industries, fourfifths of the sample establishments 

reported marked demand for their products sufficient, if not more 

than sufficient at their operation. 

Another interesting fact was that 5C1 units out of the total 

820 establishments or 51% were ovmeci by individual proprietors 

** 
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189 establishments representing 23% of the total operated on a 

partnership basis, while the remaining 130 establishments or 16% 

were of the corporate type.   Yet another important factor brought 

out by the survey was that 72% of the establishments had engaged 

between 5 to 19 workers and provided employment to 22% in the 

manufacturing side. 

Birth of UP Institute for Small-Scale Industries 

With a view to rectify rhu c'I'll M\1 'OS 'X in tod cut in the 

survey of the small-scale units, the Government of the Philippines 

started negotiating with the Royal Government of the Netherlands 

in 1963.   Three years oilier, a bilateral agreement was concluded 

between the two governments which created the Institute for Small- 

Scale Industries under the University of the Philippines.   Since 

then, the Institute has been engaged in training consultants and 

other types of management courses, as it is its main function. 

Instead of solving the 'Mfficulties pointed out in the survey 

in 1960, the Institute took action to conduct another detailed 

survey among the small-scale industries.   Probably, they wanted 

to know the changes that had taken place between 1960 and 1966. 

According to the survey ot 1966,   here were nearly 9, 400 

modern small-scale industries in the Philippines.   It is estimated 

that they were serving the nation by providing employment to 
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153,000 workers all over the country.   The main features of the 

survey may be scon under Appendix A . 

National Council for Small and Medium Industries 

The National Council for Small and Medium Industries was 

created in 1970 by a promulgation of the President of the Republic 

of the Philippines to serve as a dynamic administrative body that 

will integrate all government agencies for government policies 

and to ensure the stability and continuing growth of this vital 

sector in the developing economy.   The Council is an ad interim 

body for the small enterprise board as proposed in the bill which 

is pending enactment in the Congress under the executive order. 

The Council shall assist and protect the interests of small and 

medium industries, encourage and develop their actual and poten- 

tial capacities, safeguard their stable growth and secure their 

development. 

It is fortunate that the Chairman of the National Economic 

Council, which is the highest body in-charge of planning, has 

agreed to become the chairman of the National Council for Small 

and Medium Industries too.   The Director of the UP ISSI has be- 

come the action officer. 

Membership of the council consists of heads of government 

financial institutions like the  Social Security System (SSS), 

^^ 
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February 1972 

Mr. William M. Hording 
Resident Representative 
United Nouons Doveiopmunt Programmo 
Philamlife Building 
United Nations Avenue 
M añila 

Dear Mr. Harding, 

Subject: Assistance to the Small-Scale Industries: 
Small Industry Development (SIS-PHI- 1U-C) 

We take pleasure in presenting herewith the Report A a Two • 
Member Team of UNIDO/ÏLO on a Master Plan For a Comprehensivo 
and Integrated. Devol. pment Programme of Assistance t- Small and 
Medium Industrios in the Philippines-   In two parts, it discusses 
the current method of operation of the existing institutions assisting 
and supporting small industries an,: have made suggestions as t< 
how improvements could be effected. 

The Team wishes to express its grateful thanks to various heads of 
departments and other t^p officials of the National Government, 
Governors, Mayors, Chambers of Commerce, Private organizations 
and institutions and individuals throughout the country    The Team's 
special thanks are due to Mr. L   V, Chico, Director   f the Univer- 
sity of the Philippines Institute for Si.iall-Scale Industries (UP ISSI), 
Mr. Paterno V. Viloria, Deputy Director and concurrently Assistant 
Director for Finance and Development, Mrs. Herminia R. Fajardo, 
Chairman, Project Evaluation and Supervision Department, and all 
staff members of the UP ISSI without wh.se help and cooperation, 
it would not have oeon possible for the Team to complete its 
report in such a sh,rt time. 

Sincerely y ours, 

(SGD) K. L. NAN JAPPA 
UNIDO Small Industry Development Expert 

(SGD) L. CRESSON 
ILO Small Industry Management Development 

and Consultancy Expert 

Enclosures:   Scories 
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Development Bank of the Philippines (DBP), Government Service 

Insurance System (GSIS), and Philippine National Bank (PNB) 

plus the presidents of several chambers  of industries like the 

Philippine Chamber of Industries (PCI), Chamber of Commerce of 

the Philippines (CCP), and the Pilipino Chamber of   Small Business 

and Industry (PCSBI).   The secretary of commerce and industry is 

al so a member of the council. 

The council has the following functions: 

1. To conduct studies on small-scale industries and integrate 

the proposed measures relating to the promotion and deve- 

lopment of small and medium enterprises; 

2. To propose and adopt policies, set objectives and priorities 

affecting small and medium industries; 

3. To formulate a credit programme for the small and medium 

sectors with the help of government financial institutions 

and to follow up the implementation programme of the said 

institutions; 

4. To coordinate and integrate the activities of all government 

agencies related to small and medium industries to the and 

that all efforts may be effectively channeled to the objective 

of attaining the promotion and development of small and 

medium industries; and 
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5.       To undertake such other measures as may be necesiary 

from timo to time to attain the objectives. 

As far as the creation cf the National Council for Small and 

Medium Industries and the tasks to be achieved ore concerned, 

it seems a lot of hope on behalf of small units have been entrusted. 

Indian Experience In the Field of Development of Small-Scale 

To achieve more or less the same functions entrusted to the 

Philippine National Council for Small and Medium Industries, the 

Government of India passed an "Industrial '.'olic. Resolution" in 

1956.   The objectives of the Industrial Policy Resolution may be 

summarized as follows: 

1. To create immediate and permanent employment opportunities 

on a large-scale at a relatively     mail cost; 

2. To meet a substantial part of the increased demand for 

consumer goods; 

3. To facilitate mobilization of resources, of capital and skill, 

which may otherwise remain unutilized; 

4. To help in raising income and -   :?.d-vd of living of a 

large number of artisans, craftsmen and entrepreneurs; 
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5. To bring about an integration of the development of small 

industries within the rural economy on the one hand, and 

the large-scale enterprises on the other; 

6. To ensure, by the above means, the growth of an efficient 

and progressive decentralized sector of the economy; and 

7. To make the small-scale industries export-oriented and 

help in export promotion. 

In order to carry out these objectives effectively, a high- 

powered "Small-Scale Industries Board" was created under the 

chairmanship of the Minister for Industrial Development.   As in 

the case of the Philippines, ministers of other departments and 

80 important non-officials, and officials have been made members. 

The Small-Scale Industries Board in India is not a statutory board, 

but once decisions have been taken in the board meetings, then 

all concerned do their best to implement the approved measures. 

So far, the Board has met 29 times in different parts of the 

country.   Very seldom are board meetings held in the headquarters 

in Delhi, the idea being that, if board meetings are held in back- 

ward areas, a certain amount of enthusiasm can be created in 

such places, which alone will become a motive force for other 

entrepreneurs to start new industries.   In addition, it is hoped 

that these regional meetings will bring experts closer to these 
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regions' problems and potentialities which will help them in 

planning industrioJ in these areas.   Board meetings are held 

twice a year, generally attended by 200 to 250 important persons 

to carry out urgent matters.   A number of Standing Committees 

have been formed, they are: 

1.     Raw Materials Committee 

2 .     Credit Facilities Committee 

3. Export Promotion Committee 

4. Rural Industrialization Committee 

5. Quality Marking and Standardization Committee 

For non-offici.als who attend the Standing Committee and 

Board meetings, the government of India pays their air travel 

and other daily allowances. 

In order to carry out the board's programme, a huge admi- 

nistration has been set up under the Develooment Commissioner, 

Small-Scale Industries.   Eighteen (16) full-fledged Regional 

Small Industries Service Institutos, and 64 Extension Centers, 

spreading all over the country has been located both in urban 

and rural areas.  At present, more than 900 highly qualified and 

experienced officiers are serving in these organizations and 

helping the industry in all possible ways. 
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The Small-Seals Industries Programme in India is at present 

a comprehensive and integrated programme giving assistance to 

small-scale units in all directions, and not confined to one pro- 

gramme or two only. 

Achievement in Indian Small-Scale Sector 

As a result of the following comprehensive and integrated 

programme, small industries in India emerged as a powerful mo- 

dern industrial sector of the national economy with a high poten- 

tial for growth and expansion.   The facilities ana incentives pro- 

vided by the government and other allied organizations have been 

in no small measure responsible for transforming small industries 

into modern and economically viable units of production capable 

of self-sustained growth.   Small enterprises have not only been 

able to produce a wide range of consumer goods to meet the 

internal demand, but have also been able to enter, (though only 

in a small but sure way) into the international markets owing to 

the adoption of modern management techniques and continuous 

improvement in productivity.   Many desirable socio-economic 

objectives such as the utilization of untapped resources, capital 

and skill, development of entrepreneurial ability, gradual inte- 

gration of the large-scale and small-scale sectors of industry 

and equity distribution of industrial activity to reduce regional 

disparities, have been achieved to a greater or lesser extent 
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through the development of small industries.   Though what remains 

to be achieved and is capable of achioving is,of course, greater 

than what has been attained in the last two decades, yet it demons- 

trates that given the will and the purposeful direction to develop- 

mental efforts it can create wonders.   The invaluable experience 

and expertise gained are great assets which will surely go a long 

way in building up a dynamic, modern and self-reliant industrial 

economy.   Since India and the Philippines have many things in 

common in this flold, there is no reason to hesitate to adopt these 

suitable areas based upon the already experimented areas in 

India. 

Small Industry is a Big Partner in Indian Economy which 
may be in the following achievements :-  

1. Number of registered small units 
as on 31-3-71 

2. Total gross output in the small 
scale sector as on 31-3-71 

3. Total number of persons employod 
in the small-scale sector 

4. Total investment in the small 
Industry sector 

5. Fourth plan outlay on Small 
Industry Programme 

6. Number of items reserved 
exclusively for production 
in the small-scale sector 

190,727 

P34,500 million 

6.3 million 

»4,200 million 

PI, 200 million 

166 
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gffiflU fodygfrY 4§ a Resu/g^UJaflojial 

Force In the Industrial Fields of Japan 

Japan's small  business sector carries a great weight in the 

national economy with its units accounting for 99 per cent of the 

country's total establishments and its economic g/owth and sta- 

bilization livelihood.   Japan's aim is to achieve balanced growth 

of the national economy and the well-being of the nation as a 

whole.   The most urgent requirement probably may be to increase 

the competitive power ef their industries with other countries in 

an open economy.   With this aim in view, the government lays 

major emphasis in its small business policies, which are being 

Implemented through the expansion and intensification of these 

already brought into action and the arrangement of a structure for 

promoting cooperation and for technological development.   As a 

result, 52 per cent of goods exported from Japan come from the 

•mall sector. 

The Future of Sma}l Un¿ts_4nJhe Philippines, 

If a developed country like Japan and a developing country 

like India could achieve success through small-scale industries, 

there is no reason why a country like the Philippines with vast 

resources of raw material, plenty of educated and intelligent 

labour with committed government backing cannot achieve pros- 

*te 
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parity through small-scile Industrias. 

Considering the growth that has already taken place in the 

small-scalo industries in the Philippines during the past, it can 

be safely assumed that the modern small-scale sector is going to 

be a powerful factor in the rapid, decentralized growth of a 

modem economy of the future Philippines.   The small-scale indus- 

try which is by nature a labour-intensive and capital-saving 

industrial sector has to play a vital role in the overall economic 

development of a country like the Philippines, where millions of 

people are unemployed or underemployed;  where most of the 

entrepreneurs are capable of investing small amount of capital 

and where there is a dearth of sophisticated machinery and mo- 

dern technology.   Other factors which weigh in favour of the 

small industry are its adaptability to semi-urban and rural envi- 

ronment where the infrastructure is underdeveloped and its capa- 

city to attract rural savings and diverting them to productive 

channels. 

Industrial Policy Resolution for the Development 

of 8mall-8cale Industry in the Philippines 

In order to solve unemployment and develop the backward 

areas as well as to bring the middle class people in the main 

stream of industrialization in the country, the Government of 

«te 
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the Philippines   should attach importance to the development of 

•mall-scale industrias. 

In 1970, a draft act was introduced in Congress in order to 

back up the development of small-scale Industries in the Philip- 

pines, but the bill Is yet to be passed.   The draft of the proposed 

"Small Enterprise Act of 1970 " seeks to implement House-Joint 

Resolution number 2, otherwise known as the "Magna Carta of 

Social Justice and Economic Freedom" which recognizes the 

importance of small enterprises not only in promoting industrial- 

ization of the country but also in achieving social justice, nation- 

alism, and economic democracy. 

If the Act is passed by Congress, then it is going to give 

sufficient backing for the development programme of small- scale 

Industries, otherwise no progress can bo expected. 

Integrated Development Programme 

foi 8mal|-gçaje Industries, 

In order to achieve the maximum success in a short span of 

time it is suggested that the following ideas be considered and 

incorporated in the proposed act which is now pending in Congress 

for enactment: 

4^ 
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(a) The production of all consumer goods which aro being com- 

petently and economically manufactured by a small-scale 

sector have to be reserved for them.   A list of such items 

may be prepared. 

(b) The general policy should be to restrict the production of 

specific consumer goods to the small-scale sector as soon 

as the competency of the small-scale sector to produce 

such items is established. 

(c) Large-scale industries, which are engaged in the production 

of consumer goods, should not be permitted to go beyond 

their future expansion limit (except 12% reasonable expan- 

sion rato per year) where items are technically and economic- 

ally feasible to be produced in the small-scale sector. 

Such a policy would broaden the base of operation for small- 

scale units and help channel new investments in large-scale 

undertakings to the areas or fields requiring the use of so- 

phisticated technology or relatively high level of mechani- 

zation and automation. 

(d) Industrial licenses granted by BOI to large-scale under- 

takings generally include manufacture of parts components, 

sub-assemblies, etc. which are being competently manu- 

factured in the small-scale sector.   It is, therefore, noces- 
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sary to ensure that wherever sub-contracting and ancillary 

production is feasible, the industrial licenses to the large- 

scale units should be granted only after excluding facilities 

for the manufactura oí such components, parts, sub-assem- 

blies, etc., as can be competenti/ produced by the small- 

scale units. 

(e) Large units should not be allowed to import raw materials 

for the production of parts and components which could be 

produced by thi small-scale soctor.   Such an action will 

enable genuine and independent small-scale ancillary unit 

to expand their production. 

(f) In view of the importance of small-scale industries in the 

national economy, it is necessary to ensure allocation of 

adequate resources for the sustained development of this 

sector.   On the matter of distribution of foreign exchange, 

there has been a tendency to meet the requirements of large- 

scale industries almost in full while allocating resources in 

a limited scale to meet only fractional needs of the small- 

scale sector.   It is absolutely necessary to treat small- 

scale industries as a "priority soctor of the economy and 

allocate resources of foreign exchange to the small-scale 

sector, so that this sector will be able to contribute to 
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total industrial production and employment in the country". 

It has to bo ensured that the small enterprise s concerned 

will have the same facilities as large-scale units to pro- 

duce the basic raw materials required for fulfilling their 

production target rates.   While allocating foreign exchange 

to ssiûll-scale units, the opinion of the Director, UP ISSI, 

•hould be taken into consideration. 

(g)      An analysis of the bank credit available to industries  has 

revealed that the large-scale industries received the bulk 

of bank credit, whereas the small-scale industries could 

hardly get anything from this appropriation.   It is, therefore, 

necessary to take necessary steps so that the capital base 

of the small-scale sector can be progressively strengthened. 

(h)      Proper coordination among various agencies has to be esta- 

blished for the proper development of small-scale industries. 

There is an imperative need for the Director of the UP ISSI 

as executive head to play a close and effective role in this 

aspect. 

(i)      It is extremely desirable to strengthen UP ISSI by hiring a 

sufficient number of technical people with due regard to tho 

complexity of the work of development of small-scale 
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Industrios and the extensive nature of the responsibilities 

Involved. 

0) The UP ISSI must opon four Regional Offices to look after 

regional development. It will not be possible to manage 

this important work from Manila itself. 

(k)     In view of the rapid development of the small sector and its 

growing importance to the economy of the country, it is 

necessary to collect key statistics about investment, em- 

ployment, consumption of raw materials and production of 

goods, otc., on a regular and continuing basis. 

There is a need for adopting a system of compulsory regis- 

tration of all small-scale units for survey and evaluation of the 

industry as well as to provide financial assistance. 

Re senti y, the Chairman of the National Economic Council 

called a special meeting to consider the draft suggestions made 

by UNIDO   Small Industry Development Expert.   The members 

who attended the meeting agreed that if small-scale industries 

in the Philippines were to have a greater impact and solve un- 

employment problems as well as to develop backward regions, 

then the suggestions made by the U.N. Expert should be included 

in the draft Act and efforts be made to have the Act passed by 

Congress.   It may be mentioned cloarly that without a clearcut 
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Act giving authority to promulgato tho aims and programmes, no 

progress could bo expected from tho small-scale industries sector. 

Role of the National Economic Council (NEC) 

The Industrial Policy Act, once passed by Congress, is 

expected to giv^. enough powers to the National Economic Council 

to carry out tho adopted policies.    Tho NEC will have to draw a 

detailed programme on each of tho items mentioned in the Act, and 

entrust different agencies to carry out the programme and produce 

results.   The Council being the highest authority engaged in 

policy-making and guiding the different implementing agencies, 

should become a "Friend, Guide and Philosopher"  of the small- 

scale units. 

All the other government departments, banks, Chamber of 

Commerce and other agencies should fully cooperate and no 

"Cross-Purpose" activities should be allowed.     For two or three 

years, to start with, thu National Economic Council will have to 

meet at least 3 times annually.   Efforts should also be made to 

hold one or two meetings yearly at different regions.   Important 

persons or organizations who take interest in the development of 

small-scale industries in the regions should be invited to attend 

such council meetings as special members. 
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In ordor to give spadai attention to the important problems 

of small units, two or three Standing Committees of the council 

with fewer members should be formed.   Standing Committees could 

consider certain aspects in depth and report back to the council 

for consideration and approval.   It is also suggested that whenever 

a meeting of the   National Economic Council is held at any region, 

efforts should be made to collect articles made by the small-scale 

units, so that the members will get an idea of the progress they 

have achieved.   If progress has not been noted, then they will 

also know what special action is needed to improve their perform- 

ance. 

Dedicated and Committed Off|cer.? 

The promotion of small-scale industries is an important 

economic activity. All now programmes and ideas require "dedi- 

cated and committed" officers to carry them out.   In some countries, 

good programmes have met with failure because the officers con- 

nected with the implementation worked only in a routine way. 

Luckily, a good band of officers have been connected with the 

UP ISSI for the last few years,  and if the Institute is further 

strengthened, then it can deliver the goods.   As  in the case of 

the Development Commissioner, SmalJ-Scale Industries Organiza- 

tion in India, the UF ISSI should be recognized as the main exe- 

cutive agoncy to carry out the development of small-scale industries. 
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The UP ISSI which is mainly functioning as a "Training 

Inititute " should immediately be converted into a "Multi-Purpose 

Technological Institute for Small-Scale Industries". 

fléceme! Action Produce Limited Result« 

Some countries feel that by Störung an Industrial E ita te or 

opening ono Extension Centre or by doing any one particular 

'Input" activity, they are implementing a   small-scale indu «trio s 

development programmo.   Unfortunately, it Is not a correct approach. 

A comprehensive, integrated development programme should include 

assistance to the small-scale sector in the fields of : 

(1) finance 

(2) supply of imported and scarce raw materials 

(3) government purchase programme 

(4) supply of machinery to modernize the existing unita 

(5) market and export promotion 

(6) development of ancillary around large-scale units 

(7) organizing small industries associations 

(8) rural industrialization and particularly agro-based 
industries 

(9) conducting economic and other types of surveys 

(10) starting small-sized industrial estates in urban and 
rural areas 

(11) setting up central and regional small industries 
service institutes 
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(12) collecting of statistics, supply of economic information 

(13) consultancy service and training programmes, etc. 

National Planning 

In all the available national planning, no suitable role has 

beon given to tho small-scale sector.    Since small-scale indus- 

tries are capable of contributing to the national economy in terms 

of providing job opportunities to many and in building national 

wealth, it is suggested that in tho future, the National Economic 

Council may sot up a separate committee to prepare a "Five-Year 

Development Plan for the Small-Scale Industries in the Philippines. " 

Once the plan has been prepared and approved, then it should find 

a place in the general national plan.   Even the provinces, while 

preparing thoir development plans, have not given much thought 

for tho development of small-scalo industries based on the locally 

available raw materials.   This must be interpreted as due to lack 

of awareness rather than lack of interest on the part of the people. 

Awareness must be created through a systematic nationwide pub- 

licity. 

Hew Çlasg of People have come to the S^all-Sca^ Fiefl 

While travelling in the country and discussing with difforent 

people, it was noticed that those who camo forward to set up 

•mall-scale units were from tho trades and experienced craftsmen 
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categorías.   With   their experience in marketing or in the product- 

ion, they were quick to grasp the now opportunities.   Furthermore, 

entrepreneurs from the other professional and landlord classes 

have also gradually entered the field.   In the future, this sector 

is going to constitute a progressivo, vigorous section of the 

industrial community of the Philippines.   It is, however, to be 

stated that the policy objectives could be fully attained only 

when educated young men and experienced technicians in large 

numbers could be induced to set up independent units.   Efforts 

must be directed vigorously in this direction. 

1.      To croate immediate and permanent employment opportunities, 

to meet a substantial part of the increased demand for con- 

sumer goods to mobilize resources of capital skill, etc. 

which may otherwise remain unutilized, to develop regions 

and to increase the middle class sector of the economy, the 

government of the Philippines should pass an 'Industrial 

Policy Resolution Act ' in 1972, which will serve as a 

"Magna Carta of Social Justice and Economic FreedomM, 

wherein the orientation of government policy in favour of 

small-scale industries should be clearly described. 
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2. To carry out the directions Incorporated in the Industrial 

Policy Resolution, the Government of the Philippines should 

entrust the policy decision and the task of preparing a 

national plan for the development of small-and medium-scale 

industries to the National Economic Council, which should 

become the supreme body in the field of small-scale sector 

development.  All other developing agencies should be made 

to look up tc this council for guidance. 

3. The National Ecjnomic Council may constitute different 

Standing Committees to considor the important aspects of 

small-scale industries such as : 

a. Credit policy and liberal terms for getting loans by 

the small-scale industries; 

b. Reservation of ito as to be manufactured by small- 

scale industries; 

c. Regional development through small-scale enterprises; 

and 

d. txport promotion, etc. 

4. The «dstonce of the UP ISSI mainly as a training center will 

not be able to produce the desired impact and lead to the 

acceleration of the process of development of small-scale 

industries in the country.   It is, therefore, absolutely 
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necessary to accept the Integrated Programme for the order- 

ly   and effective development of small-scale industries 

in the country.   The present UP ISSI should be converted 

into a "Multi-Purpose Institute of Technology for Small 

Industry ". 

5.       The present definition of small-scale industry has to be 

changed.   A PI million investment should include only the 

value of plant and machinery, thereby excluding the cost of 

land and building.   Such a modification will enable small- 

scale industries located in the greater Manila area to get 

benefits, as the cost of land and building alone constitutes 

a major portion of a PI million investment.   A change of 

definition, therefore, will enable the urban industrial units 

to obtain loan particularly for the purchase of machinery, 

etc.   It may be noted that 80 per cent of existing small- 

scale industries are located in greater Manila area. 

S.       To help the Government of the Philippines in formulating an 

effective "Integrated Programme" for small-scale industries 

and to holp in converting the present UP ISSI into a 

"Multi-Purpose Institute of Technology for  Small Industry", 

it is very essential and absolutely necessary for UNIDO to 

send an adviser on small-scale industries to work with the 

UP ISSI for a period of two to three years.   The Adviser 
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should be the project manager on behalf of all the UNIDO 

and ILO experts.   In order to advise the Executive Director 

of the UP ISSI, to give suggestions on matters pertaining 

to small-scale industries to the National Economic Council 

and tc discuss with other important organizations in the 

country, the adviser from UNIDO should have professional 

qualifications in small industry promotion and development 

with 15 to 20 years experience in various executive posi- 

tions connected with small-scale industries.   Since the 

UN programme on small-scale industries is going to be 

effective in the Philippines ¿rom 1973, it will be necessary 

for the UNIDO adviser to work out the details of various 

programmes for few months during 1972.   Such an arrange- 

ment will promote smooth implementation of the UN pro- 

gramme in 19 73. 

7. In view of the introduction of an Integrated Programme for 

Small-Scale Institute and converting the present UP ISSI 

into a "Multi-Purpose Institute of Technology for Small 

Industry ', it will be necessary for the Director dr the 

Deputy Wroctor of the UP ISSI to visit U . S.A., Japan, 

and India to study various programmes in   the field of 

small-scale industries.   The duration of the study tour 

may be for three months.   The UNIDO may arrange a 

fellowship for this purpose. 
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CHAPTER H 

MULTI-PURPOSE INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY 
 FOR SMALL INDUSTRY  

Recognizing the importance of small-scale industries for the 

economic development of the country, the Government of the 

Republic of the Philippines entered into a bilateral agreement with 

the Royal Kingdom of the Netherlands for the establishment of an 

Institute for  Small-Scale Industries. 

The principal objectives of the Institute are: 

1) To train Philippine consultants who will Improve the operation 

of existing industries and develop and promote small-scale 

industries in the Philippines (existing as well as new ones). 

2) To provide research and consultancy to the small-scale 

industries sector. 

3) To provide, if feasible, a special training course, and 

organize seminars, symposia, and workshops from the 

management, consultants and entrepreneurs of small-scale 

industries in the Philippines. 

At present, 18 technically qualified persons together with 

47 ministerial staff are working in the institute.   The Government 

of the Philippines, through the University of the Philippines, is 
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spending a sum of 9 one million in the Institute, 40 per cent of 

which is spent on the salary of officers and the staff. 

Since 1966. the Institute has been doing extremely well in 

conducting consultancy courses and other types of management 

seminars.   3y judging the results, one feels that the Institute 

still remains as a strong "training institute" rather than a tech- 

nical organization which can render its services to the develop- 

ment of small-scale sectors in other fields. 

A Single Factor Approach 

Productivity and efficiency of small manufacturing units do 

not merely depend on a single production factor, but on a combi- 

nation and interaction of various "inputs".   The single factor 

approach 3s a development programme is designed to improve only 

one of these inputs, that is, at its best this can only produce 

meager results that may not be commensurate with the efforts put 

in.   On the other hand, a comprehensive programme is expected 

to prove highly effective to Improve a selected set of inputs. 

During 1971, the Department of Commerce and Industry of 

the Government of the Philippines conducted an economic survey 

of "Small-Scale Industries of Negros Occidental" which pointed 

out that due to difficulties, such as inadequacy of working capi- 

tal, modem production methods, marketing assistance, supply of 
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raw materials, and lack of statistical and economic information 

on the positions of demand and supply, the growth of small-scale 

industry has been restricted.   It may safely be assumed that all 

the above-mentioned detrimental factors are also applicable to a 

large extent to the other 63 provinces in the Philippines. 

In a developing country such as the Philippines, the small- 

scale industry units require various assistance at a time; other- 

wise, it will be difficult for them to produce quick results.   In 

comparison with other developing countries, the Philippines is 

already at least 10 to 12 years late in the field of development of 

small-scale industries.   The UP Institute for   Small-Scale Indus- 

tries (UP ISSI) therefore will have to act as a service agency by 

extending its services to the other areas such as importing machi- 

nery and equipment and providing the benefits of modern advances 

in science and technology along with the necessary information 

regarding the availability of c-odit facilities to the small indus- 

trialists who are interested in them for his immediate use.   Valua- 

ble experience has been gained through travel, observation and 

consultation.   Based on this experience, there follows, in general 

terms, some of the basic principles and functions that should be 

considered in establishing a programme of a Multi-Purpose 

Institute of Technology for Small Industries.   Such a Multi- 

purpose Institute should look after the following functions: 
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1) Promoto, primarily in the broad technical field, the use of 

quality materials, more efficient tool», better machinery and 

methods, and good design;  look for the solution of technical 

problems and increased productivity on a sound economic 

basis. 

2) Promote bettor marketing through continual market analysis 

of the effective and potential demands expressed in terms of 

the needs of the people.   Determine how these demands can 

be most efficiently met by small industries. 

3) Promote the organization of marketing channels and services. 

4) Promote surveys to determine the availability of raw materials, 

proximity to markets, transport facilities, etc. 

5) Promote and conduct a market news service to facilitate 

adjustments in management and production to meet the shifts 

In demand and supply.   This information should discourage 

over-expansion in some industries, as well as point out the 

opportunities for expansion in others. 

6) Aid credit facilities through analysis of credit and finance 

•eeds and help to develop methods for meeting these needs 

to investment capital, banks, cooperatives, associations, 

government loans, and other credit facilities. 
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7) Promoto businesslike and efficient management of small 

industries, o.g. procurement of materials, sales, promotion, 

accounting, advertising, etc. 

8) Promote the formation of voluntary organizations, such as 

cooperativo3, trade associations, ote. 

9) Advise and assist, when appropriate, in quality control 

scheme s. 

10) Help the provincial authorities in starting small-size rural 

industrial estates. 

11) 8uggest suitable schemes on agro-based industries for the 

benefit of backward areas. 

12) Advise tho Board of Investments and other agencies concerned 

not to issue industrial licenses for large industries for the 

manufacture of simple items, which is capable of being 

manufactured by small-scale units. 

In fact, the Multi-Purpose Institute should be a guide and 

a friend of small-scale industrialists in the country.   The Philip- 

pines consists of 7,000 islands.   80 per cent of the total pro- 

ducers Uve in the rural areas.   All the industrial development 

that has taken place in the country has been concentrated in the 
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Greater Manila araa.   Nearly 60 per cent of the factories regis- 

tered In the country are found In Greater Manila. 

UP ISSI itself, being a miniature organization, is not in a 

position to assist people in backward areas.   If the natural re- 

sources are to be exploited for the benefit of the country and if 

employment is to be found for a large number of unemployed and 

underemployed, the UP ISSI should establish four Regional Insti- 

tutes in different parts of the country.   Opening a Regional 

Institute is a myst programe without which it will not be possible 

to develop backward areas. 

Regional Instttvt?g 

The purpose of the four Regional Institutes is to render 

assistance in the solution of problems-technical as well as 

commercial- of existing small industries as well as those of 

new industries that may be proposed or started.   This purpose 

can be realized based upon two main lines: 

(1)   Initiate and carry out investigations and surveys of 

existing methods as well as experimental and applied 

research, for promoting further development of small 

industries. 
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(2)   Dissemination of the methods and results thus obtained 

to the existing or potential industrialists (their deputies 

or skilled workers) or organizations. 

The Multi-Purpose character of the UP ISSI and its Regional 

Institutes of Technology will have many advantages with regards 

to education, information service and the solution of complex 

problems.   On the other hand, cai . should be taken to ensure 

th«t the activities in the different departments of the Regional 

Institutes do not disturb or interfere too much with each other. 

This is essential especially in the preparation of model schemes. 

This must be considered in planning the localities and the organi- 

zation of the Institutes.   The different departments should be 

independently organized and these different departments or acti- 

vities must be properly defined. 

Strengthening of lip ¡fffl 

In India,  the development of small-scale industries is an 

integrated total programme.   The Development Commissioner's 

office at the centre and 18 Small Industries Service Institutes in 

different parts of the country have been designed to serve the 

•mall-scale Industries. 
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In order to plan, guide and implement the scherno s,  7 

Directors, 18 Deputy Directors,  17 Assistant Directors and 50 

junior technical officers have been helping the Development 

Commissioner, Small-Scale Industries at the headquarters, and 

the government of India is spending Rs2.3 Million annually on 

establishment charges of headquarters office alone. ($1 = Rs7.50) 

The UP ISSI consists of one Director, two Assistant Directors 

and 15 technical officers whose status is below that of thu Assist- 

ant Directors.   The expenditures of the Institute average about 

MOO, 000.00.   For want of adequate technical officers and the 

necessary funds, the activities of the Institute has been restricted. 

Except in the training field, its activities are not extensive.   It 

cannot serve the small-scale units in any other fields adequately. 

Due to less attractive pay scale and scope for future improve- 

ment,  some technical people have left the Institute.   The UP ISSI 

will have to be an industrial extension organization and its 

effectiveness in assisting the development and modernization of 

•mall-scale industries depends both in the strength and quality 

of the personnel employed by it. 

Apart from small-scale industrial units, a number of 

agencies such as municipalities, cities, SSS,  Chamber of 

Commerce, etc. are seeking technical expertise and guidance 

increasingly from the UP ISSI in the country.   At present, for 
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want of suitable officer s, the Institute is not in a position to 

render any assistance in such fields as plastics, ceramics, 

electronics, automobile parts manufacture, leather crafts, indus- 

trial estates, and agro-based industries.   In the interest of the 

country, it is essential that suitable officers be appointed in. 

the Institute without delay.   In fact, when a need for expansion 

of the Development Commissioner, Small-Scale Industries office 

arose in India, the government readily agreed to strengthen the 

department with the adequate number of staff in accordance with 

the changing needs and circumstances. 

The Estimate Committee of the Indian Parliament has made 

the following observation regarding this:   "One can hardly stress 

the importance of Small Industries Service Institutes and Exten- 

sion Centres in ensuring quick and effective technical assistance 

to small-scale units, as ultimately the success or failure of the 

industrial extension service of the Development Commissioner 

for Small-Scale Industries will be judged by the degree to which 

such technical assistance has actually been helpful to the small 

units".   Finally, the Estimate Committee recognized the need for 

strengthening the department both in terms of its number and 

quality for the extension of its services to a wider area. 

In a similar situation, there is a need for strengthening the 

number of technical officers at the UP ISSI.   Any extra amount 
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PART; 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The UNIDO requested tho Government of India to spare my 

services for throu months, to advise and assist tho Govürnment of 

the Philippines in the formulation   J2 a comprehensive and inte- 

grated development programmo of assistance to small Industries. 

Accordingly, the Government of India gave me the permission to 

accept tho „ffor.   Tho Philippines also accepted my nomination. 

I am grateful to the UNIDO and the Government of the Philippines 

for the confidence extended to me. 

In the course of the last throe and a half months, I have 

visited a cross section of cities, towns and villages of the 

country.   I gathered and was supplied with information from 

various sources; much of it,   I could verify personally. 

I was offered full liberty of investigation and no attempt 

was ever made to influence my direction or to limit my choice of 

additional sources.   I am happy to say that I had mut with friend- 

liness everywhere all the way from tho small-scale entrepreneurs 

to cabinet nofelflter s and with readiness for frank and open dis- 

cussion of problems x-id opportunities. 

tf* 
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spent on this aspect will be an investment for the futuro progress 

of the Philippines. 

Strengthening the personnel of the UP ISSI "is very" import- 

ant for the following reasons:— 

(a) The responsibility for providing extension service to the 

small industries sector has increased enormously since the 

inception of the programme.   Thus from 9, 400 units in 1^66. 

the number of additional units that have come up during the 

last 6 years could easily be estimated at around 3,000. 

Thus, one could expect nearly 12,000 to 13,000 modern 

small-scale units existing in the Philippines today; 

(b) With the attainment of sophistication and a certain amount 

of maturity by the relatively better organized segment of 

the small-scale sector, the need for specialized services 

is being felt; 

(c) New industrial opportunities are being opened up in certain 

fields such as plastics, electronics, manufacture of auto- 

mobile parts, rubber goods and agro-based industries,* and 

(d) With the increased tempo of industrialization in the 

country,  some of the technical officers of the UP ISSI have 

found opportunties for employment in large industrial under- 

takings and other agencies. 
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It Is clear from the above, that the personnel d the Institute 

has to be strengthened by the recruitment of additional staff and 

also by developing new expertise to meet the emerging needs of 

small industries.   It will be desirable for the technical officers 

of each division not only to give technical advice to entrepreneurs 

who may come to the Institute, but also to visit workshops and 

factories in their areas for giving on-the-spot technical assist- 

ance and guidance and personally demonstrating the correction of 

defects which may bo brought to their notice in connection with 

the processes of production. 

It is also necessary to elevate the status and emoluments 

of various types of personnel not only to attract competent people 

to serve thu Institute but also to retain them.   It may be men- 

tioned in passing that one cf the reasons why some of the highly 

experienced technical officers leave the organization in the past 

has been the somewhat unattractive emoluments offered to them. 

Therefore, the scales of pay offered to the various grades of 

officers in the Institute have to be revised. 

The upward revision of scales will provide an incentive to 

the officers to put in their best and this will in turn inspire con- 

fidence among the clients of the extension service.   If this 

happens, the system of charging fees for service rendered can 

also be introduced at an early date.   Free services may be 
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continued Uli the end of 1975. after which reasonable charges 

may bo recovered for the small-scale units for the services ren- 

dered by technical officers. 

The Junior staff members who are mostly in the technical 

cadre of the UP ISSI, shoulder heavy responsibility in rendering 

Industrial Extension Survice and in a way he/sho forms the back- 

bone of the Institute.   Though some A the junior officers are 

competent and qualified, they often dc not ¿vote the required 

respect from the small industrialists, because the very designa- 

tton they hold makes thorn low in the eyes of the entrepreneurs. 

His/her suggestions for improvement in technology as well as 

management are sometimes not valued or else taken lightly. 

While collecting information-economic and statistical-those 

officers also do not get sufficient responso from the industrialists. 

The present title of junior technical officers itself is unlikely to 

attract the best candidates or inspire confidence in those served. 

It is therefore suggested that the present nomenclature of officers 

below the assistant directors be changed tatj "Industrial Promo- 

tion Officer s ". 

[^Regional Instjtu^? 

Two or four Regional Institutes to be started should each 

have a Director,  ;ne   Deputy Director,  6 Assistant Directors 
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(Expert in different trades) assisted by junior technical and admi- 

nistrative staff.   Since Regional Institutes are going to be esta- 

blished in less developed areas, the technical assistance should 

be available on-the-spot.   This alone will inspire the local 

people to come forward in starting industries.   People in rural 

areas will not be happy to wait for several months to get a reply 

to their request from Manila or Quezon City.   If there is a Region- 

al Office with qualified officers, parties will make it a point to 

visit them personally. 

By way of illustration, it may be pointed out that in India, 

18 full-fledged Small Industries Service Institutes and 64 Exten- 

sion Centres are servicing the small-scale industrialists through- 

out the country including backward regions.   Each Regional 

Institute consists of one Director, 7 Deputy Directors* 20 Asitit- 

ant Directors and 25 Junior officers in different trades.   During 

1970-1971, the Government of India spent Rs20 Million 

(Il * Rs7.50) on establishment charges of these 18 Regional 

Institutes and 64 Extension Centres.   In addition, each Provincial 

Government also has set up a suitable agency with wfflcient 

expenditure to serve the cause of small-scale industries. 
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Sinco a sufficient number of technical small industries had 

been sot up with considerable expenditure in India, the small- 

scale sector has grown considerably during the last few years. 

The total number of modern small-scale industries which 

were 36,000 in number has grown to 200,000 by the end of 1970. 

Small-scale units in India have provided employment to about 

7 million people throughout the country and they have contributed 

35% of the total industrial goods produced in the land. 

With special efforts and additional money spent, many 

other developing countries are bound to produce uxtra results by 

way of providing job opportunities for people in the less developed 

areas and also in producing large number of consumer items. 

Executive DirVçfor 

In order to keep pace with the increasing tempo of develop- 

mental activities in the country and to manage full-fledged four 

Regional Small Industry Institutes, as well as to have effective 

liaison with various ministries and national organizations, it will 

be necessary to upgrade the present post of the Director of the 

UP ISSI into Executive Director.   The Executive Director should 

have maximum authority in managing the central Institute, the 

four Regional Institutes as well as any Extension Centre to be 

opened in the near future. 
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Recommendations 

1. The extension service of the present UP-ISSI needs strength- 

ening both In terms of nu Tiber and In quality.   There is an 

urgent need to convert the present Institute into a multi- 

purpose Institute of technology. 

2. In view of changes in technology and sophistication, there 

is a need to appoint competent officers in the fields of: — 

electronics, plastics, agro-based industries, manufacture 

of automobile parts, rubber-based industries, etc. 

3. The upward revision of scales will provide an incentive to 

the officers to put In their best and this in turn will inspire 

confidence among the users of the extension service. 

4. The system of charging fjes for services rendered can be 

Introduced from 1975 onward. 

5. rhe nomenclature oí the technical personnel, below the 

rank of Assistant Directors, needs to be changed Into 

"Industrial Promotions Officers". 

6. Out of four Regional Institutes suggested to be started In 

the country, at least two, i.e., one in the Uorth and the 

other in the South of the Philippines have to be established 

immediately. 
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7. All that has been described about the services of the 

Regional Institutos will, of course, take time to establish 

and put into full operation. However, it is not necessary 

to wait until all buildings, equipment and personnel are 

ready before taking actior. Much can and should be done 

immediately by the recruitment of a Director and a nucleus 

to assist him. 

8. In order to look after the expanded central office and four 

Regional Institutes and to keep effective liaison with 

bankers, various departments and ouier national and region- 

al bodies, the post of the Director (UP ISSI) has to be up- 

graded to that of Executive Director with adequate powers. 

9. UNIDO's Assistance 

The development of modern small-scale industries in 

the Philippines depends mostly on the proper set-up and 

functioning of central and regional institutes in the country. 

If a proper organizational set-up starts functioning then it 

will be easier to facilitate the growth of small-scale 

industries in the country. 

With a view of working out details of each extension 

service, equipment, recruitment of persons   the nature of exten- 

sion service in the regions, and other types of assistance, it 
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their funds.   Industrial £ stara s need not bu big ones.   To start 

with at a total cost cf ?2 million, tho SSS may construct 4 or 5 

small Industrial Estates in different regions.   Each ostate need 

not occupy moro than 4 or 5 hectares and only 20 or 30 small 

sheds may bo constructed to bo given out on rental basis.   Rent 

to be charged should be on "a? profit, no loss b»fljg"    ln iact, 

•uch small Industrial Estates may be constructed in a number of 

dties, including the greater Manila area.   Investment in such 

a project will give them ample protection and at the same time 

the 888 will have the satisfaction uf making factory working 

place available to middle class people on a reasonable rent 

basis, which itself will be a form of "social service". 

Regarding loans given u small-scale units, it is felt that 

with the available rules and restrictions, the SSS cannot play its 

role well and therefore it is better if it gives up this type of 

activity. 

UP ISM Rola 

Loan applications received from tho SSS are forwarded to 

the UP ISSI for evaluation.   The UP ISSI takes nearly 2 or 3 months 

to prepare a project report.   Since any loan given to a unit has to 

provide collateral, the Institute concentrates deeply on balance 

•heet and cash flow, rather than upon tho technical soundness of 

É* 
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the scheme,   for a loan application of P10O,OO0, tho UP ISSI 

normally proparos a 30 to 40 pagos dotailed project report.   While 

going through some of those reports, one gets the idea that 

enough timo has boon devoted in the preparation of such studios. 

No wonder it takes 2 or 3 months to propare each project repon 

in view of tho limited number of personnel in the Institute. 

Project reports prepared are too detailed and if the tempo of 

sanctioning loan applications wore to be intensified, then the 

project reports have to bo simplified.   Every year the UP ISSI is 

preparing an average number of 22 Project Reports of small-scale 

units.   Compared with the 18 Indian Small Scale Industry Service 

Institute units in tho completion of technical appraisal, this is 

small for the SISI averages about 2,500 cases per year. 

Since the UP ISSI is a service organization, it is meant to 

help small-scale units, therefore, it should not accept a 2% 

interest on loans as service charge.   At the developing stage, 

at least during the next 5 years, the UP ISSI should render free 

service to small enterprises especially by recommending loan 

applications to banks. 

W9fK P9HO by tho novolopment Bank of the Philipps 

The Development Bank of the Philippines is a government 

bank.   Along with the Social Security System, it also wants to 
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help the small-scale sector.   For handicrafts and cottage indus- 

tries, the bank is helping   people by providing them loans at 

low rates of interest.   For small-scale industries, the bank 

oharg&s a 12% interest.  Unless the small unit gives an adequate 

security, they cannot obtain loans from this bank.   The DBP has 

given considerable financial assistance to large-scale industries 

in the past rather than to small-scale units.   Loans given during 

1970-1971 may be seen as under: 

fcQffll §qncUüned bv the bank from Tulv 1970 to end of Tung wi> 

No. of unit« Amount 

P5,000 and bolow                                     69 P     201,750.00 

P5,000 to PIO,QUO                                       2 16,400.00 

P10.000   to P20.000                                  2 31,000.00 

P20,000 toP»50,000                                    2 75,000.00 

P50,000 to PI00,000                                   1 70,000.00 

OvorP100,000.00                                       j^ 32.921.502.00 

TOTAL                      85 P33,315,652.00 

From the above figures of loans sanctioned, it could be seen that 

practically all the amount (more than P33 million) has gone to the 

large-scale units, whereas only PO.3 million has gone to handi- 

crafts, cottage industries and modem small-scale industries put 

together. 
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In recent years, the DBP has told tts branches to conduct 

surveys tn different  regione as to help the development of indus- 

tries.   In two or three region.:, a good start has been made.   If 

the DBP sttll sticks to the conservative idea of giving loans to 

small-scale industries on collateral, then the bank can give very 

little help to the development of small-scale industries tn the 

country.   Being a government bank, the DBP should play a vital 

role in the development of small-scale industries which Involves 

taking a more reasonable risk in helping the small-scale sector. 

It should also shift its interest from security tc "development*. 

Since the DBP is managing a railway, In the same way it should 

Invest at least a few million pesos in constructing small-size 

Industrial estates thereby promoting small industries.   Such Indus- 

trial estates may be started in different cities, where there are 

development potentials. 

At present, branch managers have the power to sanction 

loans up to f 5,000 without the case being referred to the head 

office for approval.   À small industry can get little benefit out of 

this meager amount of ï 5,000.   If a bank manager could be trusted 

to sanction loans up to f 5,000, then there Is no reason why they 

are not allowed to grant loans up to Í 2 5,000 depending on the 

merit of the  case and the buslnuss party.   If such power Is not 

given to bank managers, then the development of small Industries 

*te 
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In the regions cannot bo achieved for many years to come.   Tho 

branch manager must bo made to change their traditional habit of 

playing a   safe" role in giving loans.   In order to develop the 

backward areas thereby serving the people and utilizing locally 

available raw materials, they should be tasked to function as 

"Development Officers" for which they should be given orient- 

ation trainings to carry out new duties.   The ability of the branch 

manager should bo judged by the number of units he was able to 

help and his future programme for the promotion of such units. 

It is necessary in the developing countries that banks should 

play a helpful role. 

Rural Banks (Central Bank) 

There are 532 rural banks in the Philippines.   These banks 

are doing more in giving agricultural loans than helping small- 

scale industries.  According to tho existing rule which came into 

existence in 1952, a rural bank cannot sanction loans more than 

925,000 to a small-scale unit.   It may be alright when the money 

value was higher in 1952, but since then things have changed and 

the value of money has gone down.   It is high time, therefore, 

for the rural banks to reconsider this and to increase the limit of 

loans from 925,000 to 9100,000 to suit the present situation. 

The number of industrial loans given in rural areas by the rural 

banks in the year 1968 to 1969 went down to 156 as compared 
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to the previous yoors, whereas agricultural loans were increased 

to 787. 

Commercial Banfa 

Out of all the commercial bonks in the country, one 

foreign bank has been found tc be doing real good work for small- 

scale industries.   It grants loans based on performance rather 

than sticks to the rule of "collateral '.   This helpful attitude has 

helped many small units in getting their loans (for oxpansion or 

factory modernization) sanctioned.   This in turn leads them to a 

higher rate of production. 

With the improvement brought about in agriculture, the 

banks are able to obtain a higher amount by way of regional depo- 

sits, which in turn are invested in greater Manila.   If the deposits 

raised from the rural areas are not invested in projects within the 

same area, then it cannot be considered that the bank is doing 

any Justice   to the backward places.   The Government of the 

Philippines should give directions to ell commercial banks in the 

country to fulfill their role effectively particularly in reserving 

10 to 15 per cent of their funds in  giving loans to small-scale 

units.   Small units are going to play an important role in build- 

ing up the economy in rural areas and as such there is no reason 

why commercial banks does not take interest in this work by 
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themselves.   The President of the Bankers Association of the 

Philippines informed that with the help of 40 commercial banks, 

it will be possible for thorn to earmark P20 million for giving out 

loans to the small-scale sector.   In order to utilize this new 

source of funds, the: UP ISSI and the other government departments 

should give advice to the commercial banks about the types of 

modern small-scale units that could be developed in each region. 

Seminars may be arranged to enlighten the branch managers and 

inform them about these new programmes. 

Finance is a key factor in the development of small-scale 

industries.   There is no priority assigned to this aspect in the 

Philippines.   In most of the small-scalu units visited, real fin- 

ance did not seem tc exist at all.   The trend noticed during the 

investigation is the severe lack of capital as well as of credit 

facilities.  Although importance has been given for industrial 

development in the regions, the state has not yet ensured the 

required flow of institutional finance tc the small-scale sector 

by fixing targets of long term and short term finance to be made 

available by the existing financial institutions.   It is unfortunate 

that all along large-scale industries have been getting a lot of 

major assistance from th* banks although the banks are getting 

their deposits from rural areas. 
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Assistance Rendered In Other Country 

In advanced countries like Japan and U .S.A. financial 

institutions, particularly those created to finança the small-scale 

sector, arc sponsored and supported adequately by the govern- 

ment. 

Loans to Small Units in Tnoan 

The Small Business Finance Corporation in Japan was set 

up in 1953 as a government fully-owned specialized institution 

for meeting the long term financial needs of small industries in 

that country.   The need for this institution arose from the feeling 

that the small enterprises were victims of discriminatory practices 

by the banking institutions in view of the former's inferior status 

in management structure and practice.   Even though a substantial 

amount of funds required by the small-scale sector has been pro- 

vided fur mainly by commercial banks and private financial insti- 

tutions exclusively for the benefit of small industries (both toge- 

ther accounted for as much as 94.9 per centof loans made to 

small industry) and government loans accounted for only 5.1 por 

cent for purposes of modernization and mechanization, funds 

were not available to the small-scale sector from the normal 

institutional sources.   Before the establishment of the Small 

Business Finance Corporation, only 17.5 per cent of the loans 
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provided by banking and financial institutions for the purchase of 

equipment wont to the small-scale sector.   The Japanese Govern- 

ment assumed this policy for the following reasons:  (a)  in ordur 

to enable small industries to keep paco with the rapid economic 

development that was taking place and to modernizo themselves, 

(b)  to reduce the gap between the large and small-scale industries 

with regards tc total value of fixed assets and the value added per 

worker, and   (c)  to enlarge the flow of institutional finance for 

meeting long term requirements in order to develop a corporation 

designed tc specialize in long term lending. 

At the end of March 1971, the corporations' loans outstand- 

ing tc small industries amounted to about $2,538 million, 48 per 

cent of which accounted for the direct loans while 56 per cent 

went to agency loans. 

The standard interest rate is 8.2 per cent.   In the head 

office of the corporation, there are 13 departments.   As of March 

31, 1971 the total organization Included 37 branch offices and 7 

detached offices with about 1, 750 employees working under these 

offices.   The corporation has concluded the contracts made with 

834 private financial institutions for entrusting its agency loan 

business. 
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The small business in Japan has played an important role 

in the expansion of the Japanese economy. 

Some of the principal types of loans made by the corporation 

are as follows: 

a. Specialized machinery loan particularly to assist tile 

machine tool industry. 

b. Specialized small business export promotion loan. 

This is given to finance the purchase of equipment by 

industries designated by law which have obtained a 

year's export contract for their products under which 

20 per cent of their sales must be directed to the 

export market. 

c. Ordinary small business export promotion loan.   This 

is given to small industries to enable them to export 

at least 20 per cent of their production. 

d. Small business settlement loan.   This is given to help 

industry organize production. 

Q.    8mall business modernization accelerating loan - 

meant to facilitate the necessary modernization of 

industrial equipment of small enterprise s. 
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would be highly helpful if UNIDO próvidos the services of a 

"Small Scale Industries Development Expert" for a period of 2 

years.   The export should hav<¿ considerable experience in 

setting-up and running central and regional small industries 

service institutes and extension centors.   Two fellowships may 

be sanctioned by UNIDO for a period of 3 to 6 months to 2 senior 

officers of UP ISSI to study and gain experience on organized 

sot-up available in the field of small-scale industries, at 

U . S.A., Japan, and India.   One of the officers thus sent for 

such a training to foreign countries should be appointed as 

number two top officer in the central organization (UP ISSI) upon 

his return. 

tffc 
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Small Business In U.S.A. 

In the U.S.i-i., the Small Business Inve stmont Act of 1958, 

as amended laid down that "the Small Business Administration 

(SBA) could supply half of th~ total capital (of a small Susino ss 

Investment Company) by purchasing 20 years,  5 per cunt deben- 

tures of the SBA.   The SBA was authorized U match the privato 

capital of tho company under this provision up to a maximum of 

$700,000.   In addition, tho SBA can also loan operating funds to 

an SMC equal to its private capital subject to a ceiling of $4 

million for 15 years at 5 1/2 per cent.   An SBIC can also borrow 

from other sources subject to certain limitations. " 

How Small-Scalo Units Get Loans in India 

Finance is such a key factor in the development of small- 

scale industries that a very high priority has been accorded to 

it in India and a special scheme for making institutional credit 

available to small-scale units on a liberal basis has been adopted 

by the State Bank of India at the   recommendation of the Govern- 

ment.   The State Bank of India it at present operating the liberal- 

ized credit scheme to make short-term and medium-term loans 

available to small-scale industries.   The procedures have been 

liberalized to enable the Bank to extend credit facilities to 

small-scale industrialists against pledge of raw materials and/ 
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or finished or semi-finished goods either under lock and key or 

the factory typo basis.   In appropriato casos, advances aro also 

made against g..ods in stran sit.   Clean advancos are also granted 

against, guarantees of suitable persons.   The Stato Bank of India 

also provides modium-torm loans for a period of three to ton yoars 

to small-scale enterprises for extension and renovation of factory 

buildings and purchase of machinery and plant.   The Bank also 

provides installment credit loans for obtaining movable equipment' 

to be purchased. 

The rate of interest charged by Indian Banks to small-scale 

units varies with the type of accommodation between 7 1/2 and 

8 3/4 per cent. 

mmm 

Apart from the State Bank of India, commercial banks are 

also extending loans to small-scale industries.   The Government 

of India has been forced to introduce social control over banks 

so as to make them fall in line with the policy of the Government 

to extend liberal credit to the sectors of economic activity 

including small-scale industries which deserve priority of con- 

sideration not only from the economic but also the social point 

of view.   It is hoped that the advancos to be given by the com- 

mercial banks will increase substantially in view of the empha- 

sis on the grant of institutional credit to the small-scale indus- 

tries and related sectors.   For providing medium and long-term 
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financing to medium and small-scale sectors there is a separate 

agency in each State (Governorate) known as the State Financial 

Corporation.   Such corporations advance loans to small-scale 

industries from Rs25,000 to Rsl,000,000 against pledge of assets 

including those created out of the loans. 

Credit Guarantee Scheme. 

The Government of India introduced a Credit Guarantee 

Scheme which came into force in July 1360, with the objective of 

enlarging the supply of institutional credit to small-scale units 

by ensuring a degree of protection to lending institutions against 

possible losses with respect to their advances.   The Scheme pro- 

vides for sharing such losses between the lending institutions 

and the Government of India, subject to the condition that the 

maximum amount recoverable against the guarantee with respect 

to any one advance will not exceed Rs 7 million in the case of 

term loans.   The maximum compensation available from the gua- 

rantee organization is 75%, amount guaranteed or the amount out- 

standing whichever is less.  Applications for guarantees can be 

made before or after sanctioning an advance.   In the first instance, 

the guarantee is valid for one year.   The total duration, however, 

must not exceed ten years from the date when the guarantee was 

first availed of.   The administration of the Scheme has been en- 

trusted to the Reserve Sank of India.   The working of the Scheme 
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has been simplified recently by waiving the condition of submis- 

sion of financial statements of the borrowing concerns if the aggre- 

gate amount of the guarantee sought with respect to any one unit 

does not exceed Rs50,000 ($1 = Rs7.50).   It may be added that 

although the guarantee facilities have been availed of very liberally 

by the lending institutions, the loss incurred by the Government 

of India due to loans has been marginal and on the average, does 

not exceed 3% of the total amount guaranteed under the Soheme. 

Loans Given to Small-Scale Industries in India as of Dec. 31. 1969: 

Rs Million ($1 =Rs7.50) 

1. Through State Aid to Industries 
Act Operated by the Provincial 
Governments 

2. Commercial Banks 

3. State Banks of India and its 
Subsidiaries 

4. State Finance Corporations 

TOTAL 

273.00 

921.3 

1,088.0 

2,635.7 million 

In order to get more financial holp from commercial banks 

to small-scale units., the Government cf India introduced "Social 

Control over Commercial Renies" and as to how such a social 

control worked in India, maybe soon in Appendix B. 
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Recommendations 

1. The pro sent economic difficulties of the small-scale sector 

in the Philippines are such that very strong effort is needed 

if beneficial results are to be achieved.   With the objective 

of enlarging the supply of institutional credit to small-scale 

units by ensuring a degree of protection to lending institu- 

tions against possible losses with respect to their advances, 

the Government of the Philippines may introduce the "Credit 

Guarantee Scheme" as instituted in India. 

2. Government and Commercial Banks should delegate more 

authority to branch offices to grant loans to small businesses 

up to P25,000 in each case.   Local advisory boards in other 

countries have proven this to be very useful in order to gain 

better communication between banks and local industry and 

trade.   It is in the interest of both banks and customers 

that these communications should become closer, and that 

the banks should have thorough knowledge of persons and 

enterprises in their sector of small business. 

3.      In Japan, the bank rate for small business is 8%.   In India 

it varias from 7 to 8 3/4 per cent depending on the type of 

loan given.   The present practice in the Philippines of 12 
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per cent together with another extra 2 per cent for the 

insurance, etc. is too much.   It is suggested that the pro- 

sent bank rate directed to small- scale units be reduced to 

8 per cent. 

4. For giving technical appraisal of loan applications to banks, 

the UP ISSI should render free service, and it should not 

get 2 per cent commission from the banks or from the res- 

pective parties for at least the next 5 years.    The security 

of eaoh application should be limited to a period of one 

month. 

5. With the present rules and regulations, the Social Security 

System (SSS) is not in a position to render any useful help 

to small-scale units.   It is suggested that in the future it 

should stop sanctioning loans to small-scale units.   On 

the other hand, with the funds available, the SSS may start 

constructing small-sized Industrial Estates for provincial 

needs of small industries. 

6. If the banks do not have their own technical persons, then 

they should accept the advice given by the UP ISSI on 

technical matters. 

7.       For the modernization of existing small-scale industries 

and for supplying imported and indigenous machines to new 
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entrepreneurs, a separate small-scale industries corporation 

based on the Indian Model may be established by the 

Government of the Philippines with the government guaran- 

tee that the corporation may negotiate with foreign banks 

for getting long-term credit, thereby supplying imported 

machinery out of such loans secured.   This system is prac- 

ticed in India. 

8. Government banks and commercial banks may make it a 

point to invest at least 10 to 12% of their funds in providing 

long and short-term credit to small-scale industries.   For 

this purpose, they should prepare a programme and the 

achievement should bo watched. 

9. The National Economic Council may constitute a Standing 

Committee on credit to the small-scale sector.   The mem- 

bership should include representatives from government and 

leading commercial banks, the Chamber of Commerce plus 

the addition of a few private small-scale industries to 

review the work done by the banks as well as to suggest 

various improvements for the credit system. 

10. Periodical seminars may be arranged by the UP ISSI to brief 

the branch managers on various aspects of small-scale 

industries. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ECONOMIC INVESTIGATION AND 

ECONOMIC INFORMATION SERVICg 

The small-scalo entrepreneur in tao Philippines does not 

know enough about what, where, and how to produce.   He needs 

guidance in ch oaing profitable lines .£ production and in assess- 

ing relative prospects of different indu, strie s or of a particular 

industry at difforont locations.   In   rck* to decide for himself the 

scope for more small plants in a particular industry, he has to 

know the pattern -f existing and future demand, the present pro- 

duction capacity, and actual production itself.   He must decide 

on a suitable kcaiion for an industry considering various factors 

such as factory sned, availability A raw materials, power, trained 

labor, accessibility to market, etc. 

Although inadequately equipped ':   meet these demands, the 

UP ISSI is doing its best to the cause ,1 this country's progress. 

But in order to do full justice on these needs, the UP ISSI must 

have an Econc mie Investigation Division with a team of econo- 

mists, wlu shculd conduct various types of surveys to guide the 

entrepreneurs in choosing suitable industries and their location. 

They should also carry out surveys ,-n distribution of aids to 

guide the entrepreneurs in marketin; their products, and conduct 

feasibility studies to provide guidance for getting optimum profit. The 
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Economic Division should carry out the following types of surveys: 

1) Area Surveys 

2) Industry Surveys and Preparation of Industry Prospect Sheets. 

3) Distribution Aid Surveys 

4) Feasibility Studies 

The Institute has been receiving repeated requests from 

Governors, Mayors, Congressmen, Senators, Banks and the 

general public to carry out area surveys as well as seeking 

vaJbus information on production, financing, marketing, etc. 

The work turned cut by the UP-ISSI may be aecn in tao 

following tables: 

SUMMARY OF LCA COURSES CONDUCTED 
 For the year 1970-1971  

Description Period Covered     No. of Participants No. of Projects 

First LCA Course     Feb. 2-April 
27, 1970 

Second LCA Course June 15 to 
August 28,1970 

LCA For ECAFE        Sept.7-30,1970 

Third LCA Course    Jan. 4-March 12, 
1971 

Special Summer 
CouneonLCA       May 7-31,1971 

Fourth LCA Course  Oct. 11  to 
December 17,1971 

TOTAL 

12 

Submitted 

no projects 
required 

16 
6 

14 
no projects 
required 

17 7 

9 5 

16 15 

7v 41 
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REPORTS/STUDIES 
Racional Industrial Development for Executives' Course 

Fieldwork Project Status    Devt. Area      Literature 
Reports     Feasi-  Reports Plans Reports Research   Total 

bility 
 Studios    

First Course     2 5 0 1 1 
Second Course 6 3 6 2 2 
Third Course  13 0 0 0 2 

0 9 
0 19 

13 JUL 

TOTAL !£. 

REPORTS/STUDIES 
tóanaaamenj Consultancv Course 

Fieldwork Literature Industry 
Reports Rçsçarch Survey Total 

First Course 32 17 0 49 
Second Course 33 26 0 64 
Third Course 23 12 0 35 
Fourth Course 18 15 0 33 
Fifth Course 19 IS 0 38 
Sixth Course 15 0 6 i\ 

TOTAL 249 

Out of the surveys conducted so far by the participants in 

the RIDE Courses, one would like to point out the high standard 

and quality that was maintained in the following reports: 

1) Survey Report of the Municipality of Imus 

2) Survey Report of Lanao del Sur 

However, the other survey reports were not in depth and lacked 

suggestions as to the types of industries that could be set up 
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CHAPTER III 

ÇBWTC AFP FINANCE 

The two major problems of small-scale Industries—Credit 

and Finance—together form a vast complex of other problems. 

For the problems regarding materials, production, quality control, 

marketing, etc. demand   '.money and credit facilities.   These two 

sets of problems have to be tackled as a part of the wholu pro- 

gramme.   For without proper finance, there will be no efficient 

planning in such matters as the purchase of materials, production, 

distribution and marketing.   It has therefore, been recognized 

that finance is one cf the major factors of Inputs contributing to 

the progross cf the business and Industry, in this particular case, 

the small-scale Industries. 

ÇomBialfltg frgm gfflaJl-flcalo, ¡(Ktortteg 

While investigating the problems of small Industrialists In 

the different parts of the Philippines, complaints about the lack 

of finance were heard quite often as the first and foremost pro- 

blem in this sector.   To illustrate the financial difficulties felt 

by small units in the Philippines, the following instances are 

mentioned: 
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with the available resources and existing facilities necessary to 

start an industry. 

^ 

In addition tc the efforts that are being made by the UP-E3SI, 

the Department of Commerce and Industry has set up a   Small- 

Scale Industries Unit in 1971 tc carry   ut services of provincial 

surveys.   Se far, they have completed 3 surveys in the country. 

The objectives of such studies are:- 

a) To identify medium and small-scale industries with expert 

potentials and assists them in the establishment        ci foreign 

gnrkets for their products; 

b) To assist small-scale industry proponents in securing 

financing for their projects and prepare promotional measures 

worthy of consideration in enhancing the growth of medium 

and small-scale enterprises; 

c) To identify industries best suited for medium and small- 

scale production so as tc give lead and direction to poten- 

tial entrepreneurs.   From this, the office can endeavor to 

conduct industry surveys and prepare a directory of existing 

medium and small-scale industries; 

d) Tc bring to the attentk n  of the medium and 

small-scale sectors especially those outside the l ani la 

area and its surrounding provinces, the availability of 

assistance and programmes of the government and specialized 
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UJJ agencies; 

•)        To assist the medium and small-scale industries in putting 

up cooperatives for the sole purpose of stabilizing their 

operations and   finances; and 

f)        To see to it that small-scale industries are advised and pro- 

perly represented in International Fairs and Expositions. 

Magnitude of Economic Surveys 

The Philiopines consists of 66 provinces, 63 cities, 1,375 

municipalities and 3 0 marginal districts.  The survey work done 

is negligible.  When the financial resources are limited and the 

expertise needed tc conduct surveys are meager, it Is suggested 

that the Department of Commerce and Industry may transfer the 

Economic Survey Division to UP-ISSI or at least may give up the 

Idea of coordinating surveys separately, so that with a given 

additional financial assistance, the Institute could set up a full- 

fledged Economic Investigation Division with a number of econo- 

mists to carry out surveys in the provinces. 

A 

•Ma 

With a view to utilize the available raw materials and man- 

power to the maximum benefit of the country and at the same time 

to provide employment to a large number of people in the indus- 

trially backward rural areas these surveys must be conducted as 

early as possible.   The Importance of area survey needs no 
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further emphasis in view of the policy of the Government of the 

Philippines to develop industrially backward areas.   Area survey 

is the best method of finding out the means of utilizing the raw 

materiata and thereby solving the problem of unemployment. 

The scope of an area survey may vary according to the 

objectives and purposes In view.   Similarly, the area selected 

for the survey may vary  from one village to a district or a group 

of districts or the province.   Keeping in mind the present programme 

of small-scale industries development in the country, the follow- 

ing three types of area surveys are s ugge s ted:- 

1) Regular area surveys 

2) Area surveys for development 

3) Special or ad-hoc area surveys 

Rtflvlttr Area ?wvgys! - 

These surveys should form the major part of the regu- 

lar work of the Economic Investigation Division of the 

UP-ISSI, the objective of which is to assess the industrial 

potentialities cf the province and to suggest the relative 

priorities for diffetent development possibilities. 

Area Survey for Intensive Development 

Though there is a difference from the practical point of 

ÌÉ i^pM m 
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view in actual methodology, there Is only little difference 

between the regular area surveys and the area surveys for 

intensive development.   The latter, however, focuses its 

attention on intensive development cf an area even after 

starting an industry cr two.   In that sense, it becomes   a 

continuous process. 

Special Ad-Koc Surveys:- 

The necessity for these surveys may arise due to some 

special problems facing the particular area or for implemen- 

tation of some other scheme in a selected area. An area 

survey conducted in places where immediate rehabilitation 

work has to be carried out can serve as an example. 

Another would be the proposed development of an Industrial 

Estate or Industrial Extension Centre.   In such cases, the 

extent of the area is marked for the development of existing 

or new industries appear to be the same with slightly more 

emphasis on the main objective. 

While selecting an area for regular surveys or for inten- 

sive development, some attention should be given to its 

economic potentiality for development.   The Economic Inves- 

tigation Division cf the UP-ESSI may assist in the prelimi- 

nary selection of the areas in order to ensure that the area 

Ml 
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•elected la economically viable.   In some cases, It might 

be necessary to widen these selected places to include 

principal markets In the region. 

Time Required to Complete Area Surveys 

The time required will depend primarily on the extent of the 

area to be covered and the objectives in view.   The survey    of 

a province generally requires the collection of data for its  re- 

sources, economic facilities, demand and supply position of the 

existing industries.   To carry out a provincial survey within a 

reasonable time, one economist assisted by two economic promo- 

tion officers are absolutely necessary.   It will take about 2 weeks 

for fieldwork and another 3 weeks for analysis of the data and 

report writing.   The time required for special ad-hoc area surveys 

will vary according to requirements. 

¡nriuitry Survey 

The UP-ISSI has carried out a few industry surveys.   The 

Survey of Car Parts Manufacturers has brought out many of the 

difficulties faced by the small units.  These are: 

a) In view of the dollar allocation, steel sheets and chemical! 

cannot be imported freely; 

b) The entrance of jeep parts as surplus goods; 

c) Loans from financing institutions are either difficult to 

m 
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obtain or take a long time for oncessing; 

(d) Tariff duties imposed in raw materials are sometimes higher 

than tariff duties on finished products so that local goods 

cost more than the imported ones. 

For instanco, imported raw materials such as brass 

and copper strips for radiators have a duty rate of 20% as 

against the 10% duty imposed on the imported finished pro- 

duct.   Similarly, in the case of pistons and bearings the 

prices of the local product are 10 to 20% higher than the 

imported ones, because the imported raw materials used in 

their production are heavily taxed while at the same time 

the Job order values are low; and 

(e) The capital is inadequate to finance present operations and 

expansion of project. 

Another interesting information revealed through this survey 

is that 60% of the units engaged in Car Parts Manufacturing are 

employing between 20 to 40 workers in each unit. This reveals 

how the modern small-scale industries are capable of producing 

Job opportunities even in the manufacture of sophisticated parts 

and components. 

The Industry Prospect Shaa^ 

The Industry Prospect Sheet covers In quick fashion such as- 

pects which only pertain to the prospects of the industry. These surveys 

sJMjHHpMatftaBMHa^HBMMHMM^MHM 
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are necessary for entrepreneurs and govenment policy makers 

who have to make decisions on the concerned industry.   In India, 

the Development Commissioner, Small-Scale Industries has so 

far prepared 106 outlook reports, and 298 Prospect Sheets on 

Industries.   These cover a wide range of industries and yield a 

mine of information about the problems and prospects of these 

industries. 

Market Surveys 

This service will have to be elaborately dealt with by 

UP-ISSI.   The types of market surveys which may be conducted 

are: (1)   distribution Aid-Surveys; (2) Ad-hoc inquiries in market; 

and (3) Regional Market Surveys. The first one must be exclusive- 

ly conducted for a small industrialist at a nominal charge; the 

second type of surveys are intended for a wider clientele con- 

sisting of entrepreneurs, industries associations and government 

agencies; and the third pertains to the industry and the region, 

and is not meant to cater to a particular group or brand as in the 

case of the earlier types. 

The UP-ISSI may start this type of work as this will be an 

extension service to the small-scale sector.   Feasibility studies, 

as the very name indicates, study the feasibility of starting the 
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manufacture of items on r mall-scale or expand production of a 

particular item to the prospective industrialiot.  This study 

enables him to take an investment decision.   The survey analyses 

the availability of raw materials, skills, capital markets, etc. 

To determine the most suitable scale of operation and the size 

of the unit, considering the market and resource position,  The 

study also helps to work out the economies of production and 

the expected return of the venture, along with the break-even 

analysis. 

INFORMATION SERVICE FOR 
SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES 

Although there is no separate ooctlon for information, 

though there is no separate section for this services in the 

UP-BSI, still they make earnest effort to serve the people in 

a limited way.   During 1970 and 1971, it has received 297 mail 

inquiries from various parts of the country and 315   persons 

called at the head office to get information on various aspects. 

The UP-ISSI makes the effort to supply the client with the 

required information within the least possible time.   However, 

on Important technical matters, efforts must be made to collect 

information from both inside and outside the country to help 

entrepreneurs.   Informations, thus, furnished should be 

tfst 
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related to the prospective industries, existing industry positions, 

markets in the  area, skills available and list of other prospective 

industries in the area to help an industrialist select an appropriate 

line of manufacture.   Ke should also be supplied technical schemes 

and basic information on management.   An existing industrialist is 

given assistance to find out the competitive positions of his indus- 

try and markets and is sometimes helped to diversify his line. 

Market intelligence made available to him Is of utmost importance. 

Thi» service should also collect and furnish information on an 

ad-hoc basis on particular aspects of production, invesment, 

employment, and market for a specific industry upon request. 

In India, this service attached to the Development Commissioner, 

Small-Scale Industries handles about 2,500 to 30,000 such in- 

quiries annually.   Helping persons who come from different walks 

of life to acquaint with small industry vocation and select an 

appropriate line of manufature is of crucial importance in mould- 

ing enlightened entrepreneurs. 

Publicity and Public Relation» 

It is very essential to have, as part of the development 

effort, an aggressive and effective programme for acquainting the 

existing and prospective entrepreneurs with the scope for the 

different lines of production, the facilities available, etc.  As 

in the case of technical consultancy service, the public relations 

** 
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drive has been gaining momentum from year to year     The publi- 

cations must be widely circulated tliroughout the country. 

Small Industry Tournai 

During the last 3 years, the UP ISSI has been bringing out 

a quarterly Small Industry Journal and distributing them freely 

among the members who have registerod with the Institute and 

other agencies concerned.   The number of small units who have 

registered v/ith the Institute, being so small, full benefit of the 

journal is not availed of a large number of small-scale units. 

The content of the journal includes special features and articles 

on the developmental activities in the field of small-scale indus- 

tries, and highlights the government policies and facilities offered 

to small-scale units from time to time.   In view of the growing 

requirements for information by the small-scale sector, it has 

now become necessary to enlarge the size of the journal and also 

to publish monthly rather than quarterly-  A regular editorial staff 

has to be appointed. 

The technical officers should deliver tactures on radios and 

should appear on T. V. for the benefit of a large number of people. 

In Delhi, every Sunday, between 4:00 to 5:00 p.m., T.V. station 

arranges a special programme for the benefit of small-scale indus- 

trialists.   The UP ISSI may carry on negotiations with any T. V. 

**i 
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a.       An enterprising young Filipino started the manufacturo of 

duo» buggys and Fports cars in 1364.   To start with, ho was 

manufacturing only a fow items while he purchased tho rost 

from tho other indigenous manufacturing firms.   Tho buggy3 

and sports cars wore then assomblod in his factory.  As 

yoars wont by, ho incroasod tho manufacture of components 

in his small plant.   Whon tho unit wont into production, 

tho sum of P150,000 was invested in tho purchase of equip- 

ment and machinery.   Work was started in a rented building 

in Manila.   In tho beginning, only 2 technical and 5 non- 

technical persons wore employed.   3y dent of hard work, 

the unit was able to manufacture 24 fully assembled buggys 

and sports cars.   Following this, the factory also got 14 

skilled «nd 15 contract labour.   It may be noticed that 

during tho course of 5 years, the unit incroasod the labour 

force from 7 to 29 all with a capital investment of P150,000, 

in a modern small-scale unit.  While examining the per- 

formance of the car, it was found quite satisfactory with 

regards to body design and workmanship.   The demand for 

the car also went up but still the unit did not expand fur- 

ther.   When asked as to why efforts were not being made 

to increase production, the reply came that,  "There is a 

considerable demand for sports cars and I am in a position 

to mnufacture 100 units per yoar, but finance has come in 
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company to carry out a similar programme.   Efforts must be mode to 

to get successful small industrialists to appear before the televi- 

sion and explain how they succeeded in their efforts.   This sort 

of success stories are bound to produce the desired effect on 

prospective entrepreneurs. 

The UP-ISSI has to maintain effective public relations with 

various organizations, industries and the public.   The present 

arrangement seems to be inadequate.   There must be public rela- 

tions department to look after all the publications and other P.R. 

programmes under an officer appointed within the Institute. 

Effective public relations has its own value, particularly, when 

a new or an expansion is to be launched. 

Recommendation 

1) In order to conduct various types of surveys and to guide the 

entrepreneurs in choosing suitable industries and their loca- 

tion, the UP-ISSI should have a separate "Economic Inves- 

tigation Division" with a team of economists; 

2) The Economic Investigation Division should conduct surveys 

in all the 10 regions of the Philippines; 

m m 
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3)t      In conducting surveys, the existing Economic Investigation 

Division of the Department of Commerce and Industry must 

merged with the UP-ISSI to avoid duplication of work.   The 

DCI should take up the policy decisions about the area to 

be surveyed. 

4) Efforts must be made to improve the contents and quality 

of surveys to be conducted   by the RIDE participants. The 

staff of the UP-ISSI must guide them properly. 

5) Important survey reports should be printed and circulated 

among   all the people concerned, as this will provide an 

opportunity for the people to know the sources of raw 

materials and other relevant information to start industries. 

6) One separate officer in the UP-ISSI should be entrusted to 

answer oconomic information regarding small-scale indus- 

tries. 

7) An effective and aggressive publicity compaign is necessary 

to disseminate various Information among the public.   On 

developing countries dissemination of information will be 

purposeful and meaningful. 

8) To inform a large number of small-scale units about govern- 

mental office actions and other important news, the Small 

tffc 
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Induttry Journal should be issued as a monthly rather than 

as a quarterly publication. 

9)       To guide and train local officers of the Economic Investigai 

tion Division, it is suggested that UNIDO may select one 

economiot       who has considerable field experience in 

the line to work with the UP-ISSI for 2 years. 

10)       It will be desirable to send 2 young officers from the UP- 

ISSI to observe and to receive training in countries where 

survey work in small-scale industry have been carried out 

considerably.   If the local office personnel see what has 

been achieved elsewhere, then not only will they acquire 

the required knowledge, but also upon their return from 

training, they will work with zeal and devotion.   It is sug- 

gested that UNIDO provide 2 fellowships to the UP-ISSI for 

a period of six months each.   Places of training could be 

decided later on. 
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STATISTICS 

In the Philippines, a comprehensive statistics for the entire 

small-scale sector has not been available and this has become 

one of the serious limitations in tho proper assessment of the 

performance in this sector»   However, ft is craüi ing to note that 

during 1960 and 1966, honest < efurts were made to collect some 

vital data on a number of small and medium-scaie industries in the 

country, the total number of persons employed in this sector, etc. 

The survey conducted in 1950 came to tho conclusion that 

while industrialization as a   whole haa strongly affected the 

family life,  small-scale industries have not materially altered the 

age-old traditions and the living patterns of people who are de- 

pendent upon these industries.   Despite the many advantages 

»mall industries have over the large-scale units >s pointed out 

in the survey, no efforts were made tc start modern small-scale 

•nterprises in the country.   The only substantial action taken by 

the Government was to set up the  Institue for Small-Scale 

Industries. 

The Institute was responsible for conducting the survey of 

small-scale industries in the country.   According to the survey 

conducted in 1966, there were 9, 400 modern small-scale indus- 

tries in the country. 
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It is difficult to find reliable, systematic data on small- 

scale industries in the count ry.     The Bureau of Census and 

Statistics of the Department of Commerce and Industry conducted 

the B.S.C. Annual Survey of Manufacturers in 1968, but unfor- 

tunately, there was no information available on modern small- 

scale industries. 

The UP-ISSI is in existence for the last 6 years, and during 

this period, they seem to have made enough efforts to collect 

statistics on small-scale industries from provinces, municipa- 

lities, gov—nment agencies, etc.;, but unfortunately, they 

could not make much headway in this effort. 

In order to collect information on important aspects of 

•mall-scale units, the UP-ISSI, 2 years ago, prepared a five- 

page questionnaire detailing 26 main items and several minor 

items dealing with small-scale unito. 

These questionnaires were sent tc 206 small-scale units 

along with cover letter but only 31 firms have furnished the 

required information so far.   Whenever conventions or seminars 

are held at the Institute, efforts   were also made to collect these 

information personally from the participants who represent these 

units. 
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By furnishing the required information, small iirms could 

get themselves registered as small-scale units at the UP-ISSI. 

Out of 31 units registered 2 years back, only 21 renewed their 

membership and the rest simply     ü^nod cvrt. 

For the 21 firms registered, the- indax cards have been opened. 

Normally, it has been    : soi ved that the  people who furnish in- 

formation are doing sc if it is obligatory o:i the!.- pan or if there 

is any chance of getting benefits,. otherwise, they simply do not 

cooperate. 

When the registre tien is voluntary, and they know that the 

Insitute is not in a > ütion to help ¿hem, in any way, it is only 

natural if they feel it unnecessary. 

For effective planning, various information for the small- 

scale units, are very essential.   Through passing an act as in 

the case of large-scale units, it will bocomo possible to collect 

these statistics. 

Passing a Statistical Act would take considerable time, 

therefore, in 1955 the Governmon* of India introduced a "Volun- 

tary Registration of Small-Scale Units" with the Director of 

Industries.   This registration helped the units in obtaining finan- 

cial assistance from the Department of Industries under the State 
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Aid to Industries Act, short and long term loans from State 

Financial Corporations and the State Bank of India, machinery on 

hire purchase from the National Small Industries Corporations, etc. 

Besides, such registered small-scale units can get assistance in 

obtaining indigenicusly controlled imported raw materials, elec- 

tric power, accommodation in industrial estates, training facili- 

ties for their workers in different training institutes,and so forth. 

Coupled with this, the whole procedure for registration was 

made very simple and actions were taken quickly.   Application 

forms for registration were made available with all the local in- 

dustries officers (District Industries Officer.) What the small- 

scale units were required to c"o was to fill in the required infor- 

mation in this application and send the same in duplicate to the 

District of Industries of their province through the local offices. 

The  small-scale units are then given a registration number which 

is mentioned by them while seeking certain facilities or assistance 

from  the province or central government 

The officers of the Small Industries Service Institute in India 

advise these units en the scope of the industry which they intend 

to set up.   Besides, in the case of small-scale units which require 

scarce indigenous raw materials and components for use in the 

manufacture of their products.. prior consultation with concerned 
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State Directors of Industries help them in ascertaining the state 

of availability of the imported or rare indigenous raw materials . 

As a result of the above voluntary   registration system which 

was brought into force, the department which could get informa- 

tion on 30, 000 units in i960, is now able to secure the relevant 

statistics from all over the country.   Since the small units feel 

that by registering their unit and getting a registration number 

help them in approaching banks, getting raw materials, and other 

benefits, about 18,000 to 2 0,000 new small units are voluntarily 

registering themselves with authorities annually. 

It must be borne in mind that without registering and getting 

a registration number with the Director of Industries, no bank nor 

any government agency will entertain application of a small unit 

for any help. Whether the small-scale unit gets any help or net, 

it will be necessary for it to get a registration number.   No foe 

is charged.   Information collected from small units are not passed 

on to Income Tax authorities.   The benefits available to small- 

scale units under voluntary registration was advertised in news- 

papers by the government and all the small-scale units were asked 

to contact the Director of Industries fcr registration. 

If a developing country like India  with all its problems 
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•uch as the vast geographical region, the cultural and linquistic 

complexities and the resulting problems of communication could 

get all the required information abo ut the industry from more than 

2 lakhs of small-scale   units through the "Voluntary Registration 

System "(without being enacted by law), one should not have  to 

doubt about the feasibility of such a system and its efficiency in 

collecting the required information in the Philippines, whore all 

these problems are not so acute. 

Recommendation 

I)       In ¿fes absence of a Statistical Act on small-scale industries 

it will be difficult to obtain reliable information about the 

industry and therefore, it is suggested that a "System of 

Voluntary Registration" of small-scale units with the UP-ISSI 

and its regional institutes be brought into effect immediately. 

2)       By an Executive Order, it must be made clear that any small- 

scale unit which is in need of loans from Banks, Imported 

raw materials, supply of electric power, accommodation in 

industrial estates, training facilities for their workers, or 

any other help from any provincial or national Government 

that promote the industry, must register with the UP-ISSI 

or its Regional Institutes.   By chance, if a unit fails to 
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register and fulfill these requirements, then its application 

for any surt of help must be trcatod as invalid. 

3)       The prtsent registration form of G pages should be reduced 

to a simple form to furnish information on the following: 

a) name of the unit; 

b) type s of products produced; 

c) number of workers engaged; 

d) annual production; 

e) location; and 

f) types of machinery used and its value. 

In no case should the UP ISSI ask the unit to produce 

a 3-year balance sheet. 

4) The present system of collecting MO. 00 from each unit 

at the time of registration should be given up.   Registration 

should be free of cost.   For promotional work, fee should 

not be collected. 

5) In addition to the registration forms, a card index system 

should be introduced to secure various information.  At 

present, the UP ISSI has only 21 index cards and these 

too do not contain any useful information. 
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tho way of increasing production. " In ardor to get a loan 

of HOO, 000 towards tho purchase of additional equipment 

and working capital for expansion, tho unit approached tho 

Social Security System and applied for tho loan.   3ut tho 

loan was refused on the grounds that the required security 

for tho loan was not forthcoming on tho part of tho unit. 

Since tho unit was doing good business, First National City 

3ank come to its rescue by giving thw loan on tho samo 

inadequate security. 

b.      Anothor Filipino industrial engineer, who worked for 10 

years in a big engineering factory, resigned from his Job to 

sot up a "Small-Scale Machino Shop.     He started the 

industry in 12 59 with one simple lathe costing P6,500. 

Being an experienced engineer, he could plan well.   3y the 

end of 1371, within a span of two years, he was able to 

purchase 7 different types of equipment in his workshop. 

At present, he has employed 13 workers in his factory and 

is able to produce PI5,000 worth of products per month. 

His workshop is  'incomplete for want of a milling machine ". 

He complained that not -<nly does he have to pay heavily 

for milling certain parts in other bigger factories, but he 

also has to wait for his turn to get tho work done.   This 

caused delay and affected his business, further aggravated 
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6) Registration of a unit must be automatic and a serial regis- 

tration number should be issuod to each small-scale unit 

Ail applications registered should find a place in the Master 

Register.   If the UP-ISSI doubts the information furnished 

by any party, then it could be verified through its field 

staff.   In any case, verification should net take more than 

15 days. 

7) Once these statistics are collected, classified information 

on each Industry may be published for the benefit of small- 

scale units, as well as for the general public. 

8) The UP-ISSI and its Regional Institutes should be recog- 

nized as the agency authorized to collect statistics on a 

voluntary basis. 

9) Whenever the surveys on manufacturing units to be conduc- 

ted in the future, certain tables which will be of use to 

small units and the necessary information collected by   . 

ether national agencies should also be included. 

10)       To popularize the voluntary registration system, the govern- 

ment of the Philippines should issue advertisements in all 

the leading newspapers, radio and TV, pointing out the 

benefits to small units if they register their units with the 
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UP-I88I and iU Regional Institutes .     The amount spent 

on this aspect will soon turn out to be a worthwhile long- 

term investments for the people. 

The Government will also benefit from this registration at 

they would come to know the state of development of the small- 

scale industrial units in the country.   Information   thus gathered 

will enable the government toplan the growth of this sector in a 

scientific way. 
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CHAPTER V 

G0VE3NÏAENT PITHÇ^ASE PROGRAM 

The Government and its departments, corporations and other 

subsidiarlos, their branches and dependencies, are the sources 

of a very largo amount of business of every type and description, 

which to a large extent, can be served by small industries, either 

directly or through the medium of sub-contracting.    For it is very 

difficult for a small industry to participate in this business be- 

cause of its inherent organizational structure and heavy financial 

burden.   It lacks the necessary engineering and sales organiza- 

tion to contact  the Government properly.   Furthermore, small 

industries could not afford tho expenses of these business func- 

tions because of small income volume. 

What has bean done to cottage Industries? 

We have been informed that annually, the National Govern- 

ment purchases P20 million worth of goods for its various depart- 

ments from the handicrafts and cottage industries in order to 

assist them.   The National Government, In accordance with Memo- 

randum Circular No. 484 dated July 20, 1971, has made it a policy 

that in order to assist the CIDE (Cottage Industries Development 

Enterprise) in Its participation in the Programme for Rural Employ- 

ment and thereby promote the development of cottage industries, 
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all departments, bureaus or office a including local subdivisions 

and government-jwned or controlled corpoicLons sN ild purchase 

all their supplies and equipment fruii; the CIDE's production units 

including NACIDA registered producers.   In order to carry out the 

policy of the Government, a 3ureau of Supply Coordination with 

a staff of 170 hac been formed.   Du^ to this effert, the Director 

of the Bureau of Supply Coordination is now purchasing nearly 

P20 million  worth of goods from the cottage industries.   The items 

reserved to be purchased are:   (1)   abaca twine, 3 ply, 350 gram 

ball;   (2)  husk, coconut shell;   (3)   nipa, first class seasoned; 

(4)   scruobing brush;   (5)   duster, chicken feather;   (6)   romitjwel; 

(7)   Philippine rag (3   X 5 1/2 );   (3)   broomstick;   (9)   canisate 

rag, pure cotton;   (10)   mop head, cotton v/hite, 24 oz.; 

(11)   floor mat, coco-coir (12,: X 2 i : X 1/2");   (12)   toilet brush, 

catonogro bristle;   (13)   floor wax;   (14)   dust pan,   large G.I. 

shoot gauge;   (15)  water pail;   (15)   waste be oket;   (17)   Dlack- 

board;   (13)   schjol desk;   (19)   eraser;   (20) teacher's chair; 

(21)   teacher's table;   (22)   bookcase;   (23)   gardener's tools; 

(24)   shop tools'   (25)   long gown;   (26)   matrosses;   (27)   dental 

helper's apron;   (23)   dentist's gown;   (29)   baby's camiso; 

(30)   baby's blanket, binds and diaper;   (31)   leggings for delivery 

room;   (32)   bed sheets, white bleached muslin; and (33) pillows 

and pillow case3. 
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The above-mentioned items produced by thesis cottage 

Industries, before they were reserved for purchases from the 

Bureau of Supply Coordination, were bought by private middlemen 

who used to quote and get orders v/hile in turn raking higher per- 

centage of the profit.   By directly purchasing from producers, the 

Government of the Phi'ippines is now able to save nearly 15% of 

the commission, which otherwise would have benefited the traders. 

Through this policy, many cottage units are presently able to 

increase their production, thereby giving employment to a large 

number of unemployed men in the rural areas. 

What is to be done for Small-Scale Industries? 

In the Philippines, there are 9,400 modern small-scale 

Industries presently engaged in the production of parts and com- 

ponents required by large-scale industries, as well as producing 

different consumer items.   The present purchase policy of the 

Government does not extend to products produced by the small 

and medium-scale industries. 

At present, the National Government alone makes purchases 

to the extent cf more than 9200 million per year.   If the purchases 

made by the National Railways, National Power Corporation, banks, 

etc. are added, the total purchases may exceed more than P600 

million.   Assuming these organizations do buy certain sophisticated 
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product!, the small and medium-scalo Industries could easily 

supply between P50 to MOO million worth of goods. After all, 

small-scale industries are using the same types of equipment 

and technology as the large-scale enterprises. 

It has been recognized in the developed and other develop- 

ing countries that the small-scale indu stries, if supported, could 

employ more people in production and could easily set up units 

in the backward areas. 

What has been done in the United States and India ? 

With a view towards assisting the small industries sector, 

tìie Government of the United States has set up an organization 

known as the "Small Business Administration", whose main func- 

tion is to see to it that the needs of the government are purchased 

from small-scale units.   If the Administration certifies that cer- 

tain types of goods are avaUable from |he small units, then, 

nobody is permitted to purchase from the larger Industries.  This 

system helped the United State» considerably in establishing the 

small Industry sector and at the same time, it discouraged the 

growth of monopolies by few large «Btorprises.  After all, no 

democractic form of government should encourage the growth of 

monopoly at the expense of a large number of small middle ola s s 

people. 
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Th« Government of India in 1957 recognized the importance 

of the participation of small enterprises in the Gov^nmenfs 

Stores Purchase Programme as an effective measure for stimula- 

ting and sustaining the growth of these industries in the country. 

The basic consideration behind this programme was that, if they 

qualify for admission by satisfying the requirements, such as 

quality control and timely supply of goods, then the small-scale 

units should be given a preference in price in the matter of pur- 

chases by the Government's stores department, so that the poten- 

tial capacity of the existing as wu as the new small enterprises 

could be utilized to the fullest possible extent. 

Since the inception of the programme in 1957, over 18,000 

•mall-scale units have participator in the programme through the 

agency of the National Small Industries Corporation, a govern- 

ment of India concern.   These units have been able to secure 

about 25,000 contracts valued at over Rsi700 million during th.s 

whole period.   The actual share of the sector in Government pur- 

chases is higher than this figure because several small-scale 

units also participate in the programme on their own.   This pro- 

gramme is a positive assistance measures renderod by the Govern- 

ment to small-scalo industries in the sphere of marketing their 

products.   The items of store purchases are categorized into four 

groups: 

tfi* 
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1) The i torn a In the first group ara prooarod from large-scalo 

units. 

2) Tho i torn s in group two aro procured from large-scale firms 

which aro primo contractors, providing substantial scopo 

for purchase of components and. part s from small-scalo 

units.   A part of such pur cha su s aro made from small-scale 

units with a price preference of a maximum limit to IS per 

cent in favour of inali-scale products. 

3) Government purchases of items under group three is open 

to both tho large and small-scale units on a competitive 

basis. 

4) Items in group four are entlroly reserved for procurement 

from small-scale units only. 

How to Participate in the Programme 

A small manufacturer can participate in the programme men- 

tioned above either independently or through the NSC in which 

case« he has to register himself with the latter.   In that event, 

he need not register himself with the Directorate General of 

Supplies and Disposals (DGS&D), but a small manufacturer who 

chooses to deal directly with the DGS&D has to.   For registration 

with the NSIC, he has to approach any of the following offices 

according to his conveniences:- 
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1)      The National Small Industrias Corporation, Okhla 

Industrial Estato, Now  Dolhi-20 or its P^gional Offices at 

- Bombay, Calcutta and Madrat. 

il)      The SISI situated in tho concerned Stato, any Branch 

Instituto or Extension Centre. 

ill)      The State Directorate of Industries. 

iv)      The Distllct Industries Officer. 

Tho last three offices also forward the applications of 

•mall manufacturers to the concerned office of the N81C for 

registration. 

Thu small industrialist has t   fill in a prescribed application 

form in triplicate and may submit the samo to any of the offices 

mentioned above.   The application includes general information 

about his unit, plant and machinery, installed capacity and pro- 

duction and the specific products for which he intends to register 

himself for participation in the programme. 

Upon receiving the application, the SISI Technical Officer 

concerned would visit the factory of the applicant small manufac- 

turer in order to study the letter's technical competency to manu- 

facture the specified products.  If the firm qualifies, the SISI 

forwards his application to the NSIC with its recommendation for 

necessary registration.   The NSIC enlists the manufacturer for 
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parttoipatioo in the programme and Issues a Competency Certifi- 

cate in his favour. 

How Tondors aro Supplied 

Once a manufacturer is regi stored with the NSIC and has 

obtained a Competency Certificate, he is kept on the records 

of the corporation as a unit competent to supply the specific 

products to the Government.   Furthermore, the DGS&D issues 

tenders ¿ree of charge for the specific product(s) for which ho 

has registered himself. 

He is required to submit the sot of tender forms, duly 

filled in, to the Purchase Officer of the DGS&D.   In case he 

faces any difficulty in filling up such forms, he can approach 

the NSIC or the SI SI for necessary guidance.   The enlisted unit 

need not deposit any security with the DGS&D unlike small 

manufacturers registered directly with the DGS&D. 

Help lntendod in Execution of Govornment Order 

Once a small manufacturer is able to procure supply orders 

under this programme, he is given added assistance towards this 

purpose.   He gets preferential treatment from the State Directo- 

rate of Industries in the matter of procurement of raw materials 

which are distributed by them.   He obtains necessary technical 
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by his having purchased 7 different kinds of machines on a 

security basis.   The bank is therefor J refusing to give 

additional loan for purchase o¿ a milling machine though it 

is an essential equipment in thj w Tksh^p. 

A third Filipino, who was a salesman in a big furniture 

factory started his own unit in 1957 with ane machine cost- 

ing *2,00C and a cash investment of 91,000.   He is manu- 

facturing quality wood grill panel and other decorative wood 

articles,   ¿y  the end ef 1971, the same factory could pro- 

duce things to the tune of P300,000 per year and could 

employ 30 workers on a regular basis plus an additional 15 

people as casual workers.   In 1371, he exported P30,000 

worth if goods to Australia.   He has built his own factory, 

which may cost anything between P150,000 to P200,000. 

Now he is in need of $70,000 for the purchase of additional 

equipment, and has applied to a government controlled 

agency for a loan.   The proprietor was expressing his diffi- 

culties that in apftte oi his repeated request and personal 

visits to the financial agency, the loan has not yet been 

sanctioned after one year of its application.   He is contin- 

ually being asked to furnish additional informatijn.   It 

seems that instead of asking all the required information 

at one time, the financial agency is aaklng information on 
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assistance and guidance from tho office of the Small Industries 

8ervice Instituto in the manufacturo of the product as per speci- 

fications laid down by DGS&D.   Ho can also avail of the credit 

facilities extended in particular by the State Bank of India at all 

Iti branches on preferential terms under the Credit Guarantee 

Scheme No. 2 oporatcd by the NSIC.   Under this scheme, he is 

entitled to financial assistance from the Bank and to execute any 

Government contract covering all stages of production from the 

purchase of raw materials to the discounting of bills. 

When the products are ready for distribution, tho small 

manufacturer has to get his goods inspected and approved by the 

offices of the DGS&D before dispatching. As soon as his goods are 

inspected and found to be in conformity with the specifications 

supplied, he can send out the products and obtain a written 

proof like tho Railway Receipt, etc.   On the basis of such a 

receipt, he is entitled to the payment of 95 per cant of the price 

of goods dispatched from the  Government and he may get the 

balance after the goods are received and verified at their desti- 

nation. 

i^k 
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Recommendations for Immüdiate Action 

It has been observed that thoro is an alarming rise of 

unemployment in the Philippines.   Expansion of existing small 

and medium-scale industries, and the tematica of n«w on«« will 

create additional jobs for many in the country. 

Government Stores Purchase Programme is an effective ins- 

trument to sustain small-scale industry growth.   As long as the 

quality and prices of products from the small-scale industries 

are comparable with the large scale units, preference may be 

given in favour of the weaker sector.   It is therefore suggested, 

as in the case of purchase of cottage industry products, that the 

various departments of the government issue a Policy Memoran- 

dum Circular regarding the purchase of certain types of items 

from the small-scale industries. 

It would be advisable for the UP ISSI to open a division in 

its office for dealing with two or three industries on an experi- 

mental basis and working with a few small plants in each industry. 

As experience is gained from proven procedures, the UP ISSI 

should be capable of rapid expansion to the necessary and desir- 

able extent to properly serve small industries. 
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In caso the UP ISSI cannot handle this typo of work, thon 

It is suggested that a Small Industry Corporation based on an 

Indian modol be formed with tho following functions:- 

1) A pro euro ment division with tho power to preempt at least 

25 per cent of government indents at prices substantially 

äqual to those offered by the general business community. 

Where the items especially fit the small business indus- 

tries, and the small-scale sectors as a whole are techni- 

cally backward, a higher percentage may be permitted. 

A few fields of government indents are, of course, not 

subject tc production by small industries even through 

means of sub-contracting; 

2) A contracting division who would in turn sub-contract the 

indents it has taken with small industries; 

3) An engineering division whose function would be to assist 

the small industry in the proper processing of the indents. 

They would help determine the proper machine tools for 

efficient production of goods.   The UP ISSI will have to be 

strengthened with more technical hands; and 

4) An inspection department to ensure that the goods are pro- 

duced In complete accordance with their specifications. 
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The corporation should suo-contract only to those small 

industries which show the necessary managerial ability to oporato 

efficiently,   to those who are willing to modernizo their methods, 

and who are willing and eager to pay high wages consistent with 

efficient production methods. 

Price-Preference 

Considering that the small units are not yet in a position 

to quote computitively along with large-scale units, a price pre- 

ference up to 10% over the lowest acceptable tenders received 

from the large-scale units may be considered by tho Director of 

Supplies on the merits of individual cases.   The Government may 

appoint a committee consisting of representatives from the Bureau 

of Supply Coordination, the UP ISSI, the Chamber -A Industries, 

the Pilipino Chamber of Small Business and Industry and other 

organizations to go through the various types of products pro- 

duced by the small-scale units and prepare a list of products 

that could be reserved for government purchase.   To start with, 

the reserve list may not exceed 20 items.   With the experience 

gained, the list may be enlarged. 

Small- 3cale units obtaining government contracts are some- 

times facing serious difficulties in procuring raw materials of the 

required specifications and the necessary quantities.   The 
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Director of Supply should make spoetai arrangements to release 

quantities of raw materials as soon as contracts have been 

awarded. 

Efforts must be made to settle the payment to small units 

within 2 or 3 months. 

^ 

tfata 

Fellowships 

Since the Government Purchase Programme in developing 

countries play an important role, it is recommended that two 

persons from the UP ISSI and thu Bureau of Supply Coordination 

be sent for training for six months under the UN Fellowship Pro- 

gramme to tho United States and India.   Care   must be taken to 

ensure that the persons to be trained in these foreign countries 

are made to serve the country at least two years upon their 

return. 
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Machine Age In Small Units in the Philippines 

According to the Economic  Survey of Small-Scale Units 

conducted in the Philippines in 1966, among 9, 400 small-scale 

units it has been brought out that tha "AVERAGE AGE OF MACHI- 

NERY IN THE INDUSTRY WAS 7.4 YEARS AND 60 PER CENT WERE 

OVER 5 YEARS OLD".   Such a revelation is still more alarming if 

we think of it now five years after the survey. 

It is a deplorable fact that in the Philippines, the use of 

obsolete equipment will result in inefficient production of goods 

thereby ultimately rendering them less profitable. 

In order to help the existing small-scale units, as well 

as to bring out a strong ancillary group, it will be necessary to 

modernize the industries  by replacing old machinery.   To begin 

with,   such a programme of modernization of equipment will 

have to be planned and implemented in selected  types of 

industries.   An important aspect of modernization is the iden- 

tification and use of technologies which are appropriate  to 

tiie pattern of resources endowment of the Philippine eco- 

nomy as well as of individual units which are at the same time 
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consistent with efficiency, economy and equality.   In the identi- 

fication and selection of such technologies, the technical officers 

of the UP ISSI will havo to provide sustained advic- ind assist- 

ance to small industrialists.   Obviously in an economy such as 

that of the Philippines, wherein plentiful supplies of labour are 

available and capital is scarce, the use of low capital and high 

labour technologies is justified.   However, the latter has to be 

determined within the context of scales and market consideration 

as well as the economics of quality.   These are ail important and 

relevant in a competitive market, both domestic and international. 

How Japan Modernized its Small-Scale Units 

In order to increase the competitiveness of small industries, 

the government of Japan passed an act in 1969, known as the 

"Law to Promote the Modernization of Small and Medium-Sized 

Enterprises".   On the basis of the act, 118 industries were se- 

lected and given preferential treatment on an experimental basis. 

According to this bill, small enterprises which belong to the cate- 

gory designated by this law is entitled to obtain low interest 

national loans and accelerated depreciation while carrying out a 

modernization programme. 

Another programme which is vital to the modernization of 

small industries is the establishment of industrial parks.  In 
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Japan, such developmental efforts have begun in 1960 vi th the 

objective of: 

1) obtaining higher productivity by means of grouping and 

joint operations; 

2) shifting the industries from crowded urban centers; and 

3) transferring industries to areas where comparatively cheaper 

labour is still available. 

Considering the severe competition in the markets, it is 

not difficult to understand why Japanese enterprises, regardless 

of whether they are largo or small, have continued their large- 

scale equipment investment and are constantly aiming at higher 

productivity.   The labour productivity of value added is lower for 

Japanese small industries than for large Industries, which make 

the investment for new equipment much more necessary for smaller 

Industries.   In fact, it is stated that the annual rate of increase 

for equipment investment by small industries is equal to that of 

the large enterprises.  Actually, the annual amount invested in 

fixed assets per employee in Japanese small industries has come 

up to that of the American level.   It Is really gratifying to note 

that on machinory investment, smaller industries in Japan, since 

the sixties, were keeping the tempo to that of large industries. 

^S^^•-^——"-^•"»«M«^^ 
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Work Done In India to Remavo Obsolescence 

of Equipment in the Small-Scalo Sector 

In order to study tho problems of obsolescence of equipment 

In the small-scale sector and the need for modernization of equip- 

ment, the Government of India appointed a committee to go through 

all the problems and submit a report and suggestions.   The com- 

mittee, after studying the various problems, have come to the 

conclusion that the programme of modernization should be imple- 

mented on a selective basis during the 4th plan period.   They have 

further suggested the selection of a group of five industries for 

this programme, viz, machine tools, domestic electrical appliances, 

foundry and rerolling automobile parts and accessories and hosiery. 

Approximately, 3,000 small units in these industries will bo 

assisted in a suitable manner to obtain modern equipment.   It is 

estimated that a total outlay ^f PI50 million would be required for 

this purpose.   Besides,a lump sum provision of #20 million per 

annum will be required to meet normal replacement needs of these 

3,000 units alone. 

In addition to the programme of equipment modernization, 

it has been proposed to provide guidance and assistance in 

improving managerial efficiency through training programmes for 

owner-managers and workers.   The supply of management aids 

*^JP " I ' '       I   •  * 
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and manuals for the use of small units through the field officers 

of the Development Commission on Small-Scale Industries were 

also proposed to supplement this training programme in India. 

It is necessary to motivate the small entreoreneurs for moderniza- 

tion, therefore, groups of entrepreneurs-managers in India were 

taken on study tours to better organized industrial units both in 

the large-scale and small-scale sectors within the country. 

Supply of Machinery on Liberal Terms 

The National Small Industry Corporation is a major help 

that the Government of India is giving to the industry, through which 

the supply of imported and indigenous machines are made avail- 

able on very liberal terms to small-scale units.   The Government 

of India has set up a "National Small Industry Corporation", a 

government agency which supplies equipment and machinery to 

interested small entrepreneurs.   The process of obtaining "collateral" 

is being totally discarded.  At present, if an entrepreneur who is 

interested in setting up a small-scale unit or any existing small 

unit, wants to acquire any imported or indigenous equipment, he 

has to pay only the 5 per cent value of imported machinery, and 

10H value of indigenous machine as "earnest money" to the 

Government Corporation.   Upon receipt of the above-mentioned 

earnest money, the corporation adds its own funds in placing 

*ï5F--^^i—-^---—-^r- 
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installment basis.   The proprietor narrated in 3 disappointing 

tone that a file is being built on his application. 

Instances ci this type are man/.    But it is sufficient to 

know that in spite of the fact that the/ show their capabilities in 

providing employment at a less capital investment and creating 

economic stimulation in the country,  they are not being helped in 

their efforts to increase production and give more job opportunities 

to the people,   The banks and other financial institutions, based 

upon the listing rules, are not in a position to sanction loans. 

Creating a Supervised Credit Programmo 

for Small and I/iedium Industries in the Philippines 

In order u  provide loans and    ther types of credit accom- 

modations to small-scale units, the President of the Philippines 

proposed an Act known as the   'Small Enterprise Act of 1970". 

In order to carry out the programmo, a sum of P50 million was to 

be supplied by the following government financial institutions 

as per the amount indicated: 

1. Central Bank of the Philippines 

2. Philippine National Bank 

3. Development 3?nk of the Philippines 

PIO million 

PIO million 

PIO million 

4.       Government Service Insurance System      PIO million 

5.        Social Security System PIO million 
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order with manufacturer in foreign country as well as inside the 

country.   Tho party has to pay -*n annual interest rate of 6 por 

cent, together with another 2 p^r cent administrative charges 

(2 par cent of intoro st is chargod for thj o ritiro poriod of 7 yoars 

and not rocovorod ovory y^ar, whur^as 6% intorost rato is roco- 

verod ovory yoar on tho balance at tho ond of each yoar).   From 

1956 till tho ond of 1970, tho National Small Industry Corporation 

ha s   suppliod noarly *450 million worth of imported and indigo- 

nous oquipmont to 14,000 entrepreneurs.   But for this gonorous 

scheme, many enterprising skilled people, who are not in a posi- 

tion to give any collateral v/ould not be able to get equipment, 

thereby becoming manufacturers.   Such a generous help from the 

Government of India has resulted in an additional industrial goods 

to the extent of about PI,000 million, and provided employment 

(in this particular scheme alone) to 300,000 persons.   So far 

22,000 different types of equipment have been supplied. 

Details of the Supply of Machinery on 

Hire Purchase Scheme 

An industrial unit requires both long and medium term finance 

for acquiring fixed assets like land and buildings, plant and ma- 

chinery, etc. and short-term finance as working capital for hold- 

ing stocks of raw materials, finished goods, etc.  and for meeting 

the day to day needs of the unit.   Various agencies are engaged in 
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providing different typos of financial assistance.   The Hire 

Purchase Scheme v/as introduced to moot tho roquiroments of 

movable fixod assets  •£ small ontropronours. 

Hfrt.   Purchase -.Sch^ojio 

Early in 1956, tho National Small Industrios Corpora- 

tion Limited introduced a scheme for supply of machinery 

on hiro-purchase basis to small-sc?ilo industries.   The 

procedure as well as the torni s and conditions of this 

scheme are as follows: 

ftocQdWV 

1. An application is made on the prescriood form (supplied 

by NSIC) through the Directorate of Industries of the 

concerned State.   After maiding the necessary verifica- 

tions, the State Directorate of Industries sends the 

application to the Head Office of the NSIC at Delhi 

with recommendations and comments. 

2. Applications for indigenous machines that are compiote 

in all aspects are placed for consideration before the 

Indigenous Machines Acceptance Committee which 

usually meets once in two weeks. 

3. Applications for imported machines are placed before 

a different Committee for approval. 
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4. Decisions of those Committees aro convoyed to tho 

partios concerned with copio s to tho concerned regional 

offico of tho   Corporation and tho Directorate of 

Industrios.   An applicant whose application has bean 

rejected can have his caso reviewed by a "Reviewing 

Committoo ". 

5. Aftor acceptance of an application, quotations are 

solicitud from suppliers mentioned by tho applicants in 

their application and also those known tc the Corpora- 

tion.   As soon as the suppliers' quotations are received, 

they aro sont to the parties with a request that they 

make thoir choice and to deposit the requisite earnest 

money with the concerned regional offico of the corpo- 

ration . 

6. Upon hearing from the rogional office that the earnest 

money has been deposited, the NSIC Head Office 

places its supply order on the selected supplier/sup- 

pliers.   Copies of the Supply Order are also forwarded 

to the applicant as well as to the concerned regional 

offico for completion of the remaining formalities.  If 

the machines are imported, the Chief Controller of 

Imports and Exports is simultaneously approached by 

the Head Office for tho necessary import licenses. 

Eft 
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Soon as Import Licunses aro received by the Head Office, 

they aro passed on to tho regional office which, in turn, 

opons a letter of credit. 

7. Upon receipt A a copy of the supply order, the regional 

office ask3 the supplier to send his proforma invoice, 

and on tho basis Ä that invoice, prepares an agreement 

bond to be signed by tho hirer.   At this stage, the hirer 

is also called upon to complete other formalities rela- 

ting to the insurance of the machine, deposit of the 

balance earnest money, if there is any, and other 

charges payable by him as per the suppliers' proforma 

invoice. 

8. Once all these formalities are completed by the hirer, 

instructors are sunt to the suppliers to dispatch the 

equipment (duly insured for transit risk) to the hirer 

and to send the Railway receipt or G/S, as the case 

may be, to the regional office.   After ensuring that 

all the payments have been made by the hirer, the 

Corporation releases the R/R or the G/R to the hirer for 

taking delivery of thu machines. 

9. In case of Imported machines, the procedure is slightly 

different in as much as the hire purchaser is asked to 

tife 
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compioto tho hiro purchase formalities after tho Corpo- 

ration has received tho shipping d cumonts and, as 

soon as tho formalities aro completed by thu hirer, tho 

Corporation sonds tho shipping decumonts to tho clear- 

ing agonts for clearing tho consignment from tho Customs 

and dispatching it to tiu. hire purchaser. 

Terms and Conditions 

A small-scale industrial unit with a capital investment 

of not more than ¥. 75 million can take advantage of the 

hire-purchase assistance.   The capital investment here 

moans investment in machinery and equipment only.   This 

capital limit is relaxed further up to ¥i million in casu of 

industrial units producing ancillary items and components 

for supply to certain recognized large and medium-scalo 

industries. 

A unit accepted as a hire-purchase client is required 

to pay only 5 pur cent of tho value of machines in advance 

as earnest money.   The balance -f the principal together 

with the interest is payable in 7 years, the first installment 

being payable one year after tho delivery of the machines 

and the subsequent installments every six months there- 

after. 
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A uniform rate of intoro st ; f 6 por cunt is charged and 

is payable along with periodic installments.   In addition, 

an administrative charge of 2 p^r cent is levied.   The terms 

of payment are fixed in such a way as to unable a small 

entrepreneur to run the industry smoothly and pool back 

finance for discharging hiro-purchasu commitments.   Small 

industrial units having export potentialities are given first 

priority.   Similarly, priority is given to units whose pro- 

duction results in import substitution ^r those that intend 

to modurnizo themselves, or those requiring indigenous 

raw materials jr units producing ancillary parts and compo- 

nents for medium and large-scale industries and, in general, 

those units helping in the development of industrially back- 

ward regions. 

The scheme has many advantages among which are the 

following : 

*•       Since the hire purchaser does not receive cash, any chance 

of the loan being misused is obviated. 

2. The hire-purchaser is not required to furnish anv aücur||Y 

Oí gujQty for receiving  equipment as   i« often the 

case in respect of cash credit accommodation.   The hire- 

purchase system is all-embracinc whereas the system of 

^^ 
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gash l9?.PS benefits primarily those who can offer some 

tangible securities. 

3. Ownership of tho machines supplied to tho Mro-purchaser 

does not pass on to him until he has paid all the installments. 

In the event of default in repayment (by the hire-purchaser), 

thö lending agency can repossess tho equipment.   Similarly, 

the hire-purchaser can return the machines during tho period 

of hire-purchase agreement to the lending agency if he can- 

not make use of them. 

4. Supply of machines on hire-purchase basis induces mobili- 

zation of both capital and entrepreneurial skill, because 

once one has got the machines, he is compelled to find the 

investment necessary for the installation and operation of 

tho machines. 

5. The hire-purchase system leads to capital formation in tho 

sense that the hire-purchaser is bound to ensure sufficient 

savings at least to the extent of the repayment of install- 

ments during the years that follow the supply of machines. 

6. Supply of machinery on hire-purchase basis affords some 

degree of control and orientation over the investment in 

the small-scale sector. 
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This makes possible the channeling of investment in the 

desired or priority industry groups, help tho growth of 

viaole and optimum size of small units, and establish a 

complimentary relationship between the large and small 

units. 

For the last 12 years, the National Small Industries Corpo- 

ration has been supplying machinery and equipment to small-scale 

units by offering them a long repayment period with a moderate 

rato of interest.   No security is called for because the State 

Directorate of Industries has only to vouchsafe that the unit has 

growth potential and the industry needs encouragement.   Not only 

are new units assisted but existing units are encouraged to modern- 

ize themselves by using the latest machines and using improved 

technology. 

Recommendations 

1.       With a view to removing tho obsolescence of equipment in tht 

small-scale sector, it is suggested that the Government of 

the Philippines should introduce a programme that will 

modernize the existing small-scale units in the country. 

Without modernization, it is feared that the existing small 

units will meet a natural death in a couple of years. 
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2. To start with, every year tho Government can set »p a pro- 

gramme of modernization on selective basis in four or fivo 

typos of industries.   If this is dono, 20 or 25 different 

groups of small-scale industries can be brought under this 

programme of modernization. 

3. In addition to the programme of equipment modernization, 

UP ISSI should undertake tho responsibility of providing 

guidance and assistance in improving managerial efficiency 

through training programmes for owner-manager s and workers. 

The technical officers of the UP ISSI should visit the units 

regularly to guide in production methods and in the proper 

use of machines.   The Technical Extension Work of the 

Institute must be increased to meet this need effectively. 

4. Supply of modem machineries ore very essential for the 

survival cf small-scale units in the country.   In the interest 

of existing and future entrepreneurs, it is suggested that a 

separate corporation patterned after the Indian National 

Small Industry Corporation be set up in the Philippines to 

supply imported and indigenous equipment on liberal terms. 

It may bo noted that any concession given to small units 

will be toward present and future economic development 

and tho subsequent solution of the unemployment problem 
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in tho country. In order to introduce the modernization of 

equipment in the small-scale sector in the Philippines as 

is practiced in Japan and India, UNIDO may make available 

an Expert for a period of one year. The expert must be an 

Engineer, with considerable experience in extension work 

with small-scale units. 

6. UNIDO also may provide one followship to UP ISSI for a 

period of 3 months to study tho systems prevailing in Japan 

and in India. 

7. Por supplying imported machinery, the Philippines can seek 

Asian Development Bank's (&DB) or other agencies' assist- 

ance to got foreign exchange as it will be helping the cause 

of stimulating economic growth and increasing employment 

opportunities to many in the rural areas on a more permanent 

basis. 
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What is a Supervised Cradit Proorammü? 

The Supervised Credit Programmo (SSS-UP ISSI) is a schema 

entered into by the Social Security System to provide finance to 

•mall and medium industries.   Consideration for a grant of credit 

facilities will be based upon the ability of the project to generate 

sufficient income and cash to repay the loan availed of, the in- 

herent soundness of the finance structure, and management of 

the firm and the compliance of all priority requirements and other 

credit and collateral restrictions.   The funds for the programme 

are to be provided by the SSS while evaluation of the project as 

to the feasibility ei the financed project shall be handled by the 

UP ISSI.  According to the programme, till the loan has been 

repaid, the UP ISSI has to supervise   the unit. 

For these services, the SSS will pay the UP ISSI 2% out of 

the 12% annual interest charged by file. SSS to borrowing enter- 

prises.   The pr .gramme features: 

1. Maximum amount of loan to be granted #100,000 

2. Maxirnuii repayment period 10 years 

3. Interest rate 12% 

One major qualifying condition for the unit to bo able to 

acquire loans under the above scheme is that the unit or appli- 
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CHPATER VII 

jyiCILIAaY DEVELOPMENT 

Xn 1963, the UP ISSI conducted a survey In "Complement- 

arity of Small and Largo Indu striae; in the Philippines '.   Out of 

500 top largo-scale manufacturing firms in the country, 200 of 

them were interviewed to find out the following: 

a) The eictent and use of sub-contractoal facilities in small 

and large Industrios; \ 

b) The existence of industrial practice in future manufacturing 

arrangement; and 

o) The factors affecting the sub-contracting and further 

manufacturing arrangement. 

The survey revealed thct out of 200 large ácalt units grouped 

under 27 types of industries, namely:  textile garments, steel and 

heavy metals, chemicals, sugar, cigarettes and tooacco, paper 

pulp, cement and etc., only 23 large units encouraged ancillary 

units to supply some parts and components to thorn. The rest were 

making these parts themselves or importing them.  Another 29 

large scale units acknowledged the possibility of sub-contracting 

parts and components, but did not take any action in that direction. 

Unfortunately, from the beginning, the Philippine large enterprise» 
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planned to produco ovory requirement in their own shops, thus 

spending foreign jxchange on simple items which otherwise could 

havo boon purchased from within th~ country or they could have 

encouraged new small and medium units to produce such items. 

On the whole, the two main conclusiona borne out of the 

survey are revealing: 

a) There are very little complementarities existing between 

lar;e and small-scale industries on the issue of sub- 

contracting; and 

b) There i a an information gap existing between these two 

industrial sectors which in fact deter the development of 

complementarity for their mutual advantage. 

Survv of Car Parts Manufacturing 

Again in 1971, the UP ISS conducted another survey on 

the manufacture of car parts to collect the following information: 

a) The capacities of local manufacturers 

b) Which car parts are locally manufactured 

c) The problems of car parts manufacturers and car 

assemblers 

d) The expansion capacities of these firms 

e) The existing and potential market for local parts 
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f) How manufacturers and a 3 semblar s seek to improve the 

industry 

g) To find out the reactions of those firms concerning the 

possibility of a Philippine-manufactured car. 

Out of 81 firms.vittted, only 65 units agrwt to furnish 

required information.   The survey revealed that though many firms 

were listed as, cor parts manufacturers, many of them were in fact 

functioning us assemblers, importen and wholesalers and others 

were involved only in the production of tractors and their parts. 

Some of the firms listed as parts manufacturers had ceased opera- 

ting for the time oeing due to the lack of raw materials, local and 

import compotition, and inadequate capital to carry out tie pro- 

duction . 

Profile of the Industry 

a) 43% of manufacturing ñrms were owned by corporations; 

b) 36% of them were of single proprietorship; and 

c) the rest, 21%, were run on a partnership basis. 

a) 59 per cent Chinese 

b) 38 per cent Filipino 

c) 3 per cent Americans 
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alzo of Employment 

a)     28 por cent úf firms employed between 1 to 10 people 

o)     55 pur cent of firms -j.nploycd between II to 80 people 

c)     5 per cent of firms employed between 30 to 150 people. 

The survey revealed that in tne beginning, many started manufac- 

turing imported parts out with the experience gained, they are 

now able te manufacturo parts and components according to the 

specifications cf customers.   Though there is a good doal of 

domand for these ports outside th J Philippines, it seems that 

many units are reluctant to export their products for the simple 

reason that they cannut aven meet the local demand. 

The survey shed light on the many problems encoun- 

tered by small-scale units engaged in the manufacture of parts 

and components, among which are '.no following: 

a) In view of the limited dollar allocation made tc small units, 

the Importation of vital raw materials such as steel sheets 

and certain chomical itarns, is severely affected. 

b) Entrance of jeep partr- as surplus goods« 

c) Loans from financing institutions are difficult to obtain 

and normally take a long time to process them. 
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d) Tariff duties impose J on rav/ materials are sometimes 

higher than that of finished products, as such, local goods 

cost mure than the imported onus.   For instance, Imported 

raw materials such as brass and copper strips for radiators 

have a duty rate of 20 per cent as against the 10% duty 

imposed in imported finished product.   Similarly, locally 

made pistons and bearings are 10 to 20% higher than their 

imported counterpart because the imported rav/ materials 

used by tho former are highly taxed. 

CyAll9fflfel9J8 

It is very interesting to note that the bulk of units engaged 

in the car assembly is only a small one.   20 per cent of the units 

engaged in this typo of work employed less than 20 workers in 

their units and 60 per cent of the units employed between 20 to 40 

workers and the rost employed between 140 to 260 workers.   11% 

of locally manufactured car parts are used in the locally assembled 

vehicles and 50% of the parts of locally maaufattosed )eep« and 

Jeopneys are locally made. 

WhvAnciilaries are Essential 

An important feature of modern small industries development 

is its complementarity with the large-scale industry sector.   It has 
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boon the experience all ovar the world that tho growth of the lare 

scalo sector lt3elf stimulate s the growth of the small- scale sector 

as a matter of secondary growth.   By planning tho development of 

secondary growth suitably, it will accelerato the development of 

modern small industries in a .sauner beneficial to the economy 

as a whole.   Small-scale units enjoy economies of scale of i re- 

duction and can effectively compete with large units in a certain 

product having restricted markets or requiring specialised tech- 

nical skills.   In these products small and  large-scale units co- 

exist in the basis of economies A scale of production. 

Small-scale units alsc spring up tu make use of the basic 

raw materials/intermediate produce   by large scale units because 

the fabrication of these end-products which have to cater to the 

taste of regional markets involve heavy transportation costs, etc. 

and can advantageously be decentralized.   More significant gains 

will, however, accrue to the small-scale sector by working as 

ancillarieo or sub - contracting units tc large-scale units. 

Ancillary Development in Japan and India 

At present, there are approximately 70,000 enterprises 

in Japan engaged in the machinery industry of which some 70% 

are sub-contracting enterprise that have some relationship with 

thö parent enterprises.   It has tbus been established in the 
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machinery Industry in Japan that both large and small units depend 

upon each other and a happy "co-existence" prevails.» •   .. 

This is also true in the field of chemical industries.   Nearly 30% 

of parts and components required by large units in this sector are 

supplied by small-scale units.   Large units find it more economical 

to purchase certain parts and components from small units, rather 

than manufacture them thumsolvos at a high cost. 

In order to givo encouragement to the development of 

ancillaries around largo-scale units in India, a "Standing Commit- 

tee on Ancillary" was appointed.   On the recommendations made 

by the Standing Committee, the Government of India has selectod 

16 large-scale industries for special encouragement.   The selected 

16 industries areÌ 1)  Industrial machinery,   2) Agricultural and 

earth moving machinery,    3)   Machine tools,   4)  Industrial, 

scientific and mathematical instruments (mechanical),   5)  Loco- 

motive and rolling stocks,  ships and aircraft,   6)   Bicycles, 

7)  Broilers and steam-generating plants,    8)   steam engines, 

turbines and internal combustion ongines,    9) Automobiles, 

10) Commercial office and household equipment,   11)   Electrical 

machinery, equipment and appliances,   12)   Telecommunication 

equipment,    13)  Industrial tofttuments (electricals),    14) Radio 

and electronic equipment,    15) Air conditioning and cold storage 

equipment Including refrigerators, and 16) Mineral oil and potro- 
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loum producto.   The abevo list, it is hoped, will givo us an idoa 

as to how v/o can uso the 3Chomo to develop the small industrias 

in tho Philippines.   It is al30 recognised that the ancillary unit, 

which has to manufacture precision components to large-scale 

units in the above industries may need more capital than the .75 

million fixed in the definition of a small-scale unit.   Subsequently, 

it was raised to one million.  Accordingly, an ancillary unit is 

redefined at present as: 

"A unit which produces parts and components, sub- 

assemblies and tolling for supply against the known or 

anticipated demand of one or more large units manufactu- 

ring/assembling complete products and which is not a 

subsidiary to or controlled by any large unit in regard to 

the negotiation of contracts f->r supply of its goods to any 

large unit.   This shall not, however, preclude an ancillary 

unit fr^m entering into an agreement with a large unit 

giving it priority over all  itherc. " 

Units which are set up primarily for the replacement market also 

fall within the scope of the aoove definition. 

The vast scope to develop ancillaries in the public sector 

undertakings was recognised even at the outset. At the instanco 

of the Standing Committee, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
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wrote to several public and olivate sector undertakings requesting 

them to encourage thu development of ancillary units.   This recom- 

mendation is being followed by the Ancillary Division of the 

Office of the Development Commissioner on Smo.lì-"cale Industries 

in requesting large-scale undertakings to explore the possibilities 

of ancillary development.      any of the public :, jctcr undertakings 

have also appointed their own ancillary development officials. 

A special drive has also been launched to cv.t the coopera- 

tion of the public sector Industrial undertaking-, in encouraging 

small-scale ancillary units to cater to their ncedr..   The large- 

scale enterprises in the private sector have also been requested 

to list down their requirements of parts and components which can 

be procured from small scal^ industries. 

Meanwhile, intensive technical assistance is rendered by 

the Small Industries Service institutes to ancillary units In stan- 

dardizing their products .   Opee lai attention is also being given by 

the Small Industries Servie, Institutes to test the products manu- 

factured by the small-scak ancillary units in ord.r to help the units 

in producing quality products as per specifications laid down in 

the contracts. 
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Purchase ¿raft? fr tto ^ciliary ui 

Tho small-scalo ancillary enterprise in India hai   played 

a significant rolo in supplying parts, components and sub-assem- 

blios to large-scale industries both in tho privato and public 

undertakings during tho yoar 1969-iü70.   Supplies worth *250 

million wore mado by tho small-scalo units. 

Tho .Jovolopment Commissioner on Small-Scale Industrios 

conducts seminars for tho development of ancillary indu strio s 

with public soctor undertakings to discuss the; various Parent- 

Ancillary relationship embracing facilities to DO offered by the 

public sector undortakings to ancillary industries.   Tho topics 

discussed includo pricing policy, length of contracts, credit 

facilities, liberalization of terms and conditions in respect to» 

supply of machinery and equipment on hiro-purotoase basis by tho 

National Small Industries Corporation and guidelines for new 

undertakings.   An appreciation seminar on the contribution of 

small-scale units towards import substitution are also held in 

different parts of tho country. 

Ancillary Industrial Eft^ws 

Ancillary industrial estates aro being located along with 

large-scale factories in different parts of the country.  Eight 



cant must have "adequate collateral consisting of real estate 

property and machines used in the business. " 

flow Mvtil Loans ha« boon Sanction^ fry SS8 ta S,n?H-fr»|t 

The Social Security System derivo* its funds from workers, 

and naturally clear cut directions have been given for investment 

of its funds.   One of the conditions of investment is that "any 

•uch investment shall be made with due diligence, and prudence 

to earn the highest possible interest consistent with safety. " 

With such a condition, naturally no organization can act in a 

reasonable way. 

During the entire period, the 3SS has sanctioned 14 loans 

to small-scale units totalling W71,000.   Thus, by playing 

"»afe practice" the SSS has utilized only 1/10 of the funds allo- 

cated for giving loans to small-scale units. 

When almost all of the small-scale units are in need of 

loans, funds meant for giving loans have not been utilized.  An 

average of 60 days is taken by the SSS to sanction a loan.   Since 

the SSS is trading the funds of poor people, it will not be able to 

take reasonable risk.   It is, therefore, suggested that such funds 

which they can provide for small-soale units be utilized in cons- 

tructing Industrial Estates, which will give ample protection for 
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ancillary industriai ostato s have already started functioning 

around big public sector undertaking s. 

Government of India's Licensing Ppiic/ 

Towards the Development of Ancillary Units 

At prosont, the technical officers from th    Development 

Commission on Small-Seal J Industrie in India arc associated with 

the licensing of large units more closely from the time of the 

receipt of the application Se that the applications might ¡oe scru- 

tinized from the ancillarios' point of viev; too.   As a policy such 

components/ports which can bo .nado in the small-scalo sector 

aro net Doing licensed and it is treated t- bo the responsioilitios 

of the largo-scale units to locato such ancillary units.   The office 

of the Development Commissioner of Small-Scale Industrios is 

also preparing a list ,f standard ports/components that could be 

made in ancillary units.   Those lists are made available to- all 

government departments for thoir use while preparing project 

reports for large-scale public sector undertakings.   The lists are 

given widor publicity so that prospective entrepreneurs in the 

large-scale sector might plan their projects accordingly. 

*te 
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Dynamic Act! n taken oy iOl 

Towards Ancillary Development 

ftocontly, the Chair.nan A the Board of Investments stated 

that the increase in the rato A grov.th jf the Gross national Pro- 

duct should n^t oo Lae only vojoctivo :>£ economic planners.   Ho 

sal- that Gi.'P growth rato is not a true measure oí economic deve- 

lopment boaauso that growth iaay noi o~ segmented.   This is par- 

ticularly truo of the Philippines, ho added, whore about 60 per 

cent of the nations wealth is concentrated in the hands of only 

22 families.   He made tha»e remarks in   Planning and Implement- 

ation for Development'-, held on January 12,  Veil at the Inter- 

continental Hotel in 1/iakati.   The conference was sponsored oy 

the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the Congressional 

Economic Planráng Offico an * the Philippine ZQ .nomic Society. 

The 3carci of Investments Chairman called on economic 

planners to direct their efforts towarc. bringing about an equitable 

distribution of wealth among all incm^ group to the country. 

This represents real socie-economie growth.   The Chairman of 

the 301 said that unemployment is a serious problem affecting 

the country.   At pro sent there are one million unemployed and 

another million underemployed, which together constitute 18.5 

per cent of the country's labour force.   To solve the unemployment 

tf*i 
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problem, it Is necessary Lo devele: tu small-scalo industries. 

Small units could JC started with IC-JS capital investment and can 

also bo started in different part- o¿ t .0 country. 

Ancillary Development in the Philippic 

There are various instance;; of largo-scalo units in other 

countries f- storing thu development :.: ancillories in their own 

interest.   The pattern oí industrial development in the Philippines 

has boon that a largo-scalo unit v.-juld liko to produco all compo- 

nents/parts roquirca undor its own roof.   Tills hai a historical 

Justification sinco thor^ were n: roliaoio ancillarios for a long 

time.  At pro sont, there are muro than 12,000 modern small- scalo 

units (in IS66, there wore 9, 400 units) and man/ are ahead in 

producing quality parts/components.   Therefore, it is in their 

interest that largo-ncalo units will have tv re a ort t   3uch Si oli- 

scale units L r meeting their requirements.   As est consciousness 

develops, the process can be oxpoctoo tc take place out steps 

should be taker, to hasten it.   The e^iail-scale units have now 

demonstrated their ability to produce parts/comp jnents of required 

specifications at reasonable cost within the stipulated time.   The 

necessary climate having thus been created, it is for the large- 

scale units to take advantage of these facilities available. 

*^ 
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Increase of Duty in Importad Automobile Parts 

¡3y increasing the percentage of duties of various parts and 

components of automobile3, the 301 has helped the local manufac- 

turers, particularly tho small-scale units and has created a last- 

ing impression in their minds.   In fact, India adapted this measure 

several years back with tho result that a large numoer of small- 

scale units carao forward to produce complicated and precision 

equipment.   At present, items like electric horns, brakes, and 

brake assembly, carburators, suspension and steering garage 

tools, sheet motal and other miscellaneous items are being pro- 

duced by small unit3 in India.   On these lines, new large-scale 

units are not given licenses te produce such things. 

Uconalng Policy to Rescue Certain 

USfflff Pi gfliall-flcale VMS Ont/ 

In India, the considerable advantage of reserving certain 

items of products for the development of small-scale industries 

where competence of the sector to manufacture the items to accept- 

able quality and at reasonable prices has been fully established. 

Items which could technically be produced economically within 

the définition of small-scale sectors are reserved.   To start with 

only favi items were reserved and as the small units in improving 
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the quality and at rea sonable prices, more and more Items wen. 

reserved for thorn.   At present,  23 itens are reserved for small- 

scale units, however, largo units producing such items before 

were allowed to carry .n their pr>.'.ucti -n plus an annual 12 per 

cant expansion.   Li view of the reservation, large units cannot 

by themselves raice the priée oí articles, as amali units are in 

the field to supply similar products at the sanio prices if not 

lower. 

In India, î >r example, a numoor A industrial items such as 

clinical thermometers, ready-made garments, hearing aids, etc. 

are produced exclusively in tne small-scale sector.   Similarly 

in many uther cases, 50 to 70% of the preduction are carried out 

in this sector.   Of course, in key and basic industries small- 

scale units cannot do much except supplying a few parts or 

components. 

Reserving certain items for small-scale units after all is 

not going to affect free enter prise.   ?ot even the large-scale 

industries have thrived under heavy tariff protection,   It is abBO- 

lutely clear that the if import duties had n it been imposed, the 

local large units v-ould not have e: me up.   The imposition of 

tariff is in a way against the concept of "Free Enterprise '.   Left 

to himself, a consumer would naturally like t: import any item 

when cheaper in price c impared  to an item manufactured in the 
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country by a largo-scalo unit.   Therefore, if items which ccul--1 bo 

produced economically and technically by small-scale industrio* 

are reserved for them, then the   free enterprise' objection should 

not rightly bo put forward.  After all small units ore being run by 

small private business too.   If employment is to be provided to a 

large number of people with a profit, then reasonable items for 

manufacture of sviali industrialists will have to be suggested, 

otherwise new entrepreneurs will not venture to come forward 

leaving the in to manufacture -,nly 'handicraft and cottage industry 

products".   In an industrially developed country, deliberate action 

must be taken to bring up a new class of people known as "ancil- 

lary manufacturers" otherwise, a vacuum will be created between 

largo-scalo and cottage industry factor. 

SCODO of Futuro Development 

Since 3d is raising import duties on a number of items, it 

give s an opportunity to new entrepreneur s to come forward and 

manufacture such items as higher rates of import duty will próvido 

thorn a reasonable profit attraction.   The UP ISSI in consultation 

with other technological agencies should study such possibilities 

and suggest items to prospectivo entropronours. 
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Recommendations for Immediate Action 

1.      We have therefore established that It is p. ssiblo for a sman- 

icale unit   in the Philippines to produco parts/components 

Ohoapor tian large-scale units for tho following reasons: 

a. overhead costs  >f small-scale units are in most cases 

lower than those of a large unit; 

b. direct labour costs in small units are sometimes lower 

than in large units; 

c. small units can often specialize in   ew components 

and can therefore concentrate ->n specialized skill and 

knewhow for production A those components; and 

d. a small-scale unit may pool contracts from several 

large scale for any particular component or group of 

similar components and may thereby have a much larger 

production volume for that component than any of the 

large units, and can thereby reduce the production cost 

by using special tooling or spocial methods :f product- 

ion suited for large volume. 

In view of the above, it is suggested that the 

government introduce   the ancillary development con- 

cept among small-soale units. 
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Tho Federation is represented through various official   and 

semi-official bodies interested in tho development of small-sc;.j' 

industries.   Tho Federation takes up the cases of individual 

members with respect to their applications to import raw materials 

and for the supply of machinery from Government agendo3.   The 

Federation also offers information services to its members and 

publishes  a monthly bulletin supplied freo of cost.   Furthermore, 

it organizes sectional conferences to discuss problems of parti- 

cular industries. 

In view of the good work dono in the cause of small-scale 

Industries, the Government of India gave a grant of Rs27,0OO to 

the Federation towards the publication of the Directory of Small 

Industries.   To the Development Commissioner, Small-Scale 

Industries, Ministry of Industrial Development, Government of 

India, was entrusted the task of organizing an "All India Exhibi- 

tion of Small-Scale Industry Products:l as an adjunct of the 

Second Afro-Asian Conference on Small Industries meeting in 

New Delhi in April, 1971.   The Government of India gave a grant 

of Rs200,000 to meet a portion of tho expenditures.   Furthermore, 

in order to carry out a detailed survey of small-scale industries, 

the Government A India has given a grant of Rsl50,00ü to the 

Federation and tho survey work is now under progress.   The 
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Federation has its own building and has opened branchas in 

diffurent parts üí tho country to servo its members. 

Recommendations 

According to tho survey conducted by the U .P. Institute 

for Small-Scale Industries in ).'J55, there v/uro 9,400 small-scale 

industrien then existing in tho Philippines, but hardly a small 

fraction of the total units have become member s of the Philippine 

Chamber of Industries nor of the Pilipino Chamber of Small Busi- 

ness and Industry.   It seems that tho ide^i of Joining these orga- 

nizations has so far not been generally accepted by the small 

and medium-sis, ed sectors as they feel the y have very little to 

gain by becoming members.   In the interest of small-scale enter- 

prises, trade associations should be made to perform and executo 

things of mutual interest to the members which each of them 

would not be able tc do by himself.   Keeping this end in view, 

tho following measures are suggested for adoption :- 

1)       Formation of specific organizations to look after the 

interest of small and medium units - 

There is a great need to iook after the interest of tho 

manufacturing units in small and medium scale industries 

In the Philippines.   If it is a composite organization of 

** 
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manufacturers and traders, it will not be able to give affect- 

ive attention to the manufacturing problems of the small 

industries.   It has also been proved elsewhere, that the 

small-scale units, by associating with other members, fail 

to get attention for their problems because the larger units, 

by virtue of their economic position, v/ould try to dominate 

the affairs of the Federation.   In case the existing organi- 

zations fail to give more attention to small units, then 

there is a need for a strong, separate Federation to come 

into existence. 

2)       In the developing countries, people generally do not como 

forward to meet the expenditures of small-scale industries/ 

organizations.   It is, therefore, recommended that the 

Government consider the plight of the small and medium 

sector« with more sympathy and give a grant of »50,000 

every yoar, for a period of three years to meet a portion of 

the expenditures for the establishment and maintenance of 

the organization. 

3)       Publication of a Directory 

At present, no detailed publication on small-scale 

industries is available in the Philippines despite the 

existence of 9,400 units.   For effective planning, it is 

very essential to have a detailed book published in the 
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country.   It is, therefore,  suggested that tho Föderation or 

any other suitaolo organization may DO entrusted by tiu. 

Govornraent te compilo and publish a   'Directory of Small 

and Ivídciiuí/i Scale Industrios in tho Philippines ".   Tho 

price of oach copy should not bo m-ir-! than PS.00, other- 

wise many small units will not bo interested in purchasing. 

Since the circulation of useful information to manufacturing 

units are essential from the country's point of view, it is 

suggested that thj Government may give a suitable grant to 

the Federation to meet the printing charges of the Directory. 

It may be mentioned horj that the Small-Scale Industries 

Federation in India collected advertisemen; r for the Directory 

from the momoers and fr.m other government departments to 

moot major portions of the expenses.   Through this method, 

the valuable Directory could be published at a nominal 

expenditure to the Government as well as the Federation. 

Of course, Government departments will have to make avail- 

able various information from their files.   Thus, the Direct- 

ory will be able to serve the rapid development of small- 

scale industries in the backv/ard areas. 

4)       Holding of an 'All-Philippine Small-Scale Industries 

In order to give the public an idea regarding the davo- 

lopment that has taken place in the country and to promote 

** 
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its futuro growth, it is very essential to hold an "All-Philip- 

pine Small and Medium Scalo Industries Exhibition" in the 

Greater ivi anil a aroa.   Arrangorwnts ma/ be made to givo 

demonstrations of simple machines, so that people will 

know for what usos the machines could bo utilized.   Many 

developed countries will be glad to take part in such an 

exhibition as it will provide a golden opportunity for finding 

market for their equipment.   At tho same time, local people 

will have a chanco to Soo the différent types of equipment 

and their price ranges.   Enough offerts will have to oe made 

to collect the products produced in the differont provinces, 

as it will give the planners an idea regarding the develop- 

ment that has taken place in the country.   If possiole, pro- 

ducts of each category item may oe displayed in separate 

blocks.   Tho Exhibition will stimulate the future growth of 

small-scalo industries.   Possibly arranged by the Small- 

Scale Industries Federation with active government support 

in all respects, the duration of the Exhibition may last for 

a period of two months.   Once the Exhibition proves success- 

ful,  similar shows on a smaller scale may be arranged on 

important regions as it will give the people an opportunity 

to see tho progress their country has made. 

^*i 
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5) The Federation of Small-Scale Industrio s in the Philippines 

should assumo the responsibility of sending the proprietor 

or thü deputy of each unit to undergo various types of 

management training programmes given at the UP ISSI. 

Such training will benefit their members in running their 

units in a modern way. 

6) The Government of the Philippines may give proper repre- 

sentations to various bodies to the Federation so that it 

could effectively voice out the feelings of the small 

industry sector. 

7) A delegation of 6 to 8 members of the Föderation may be 

sent to Japan and India, under the sponsorship of the govern- 

ment, to see how the Small-Scale Industries Federations 

have been organized and functioning in those countries. 

8) Regional Small-Scale Industries trade associations should 

bo formed, strengthened and developed. 

9) That the national and provincial governments should take 

the Inflative in organizing and promoting meetings to dis- 

cuss these problems. 
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The above recommendations If implemented, will inculcato 

•tìlf-dlscipllnu, achievement of higher productivity, better 

quality, etc., among the small enterprises.   Any financial assist- 

ance given to such activities will, therefore, be a profitable 

investment in the development A the small industry sector. 

ÜI 
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CHAPTER IX 

MOBILE VANS FOR DEMONSTRATION 

IN RURAL AREAS 

The Mobile Demonstration Vans have an important rola to 

play in the development of the rural and industrially backward 

regions of thu Philippines.   The Mobile Demonstration Workshops 

could be Svjnt t   the rural areas whor^ there ar<j concentrations 

of traditional artisans with a view to educate them through the 

démonstration of modern machinery and etjuipment.   This will 

help them understand that thu application of modern techniques 

in their production line by a sing simple power operated machines 

can save a lot of labour and money.   Once they realize this, the 

mobile vans are suro to create a great enthusiasm among the 

artisans in the countryside.   The artisans must be given a chance 

to operate the machines mounted on the vans if they so desire 

and be helped to repair their tools.   The interested artisans 

could be given further practical training in their respective trades 

for a period of 4 to 6 weeks.   The message of industrialization 

can thus be carried from dour to door in the industrially backward 

areas throughout the Philippines by conducting on-the-spot 

demonstrations. 

The vans may also participate in small industrial exhibi- 

tions or fairs to educate the people in the use of the improved 
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During the year 1959-1970, the Iviabllo Workshops attached 

to various Small Industry Service Institutos continued visitn>j 

rural areas for demonstration and training purposes.   Training is 

imparted through such mobile vans by th^ staff to the interested 

artisans in trades like, blacksmith/, carpentry,  sheet metal, 

pottery, leather, glass blowing, general engineering, etc.   In 

the same year, according to the information, ab^ut 3, 400 demons- 

trations woro organized and 1,600 rural artisans were trained in 

different parts of the country through these mobile workshops. 

By way of illustration, the typo of equipment that are 

needed in carpentry, leather and blacksmith mobile vans are 

mentioned as under: 

PtacK 9r4thv M?W? Van 

1) Mobile van with body 

Machinery 

2) Lathe 1 unit 

3) Bench Milling machine 1 unit 

4) Bench Drilling machine 1 unit 

5) Bench Grinder 1 unit 

6) Spot Gun Welder 1 unit 

7) Diesel Generating Set 

8) Hand Lever Shearing 1 unit 

9) Hand Power Drilling machine 1 unit 

10)    Anvil and other small items 
ABOUT 

appratiate Çtfft 

950,000 

6,000 

4,000 

500 

350 

300 

10,000 

150 

200 

 2¿L 
»71. 750 
wvvvvv 
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2, ta?tiw M9MI? worKahçg 

1) 

1 Van with body 

Machines 

Punching and Eye Letting 
machino 

2) Upper Leather Skiving 
machino 

3) Skiving and Ranging 
machine 

4}     Bent needle outside 
stitching machine 

5) Straps Cutting edge marking 
and embcsing machine 

6) Sole Stitching machine 

7) Sole Splitting machine 

8) Spindle Pre 3 s 

9) Heel Attaching machine 

10) Upper Sewing machine 

11) Hand Seam Rubbing 
instrument 

P50,00û 

1 unit 

1 unit 

1 unit 

1 unit 

1 unit 

1 unit 

1 unit 

1 unit 

i unit 

I unit 

1 unit 

12) Strap Holding machine 1 unit 

13) Combined Finishing machine    1 unit 

14) Diesel Gonerator 

ABOUT 

1,500 

2,800 

400 

2,000 

2,500 

3,000 

350 

300 

650 

800 

50 

400 

2,500 

1Q,9QP 

P77,250 
vwww 
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2.      There aro a largo number of snail units supplying parts/ 

components tc large-scale public and private sector under 

takings.   TheSü units aro oy nature "jobbing shops" and 

undertake production according t   the contracts received. 

Often thoy d -> not have a manufacturing programme of their 

own oven for the so a>mp monts because   thoy dopend mainly 

on the orders they receive.   Comprehensive data en tho 

extent jf this activities and the problems faced by these 

units are not available.   It is, therefore, suggested that 

special surveys bo undertaken by UP ISSI to study the posi- 

tion   regularly   especially in greater Manila and Cebu area 

where there is a concentration of such units at present. 

3. Small-scale ancillary units are often at a disadvantage in 

obtaining raw materials of the required specifications.   It 

is suggested that in the future, a department in the UP ISSI 

be opened to help the ancillary units, particularly to deal 

with the import of raw materials.   If a recommendation is 

received fre-m UP ISSI, it should be accepted by the autho- 

rities concerned and import licenses be issued without fur- 

ther scrutiny. 

4. Tho technical officers of the UP ISSI should be associated 

with the licensing of large-scale units more closely from 

the Urne of the receipt of   the application so that the 
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tools and equipment and the application of modern techniques in 

their manufacturing line.   These vans could easily create an 

industrial tempo in rural  and industrially backward areas of the 

Philippines.   In places where electricity is not available, one 

among 3 vans which normally constitute a group could be fitted 

with a generating set operated with diesel oil, thus supplying 

power to all the vans.   Each van Including equipment for demons- 

tration will cost about P65,000. 

In 1956, when the integrated development programme for 

small-scale industries was started in India, the programme of 

Mobile Vans was also deemed to develop small-scale industries 

in backward and less industrialized areas of the country. 

Ford Foundation has donated 45 mobile vans filled with 

equipment on various trades such as shoe-making, sheet metal 

products, glass industry and enamelling, pottery, repair of oil 

engines and pumps, electroplating, electric wiring and winding, 

etc.   The Government of India has agreed to meet the expenditure 

of the staff employed in each van, together with its running 

expenditure.   Since 1956, these 45 mobile vans have been doing 

a useful work in bringlag out a large number of entrepreneurs in 

backward areas. 
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3.   Mobile Carpentry Van 

1 Van with body 

1) Wood Turning Lathe 

2) Zig Saw machino 

3) Spinello 1íouldor 

4) Bench Drilling machino 

5) Circular Bo neh Saw 

6) Double ended 3onch grindor     1 unit 

7) Wolf Hand Drill 

8) Jointor and planer 

9) Spray Painting machino 

10) Band Saw Brazor 

» 50,000 

lunit 600 

I unit 300 

1 unit 600 

1 unit 500 

1 unit 1,000 

1 unit 300 

lunit 600 

1 unit 900 

1 unit 700 

1 unit 2$o 

ABOUT »56,250 
vwww 

Each van noods one technical supervisor, one driver and one 

cleaner. 

Under the bilateral agreement, many developed countries are 

now helping the developing countries by way of supplying equip- 

ment and technical know-how.   It is suggostod that in case the 

Government of the Philippines agrees to have these mobile vans, 

then they may approach any country or any international agency 
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to request for a donation of 6 or 12 such vans with equipment 

under a bilateral agreement. 

Recommendations 

1. Out of 10 regions formed for the development of small-scale 

industries in rural areas in the Philippines, 2 or 4 regions 

may be selected 19 the pilot stage for giving demonstrations 

and training through mobile vans. 

2. Each region must be supplied with a group of 3 or 4 vans 

dealing with various trades. 

3. The administrative control of the vans should remain with the 

Regional Institute of UP ISSI, which will arrange suitable 

demonstration and training programmes in each region in 

consultation with other local agencies who are interested in 

the development of small-scale industries.   The staff 

attached to these vans should be able to provide information 

about the specifications, prices, sources of availability of 

the machines, and the terms and conditions under which 

institutional credit can be handed for long-term and short- 

term credits. 
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C Hi\PTER S. 

.A£GICI'.->'.., .'."'JVELCFi...Ei'Ï 
TI^CUGF. . K.-:>2.\.   3; :,ALL-¿C."-L2 INDUSTRIES 

Agricultural economy 

The Fhlllpplne economy iE agriculturally-based.   Since 

1949, an annual average of rnor j than 30?  of th. not domestic 

product (1355 prices) come from the agricultural sector.   In terms 

of employment, it has provided jobs to an average of more than 

58^ of th^ total labour force during tru. period 1357-1969.    .'ear- 

ly 56?: of the families in th^ Philippines ar^ engaged in agri- 

culture as their main occupation.  *^n average of more than 85% 

of the country's 10 principal oxport-eaming Items since 1949 

belong to the agricultural sector* 

During the last ten years, considerable attention has 

been given to improve agricultural practices in the country. 

iViOre and mor^ of such Improvements are underway In agriculture 

operations. ."-. mechanized farm, however, will no longer bw 

able to employ additional hands, rather, It will throw people out 

of employment.   Kencu, those that are thrown out of job In the 

rural areas must find alternat- employment;   otherwise, It will 

upset the economy and creat» several other problems. 
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Unemployment and Underemployment 

The Chairman of the Board of Investments made a state- 

ment last January 1972 that at present there are ono million 

unemployed and another on^ million underemployed people In 

tho Philippines, which toçiedur constitute 13.5 per ent of the 

country's labour force.   To solve the unemployment problem In 

tho country and to brins about social justices, he proposed an 

industrial development plan   the main features of which are tho 

encouragement of exports and a regional dispersal plan whereby 

manufacturing firms could be established In the different 

regions of the country. 

Ke also called the economic planners to direct their 

efforts to bring about an equitable distribution of the 

national wealth among all incora^ groups In the country as it 

represents real socio-economic growth.   Ke also warned that 

peasant unrest might Increase In the coming years In an even 

greater scale if steps to achieve a more equitable distribution 

of wealth are not considered in economic planning. 
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What Ka s Been Done r award s   -clonal Development 

Taking the so facts into consideration a regicnal develop- 

ment strategy has boon prepared by the Presidential economic 

Staff In Novcmbor 1971.   •'/"hilo preparing the plan, it was gone- 

rally agrood that one of the biggest drawbacks to tho rogional 

development planning in th<e Philippines has boon tho dearth of 

integrated and authoritative information about geographic regions, 

th;. present state of development and its potentials for further 

development. 

According to the scheme drawn, of the $5ir million IBRD 

loans, $57.11 million has been relent to 80 private investors of 

which $44.01 million has bo_n n.lea sed. I-rom the A DB loan of 

$20 million, $5.81 million was relent to 21 projoct.:. 

In all developed and j...v~loping countries, it has been 

recognized that on economic -rounds, small-scale units could 

provide more job   opportunities than large-scale ones.   To 

provide more jobs, small unita are most suitable because they 

don't have the disadvantages of largo-scale industries, such 

as capital tntensivenoss, larr;or amount of imported machinery, 

transport and communication facilities. Besides certain types 

of limited resources could only be exploited In the rural areas 
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by small-scale units.   In spite of the special advantages of 

this sector, however, they ar_ not mention ed in the plan pre- 

pared by the Presidential ¿conomlc Staff.   Tho Plan, therefore, 

needs oarly amendment because, along with the development of 

big industries, the smaller units must also be developed for 

various reasons.   Gino,, th^ concept of development include 

foreign exchange obtained from international organizations, 

sevaral small units could be helped in obtaining Imported capital 

goods. 

Views Oi UNESCO iJatlonnl Commission 

According to the survey conducted In 1960 by the UNESCO 

National Commission of the Philippines, In cooperation with tho 

UNESCO Research Centén   "V/hile Industrialization as a whole 

strongly affects the family life, small-scale industries have 

not materially altered the age-old traditions and patterns of 

living of those people who are dependent In these Industries." 

For this particular reason, It Is suggested that the Presidential 

economic Staff should do some planning for the development 

of small-scale Industries In various regions of the country. 
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Planning Made bv Mindanao and Other Regions 

For purposes of developmental planning, tho 64 provin- 

ces In tho Philippines have boon dividaci Into ton regions.   In 

addition to the National "ovornment efforts, several regions 

have also drawn economic plans.   For example, the Mindanao 

region has drawn up a five-year plan for its development. 

According to the 1960 census, 20 (;  of thu total population In the 

Philippines are staying In this region and this region contributes 

22
C

A towards national Income, 

According to tho plan, It Is estimated that the Industrial 

sector will provide an additional employment to approximately 

25,000 people a year and total employment of 125,000 for the 

entire five-year period (from 1971 to 1975).   Though this region 

has enough potential, especially that of wood and food process- 

ing Industries, the estimated employment to bo generated Is not 

much.  This Is because the 5-year plan alms only at developing 

capital-intensive Industries. 
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fffartg to tò9 Province 

Many of the province? have taken Interest In conducting 

surveys with the help of UP ISSI.   V/hen the UMIDO Small 

Industry Development Export visited the Surlgao province, he 

was very much impressed to eec the efforts made by the Govor- 

nor and Vice Governor towards the development of srmll-scale 

industries in that province.  i\ desearch and Development Centre 

has been set up anil i useful booklet has been prepared to fur- 

nish various economic information to prospective entrepreneurs 

encouraging them to set up suitable small-scale industries. 

For want of facilities In the development centre, th„ Governor 

has supplied his own personal air conditioning unit and furni- 

ture.  A group of enthusiastic young officers have been taking 

considerable   interest In the promotion of small-scale industries. 

¡ftttoRal WeaM jg ßujfflod ^ Y/asfod 

The Philippines Is the largest coconut producer of the 

world.   In 1968, It supplied 557 of the world's copra trade and 

23? of the world's coconut oil.   In the course of his visit In 

one of the backward regions, the UNIDO expert saw tons of 

tf* 
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coconut shells being burnt as ìXìA in one of th~ coconut oil 

producing factories.   The dry wood ava lia bk in the forjst areas 

shouldhave been used as fuu.1 for the boiler Instead oí the 

coconut shells which could be   roflt^.bly used ir. the manufacture 

of activated carbon.   Tho authorities should prevent any manu- 

facturer from wasting the nation's natural resource,   it is true 

that in some areas coconut shells are beine; used, tn the manufac- 

ture of activated charcoal,   Ii: :;:crc of such unit;: .ould be set 

up, they will not only v.nrn badly needed foreign exchange but 

also provide additional employment. 

In a visit to a government ice factory in Zamboanga, the 

U'IDC Expert on Small Industries found out that though the 

production capacity of th~ Ice plant is 32 tons p~r day, only 

15 tons are produced,  ¿sked as to why h^ is not operating at 

full capacity/ the General Kanaçor reasoned that there is no 

demand for ice in local areas. 

A survey conducted by the Food and Agricultural 

Organization revealed that the fifth deposits In the Zamboanga 

arta forms the second largest in the world.   Yet, insplte of 

the availability of fisher., they can; ot be properly exploited 

for lack of mechanized beate.   It may be observed that on 

mmm^^m 
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applications might bo scrutinized from tho anclllarios ooint 

of viov7.   Such components/parta which could bo mad- in 

tho small-scale sector shoulù not bo licensed and it should 

bo tho rj;;p- nsibility jf tho iarge uniti- tu locate ancillarios. 

However, tho UP ISSI should help tho small-scalo units so 

selected by rondoring technical and managerial assistance 

to tho required degree.   Befcr^ finalizing agreements with 

foreign collaborators in aiding the country, the items t • bo 

manufacturad must be clearly specified by BOI. 

S.       Tho UP ISSI sh.uld prepare list of standard parts/components 

that could bo made in ancillary units.   Those lists should be 

mado available to all Government Departments for uso **ille 

preparing project studies of large-scale public sector under- 

takings.   Tho lists should also be mado available to the 

Bureau of Stores Purchases and members of tho licensing 

committee.   The lists may also bo given wider publicity 

so that prospective entrepreneurs in the large-scale sector 

might plan their projects accordingly.   It is, however, to 

be appreciated if these lists could only be illustrative. 

6.      Tho UP ISSI should puulish a quarterly bulletin containing 

details about the capacities available in the small-scale 

sector for manufacture of various components/parts, sub- 
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account of the oxtstiny systems of requiring "collateral" for 

loons, fishermen desirous to exploit the natural resources cannot 

get the desired loan from the banks.   The government should do 

something about this -is early as possible. 

In view of the geographical position of the country and 

as the major portion of it is backward, it will not be possible 

to select too many regions for development.   A suitable intensive 

development may be drawn up for a few areas in utilizing 

available resources.   Since incentives cost money, these should 

be given only in selected areas in the backward regions.   Having 

some basic potential for development, i.e., having some infra- 

structure facilities or availability of raw materials, so that they 

can bring forth maximum results.   It would therefore be worth - 

while to select only a few growth points In every province, say 

two or three to concentrate attention on them.   Simultaneously, 

preference may be giver in the provincial development programme 

to the construction of buildings, approach roads, erection of 

transmission materials, etc. to these selected backward areaa. 

These croas should also got preference in the allocation of new 

industry according to the growth potential of the area.   To 

begin with, Industrial estates should be set up on a modest 
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scalo between three to six hectares of land and as the demand 

Increases, they may be depended.   Common facilities and 

common service workshops should alto be set up at one or two 

places in the backward regions in each province. 

Need to Carry Cut Surveys and lea s 11 ilitv Studies 

Since it would be wasteful and ineffectual to spread 

resources too thinly, a schorl of pricritUs should be drawn up 

extending over a period of at least a decade and only areas 

having some potential in terms of basic infrastructure, raw 

materials/ market entreprcneurship, availability of skilled 

labour, etc. should be selected.   This is because monetary 

incentives alone will not brin^ about the desired effect. 

Dollcenslnq of Industries 

Doltcenslng of industries, it is felt, is not an "incen- 

tive," but a strategy to be implemented in such a manner as to 

prevent urban agglomeration.   It is no use for more industries to 

be started in Greater Manila.   Dclicensing should bo favoured, 

particularly for a location in a backward area, 

Preference in Licensing 

3o long as industrial licensing continues, the BOI should 

give preference to viable schemes proposed to bo sot up in the 

backward areas. 
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Largo Industries Basad on local RJW ^tortala 

Though one favors tho development of small and 

medium-scalo Industri JS in backward aroa3, development oí 

largo-scale Industry need not be ruled out,all th.. more so 

when it is based on local raw materials. 

Preference for Import of Capital requirement 

Necessary prof arene, r.vay bo given in the allotment of 

foreign exchange for the import of capital equipment, etc., for 

viable projects to be Sot up in backward areas.   These indus- 

tries, however, should not be allowed later to move to the 

more developed areas, 

imported Raw i ¿ateríais 

As regards raw materials, it Is better that an Industry 

in a backward area should be based substantial^ on locally 

available materials,   however, If a small percentage of impor- 

ted scarce raw material is required, priority or more favorable 

treatment in the allocation of such material should be accepted, 

if the industry is located in a backward area.   To avoid the 

possibility of any misuse, it IJ desirable that their require- 

ments and the fact of their being located in a backward area 

should be certified by the officers of the Regional Industrial 

Development Department of the UP ISSI. 
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Training fecimio? 

The personnel required for manning Industries sot up 

in the backward areas shoulc'. <j:A preferential treatment In th. 

intake of the existing industriel tninlng institutes and other 

technical institutions that may be set up in the future.   The 

UP ISSI should conduct special training courses accordine to 

the particular need of those  industries. 

C£ Financial and Fiscal Concessions for Fixed assets 

In the normal course, it is unlikely tr    the backward 

areas would attract th., attention of private entrepreneurs since 

the advantages of settinc; up industries in advanced regions are 

30 alluring that entrepreneurs are tempted  to set up units in the 

woll-doveloped areas only.   In order to create the desired situa- 

tion and to provide   attractions in favor of backward areas, It Is 

necessary to offer certain special Incentives to the entrepre- 

neurs l& tnc backward areas, Inter alia, in the matter of fixed 

assets, i.e. supply of developed plots, built-up accommoda- 

tion, machinery and equipment, etc. 

Fiscal Incentivos 

The following fiscal incentives are recommended for 

attracting entrepreneurs to sot up Industries in selected back- 

ward areas: 
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a. Grant higher development rebates to industrios 

located In tho backward areas. 

b. Grant of exemption from income tax including corpo- 

rate tax, for five yo'-irs after providing for tho 

development rebates. 

c. Exemption from the payment of Import duties on plant 

and machinery, components, etc. imported by untts 

set up in the backward areas. 

d. Supply of electricity at cheaper rate. 

Incentives and cjrants given in "Western countries for 

starting industries in the depressed areas may be see In Appen- 

dix C. 

Incentives for Avoiding Overcrowding of Industries in 

Already Developed Areas 

Advantages of locatine, industries In areas already indus- 

trialized arc so overwhelming that private Investments tend to be 

attracted to theso   well-dovclopod areas.   This creates nume- 

rous social and economic problems like supply of water, elec- 

tricity, transport, housing, maintenance of law and order, etc. 

Further development In Groater kanlla, therefore, has to be dis- 

couraged. 
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uolc of Regional Oíílcos of UP ISSy 

wince the entrepreneurs In the backward aren s aro to 

bo advised about tho typo of snall-scalo industries in the 

region to bo started, it is most desirable that UP ISSI will have 

to open throe or four regional offices to furnish thorn with various 

technical Information.   It is clear that without such a technical 

assistance, the rural entrepreneurs will be mot with difficul- 

ties.   Sach regional office must have technical officers to guide 

the people at all stages.   ''Jare must be taken to see that proper 

people are appointed to nan these regional offices to serve the 

needs of small Industrialists. 

The Regional Institutes of UP ISSI should coordinate 

the work of the National Provincial agencies when It comes to 

the development of small-scale Industries. 

Intensive Development Campaigns to Develop New Entrepreneurs 

In backward areas of the Philippines, special efforts 

are required to convince tho people about the usefulness of 

starting small-scale industries .   After all, people want to bo 

convinced of the usefulness of starting a small-scale Industry. 

It Is therefore suggested, as Is being practiced In India, that 

all the developmental agencies entrusted with development 

programmes, such as tho Development Bank of tho Philippines, 

Board of Investments, UP ISSI, the concerned provincial 
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government and others must carry out an "intensivo campaign" 

in selected areas.   In an Intensive campaign programme, all 

the agencies of development mentioned above visit the entre- 

preneurs at his doorstops.   This is a deviation from the normal 

method of having entrepreneur; come up to Manila, incurring 

heavy expenses In the process. 

Before campaign Is launched in a particular area, a 

quick survey regarding the potentialities of developing small- 

scale industries has to be carried out.   Wide publicity must be 

given to the findings of the survey.   A group of technical officers 

thon vi aits the «TO*. Through lectures, demonstrations, visual 

displays and discussions, they create an Intense desire among 

the local entrepreneurs to sot up small-scalu industries.   The 

technical officers of the UP ISSI will have to provide on-the- 

spot technical Information and specialized advice and help the 

entrepreneurs to make up their minds about setting up of indus- 

tries . 

Such an Intensive campaign programme thus assists the 

entrepreneurs, who, If left tc themselves are unlikely to set up 

Industrial units.   During Intensive campaigns people are con- 

vinced of the rationality of setting up a small-scale industry and 

are prompted to take positive steps and give a practical shape 

to their dream of setting up an Industry. 
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The usefulness of such a campaign was amply justified 

at the Fourth National Convention on 3mall and Medium Indus- 

trios held in Pangasinan from February 3-5, 1972.  About 30n 

delegates drawn In from different parts of the province expressed 

their surprise about the availability of facilities for starting an 

Industry.   Considering the results brought in India through such 

campaigns, the UNIDO Expert on Small Industries Development 

is fully convinced that If sincere efforts are made by the 

agencies of development In the Philippines, similar results 

could be achieved In other rural areas. 

Agro-Industries 

Conceptually agro-lndustrles are the Industries depen- 

dent not only on the output of agriculture and allied activities 

but also in the input in agriculture like agricultural machinery 

and implants, fertilizers, pesticides, etc.  Agro-Industries 

Include Industries covered by the following throe criteria: 

a. those which encourage greater Inluts Into agri- 

culture; 

b. those which load to better processing and conversion 

of agricultural commodities;   and 

c. those which Increase agricultural production. 

I 

tfA 
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The Importance of the role of agro-lndustrlcs In the 

Philippines which Is primarily agriculture-based is, therefore, 

quite obvious and needs no emphasis. 

The UNIDO Expert on Imall Industry Development was 

suprised to learn during his visits to various provinces that 

people believed that only largo-sized units will have to be 

started as agro-Industries.   BOI must clarify to the people that 

according to scale of operations, a number of small units with 

capital livestments bctwòjn §20,300 to f 100,000 could also 

be set up as agro-lndustrlcs to utilize the locally available 

raw materials and whose production can be consumed by people 

In the locality.   Kavlng soon the countryside, the UNIDO 

Expert on Small Industries fools that a number of small units 

could be started as agro-Indus trie s In the Philippines.  The 

list of suggested industries will be seen In Appendix D. 

Recommendations 

V/hlle drawing up development plans In the provinces, 

offort8 may be made to suggest suitable Items to be developed by 

the small-scale sector.   Detailed scheme on each Item will 

have to be prepared.   There must be perfect coordination bet- 

ween national and provincial plans. 

m 
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2. To attract entrepreneurs to start Industri îS, a 

number of incentives must bo offered, is Is practiced in a 

number of Western countries appendix C). 

3. Since Incentives cost money, two or three regions 

may be selected for intensive development of both large and 

small-scale Industries.   On the basis of the experience gained, 

other regions may be selected for development. 

4. The Development Bank of the Philippines and other 

financial institutions must take leadership to construct small- 

sized industrial estates on land between four to six hectares. 

To start with, 20 or 30 sheds may be constructed.   Total cost 

for land and building may be limited to an amount below 

f250,000. 

5. District surveys must be carried out by UP ISSI and 

BOI to find out the type of industries that could be started. 

6. Intensive campaings patterned after that conducted 

In India must be carried out by all the Philippine agencies 

concerned with economic development of backward areas. 

7. UNIDC should provide an expert to start industries 

in the backward areas.   The Expert must have considerable 
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assemblies required Dy largo-ncale units registered with 

the•, as also data of tho work that those largo-scaio unit 

aro v/iilinçj t*  sub- -..ntrict.   Tais bulletin vili    thus bring 

together tho prosportivo largo- ;jcalo and small-scalo units, 

and stimulate thoir ancillary relationship. 

7. In tho caso of largo-scalo units   proposed to bo established 

in tho public sector, tho scopj to develop ancillarios should 

bo considered even while preparing tho, project study.   Tho 

project report should contain tiofinito recommendations re- 

garding establishment of an ancillary industrial estate. 

The UP ISSI should be associated in preparing these project 

reports to the necessary extent. 

8. To look after the development of ancillarios, the National 

Economic Council should appoint a Standing Committee on 

ancillary development.   Representativos of tho chambers 

of commerce, various government dop artmonts, few people 

from largo and small-scale sect rs bo suitably represented. 

Regional Committee of tho Standing Committee en 

Ancillarios might be established in few provinces. 

9. Soon as the necessary climate has been created for the 

development of ancillarios, it will be best if the Chamber 

of Commerce and similar other associations should take 

*^ 
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planning and practical experience in developing industries 

in the backward areas, particularly agro-industries and manage- 

ment of rural industrial estates, as well as conducting intensive 

campaigns in backward areas, 

8.   UNIDO should provide one fellowship for six months 

to an officer from the Philippines to study the developmental 

efforts that have taken place In the United Kingdom, Denmark, 

Netherlands and India. 

M 
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PARTII 

A.   INTRODUCTION 

UMIDO-ILO Survey Team 

Mr. Lionel Crosson - Charter Engineer, Industrial 

Consultant, former ILO Project Manager, 

Institute of Small Industries, Egypt, Is the 

ILO member of a two-man team. 

Mr. K. L. Nanjappa - Development Commissioner, 

Small-Scale Industrios, New Delhi, India, is 

the UNIDO member of the team. 

The UNIDO member arrived at duty station on November 

5, 1971.  The ILO member arrived at duty station on Decomber 

22, 1971. 

Torma of Raí arance 

To advise and assist the govBrtnent of the Fhtllpplnes 

In the formulation of a comprehensive and integrated develop- 

ment programme of assistance to small Industries. 

Mr. Cresson,to form the second member of the two-man 

team will lay emphasis on the needs for management develop- 

ment programme of assistance to small Industries. 
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Like the UNIDC Member, the ILO member was given 

working accommodation at th^ UF Institute for Small-Sen lo 

Industrios whore all assistance was made available for whlwh 

much appreciation is hereby wxprossuc\ 

The UF ISSI 

The University of the Philippines, by virtue of the bila- 

teral agreement between the governments of the Philippines and 

the Netherlands sinned on .".larch 2, I960, established the Insti- 

tute for Small-Scale Industries for the purpose of training at 

post-graduate level qualified persons who will eventually assist 

in the promotion and development of small industrial enterprises. 

Through Its five years of existence, the Institute has expanded 

its scope of activities toward technical assistance to small- 

scale, as well as medlum-si^cd industries.   Thv. constitution 

of the Institute was fixed by Republic Act No. G041, defining its 

functions and providing for its financing and for other purposes. 

Objectives of the UF jSST 

1. To train competent persons at post-graduate level 

for specialization in assisting and promoting small and medium- 

sized Industries. 

2. To provide advice and guidance on productivity 

Improvement to small and medium-rtzed Industries. 
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3. To organizo special courses, seminars and 

conferences for managers and executives of small and medium- 

size industries. 

4. To conduct regional industry surveys for publica- 

tion and distribution to small and medium-sized industries. 

At present, it is estimated that there exists in the 

Philippines over 10,000 small-scale industries.   There is a 

strongly felt need for adequately trained personnel to assist 

these small entrepreneurs in the field of management techniques, 

in-plant consultancy, training, extension and demonstration 

facilities.   The Institute has at present not enough qualified 

personnel to acttvatc to the full all its objectives. 

¿CttYtttog 

The UP Institute for Small-Scale Industries has under- 

taken the following activities Jirocted to small and medium-sized 

industries: 

1.   The ISSI conducts a consultancy course on a full- 

time basis for periods varying from four to eight months.'   It Is 

Intended for persons at post-graduate level and covers the 

field of increased productivity of existing industries and the 

promotion of new industries. 

*«Mi 
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2. The ISSI conducts a continuous serios of short- 

term special programmes through the year on such fluids as 

work measurement, low cost automation, general sapervisr-y 

management, management accounting, etc. 

3. The ISSI provides a consultancy sorvlce which 

undertakes preliminary surveys of the business and recommends 

what spoclallstlc advice is required. 

4. Where possible, the ISSI gives advice on the instal- 

lation of cost and budgetary control systems, Inventory and 

production control system, and applications of methods of study 

and work measurement. 

5. The ISSI also conducts area surveys of specific 

regions of the country along the field of potentials for industrial 

development. 

It will be noticed that the training activities of the UP 

ISSI have been directed to competent persons at post-graduate 

level.  It has also boon observed that participation in the semi- 

nar courses organized by the ISSI has been principally by person- 

nel of the medium-sized and medium-large enterprises.   The 

participation by small-scale Industries as such has averaged at 

about 10 per cent.   It Is evident that the small entrepreneurs 
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have benofiiod  little from those courses and seminars.   Cne 

reason for this may be because      the type and calibre of 

training   Is taking him out of his depth.   It will b^. necessary 

that the Institute tailor courses that will fit the small entre- 

preneurs and his workers. 

The ISSI should also continue Its courses as at present 

as this serving a useful purpose and several Industrial person- 

nel are benefitting therefrom. 

à modern manufacturing economy In the large or small 

sector is not complete and not as efficient as It should be, 

unless It Is supported with education and training. 

It Is also of Importane,, in Industry, large of small, that 

wherever goods and services arc exchanged "standards"   provide 

a Cjmmon basis and criteria for judging the quality of goods and 

services. 

In the Philippines, there exists a number of full-fledged 

unlvorsltlcs and a number of institutions for higher technical 

education, vocational training centres, and ovur 100 trade schools 

spread over the whole country.   The ISSI Is also offering training 

courses for small and medium Industries. 



In the Philippines, there also exists a 3urcau of Standards 

established undir Republic Act ITo. 4109 In 19S4 and Is function- 

ing as an authority for the establishment of National Standards. 

The Introduction of manufacturing activities that consti- 

tute a technological break with traditional handicraft has given 

rise to the emergence of small Industrialists whose origin can 

be traced back to diversified entrepreneurial background. 

The small industrialist has to assume many roles when 

establishing and operating his enterprise.   Ho will require a 

degree of specific knowledge and skills related to production 

technology and an overall knowledge of general management, 

financial activities, administrative matters, marketing and other 

commercial practices.   All these activities arc closely Inter- 

related with the entrepreneurial functions of the working 

proprietor and it will be necessary that he enters into some 

special training programme. 

To meet a programme of development for small-scale 

industries training programmes have to be adjusted to manpower 

needs and wherever possiti* facilities provided for initiation 

into several kinds of manual work.   It is important In small 

Industry development to help a man perform a particular task more 

efficiently and to develop him to take added responsibilities. 
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The organization of traintig programmes for small 

Industries faces a number of problems which aro significantly 

different from those encountered In preparing and implenun^.ng 

training programmes for personnel employed in larger unterprtses, 

hs far as possible training is organized for groups of 

small industrialists who are engaged in similar manufacturing 

activities.   Otherwise, the training will have to be given direct 

to the small industrialist through consultancy and extension 

services. 

Entrepreneurial training efforts arc likely to be more 

successful if conceived, and implemented as an intrinsic part of 

an overall plan of action to develop the small Industry sector. 

The concept of training the "small enterprise" will 

require the preparation and organization d special programmes 

to train small industrialists in entrepreneurial and managerial 

skills as well as in modern production techniques sc that he can 

appreciate and adopt a standardization system in his manufactu- 

ring operations. 

Standardization today bears an intimate relationship to 

industrial growth, particularly as an important factor in the deve- 

lopment of small industries having an export orientation. 
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Ffer small Industrios to dovelo;- on a stable basis it is most 

Important that such industries adopt and implement a Standard- 

ization Programmo so as to produce goods of regular standard 

quality, size and workmanship suitable and acceptable to the 

Home Market and Foreign Trade. 

Without standardization, industrial development will 

progress slowly, with lack of disciplined efficiency and within 

a climate of uncertainty. 

Only through the effective Introduction of standards or 

somo definite regulated form of control will It be possible to 

change an adhoc pre-Industrial economy into a modern efficient 

Industrial economy increasin; its organizational and technical 

level by the use of proven techniques and management control. 

Standardization can be a short-cut to production efficiency and 

assist to offset the acute shortage of qualified and experienced 

personnel and also contribute towards just and fair transactions 

in trade and industry. 

In this way, the small ontrepronour can be assisted to 

develop his business aptitudes along with hts technical know- 

how through training in a live working situation. 
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Stnco tt is tho policy of the Government of the Philip- 

pines to stimulate development and promotion cf small indus- 

tries, it is then encumbent on tho g vornment to próvido 

certain facilities, incentivas and technical assistance to 

'encourage the establishment and growth of small Industrial 

enterprises throughout tho country. 

Among the very many spheres for government action 

needed mention is made here in respect to Chapter No. XI and 

Chapter No. XII for three arms of action: 

a. Provide special training facilities for workers, 

technicians and management staff, Including special training 

programmes for owners of small enterprises. 

b. Technical assistance facilities to support the ope- 

ration of individual small undertakings,«ich as technical 

research, testing facilities for quality control, Implementation 

of standardization, development of processes and technological 

advisory services. 

c. The establishment of small industries service insti- 

tuto to s and management development centres which could 

undertake specialized trainine programmes, couplod with advi- 

sory and consultancy services. 
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the load to bring the large-scale and small-scala units 

together to fostor their ancillary relationships further. 

Onco in a /oar,  an Ancillary Exhibition A Parts/Cmpononts 

made by small- scale units bu hold so that large units will 

knew v/hat is produced by the small-scale units, and even 

the small-scale units themselves -vili see the things pro- 

duced by other small-scalj units.   This will also help in 

understanding improvements taking place in the field of 

product designs. 

10.     UNIDO should make available an expert in ancillary deve- 

lopment tc help the UP ISSI and the small-scale units in 

the Philippines in the proper development of ancillartes. 

The expert should be an Engineer with considerable field 

experiences. 

^ 
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From the discussions in Chapter No. XI on the process 

of skill formation for small manufacture; enterprises in its 

various aspects, the indication is that specialized training for 

small industries is a developing ooncopt requiring special 

efforts to ensuro that this training will fully moot the objectives 

for which it has been designed. 

k follow-up system and extension service tc ascertain 

that the small enterprise is benefitting from the ;;r^per implement- 

ation of the techniques and skills the working industrialist 

gained from this specialized training.   In this way, the small 

enterprise would have the benefit of continued advice and guid- 

ance as well as other service facilities which would enhance the 

efficient operation of the enterprise. 

In order to Insure that funds spent and efforts made in 

the design and execution of the training programmes will fully 

attain the set of objectives, regular evaluation exercles should 

be carried out on the aims of training and its practical effect 

at the level of the enterprise.   Cuch evaluation exorcises 

should be a butlt-ln activity of the authorities responsible for 

the training of small manufacturing enterprises. 

Mention has been made of the necessity to have an 

authority responsible for specialized training for small-scale 
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Industrios and of a service Institute to rondor advisory service 

and technical assistance to small Industries.   It is recommended 

that the UP Institute for jmall-ocale Industries which was ori- 

ginally set up as an organ for training In management techniques 

would make an excellent nucleus for a training and extension 

multi-purpose service authority for the development of small- 

scale Industries. 

As a logical consequence,    the UP ISSI has to be 

expanded and reinforce d to include abilities and facilities 

consisting of both manpower and equipment for extension of Its 

multi-purpose services Into the various regions of the small 

Industry sector. 

In the essence of what has been said, training and 

extension services to moot specific requirements of small 

Industries related to thi~ techniques and methods of manage- 

ment, administration, prodiction planning, quality control, 

adoption of standards and marketing stand in the forefront 

of any action programme fer th^ development of newly-promoted 

and also the existing small Industries. 
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B.   SUMMARY  OP  P.SCOMMENEATIOîïS 

Apart from the necessity of increasing the manpower of 

the ISSI with national personnel of the right calibre and stu¿us 

It is recommended that three or four International Consultants 

as indicated In Chapters XI and XII be assigned to the Institute 

for Small-Scale Industries for p   tods of 36 to 38 man-months 

each to advise, guide and train in the channels that will be 

most useful. 

As tho Institute will require testing facilities to main- 

tain standardization and quality control, it is recommended 

that equipment necessary for these testing facilities be provided 

to an amount of $150,000.   The ISSI should provide the necessary 

accommodation to form laboratories for this equipment. 

It is also recommended to award fellowships to National 

counterparts for three to four months oach to malee a study tour 

with small Industry development In such countries as Japan, 

India, Holland and Spain. 

=^3 

L.   CRESSON 
ILO Small Industries Expert 
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CHAPTER XI 

ASPECTS OF TRAINING IN INDUSTRY 

A modern manufacturing economy is not complete and not 

as efficient as it should be, unless it is supported with Education 

and Training.   Economic growth requires more and more men with 

personal qualities of initiative and leadership combined with 

knowledge and skills in production, organizing, management and 

commerce. 

Education and Training channels are needed by which suit- 

ably trained,   talented and motivated individuals can find their 

way to new and constructive types of achievement,   To maximize 

this potential, educational and training contribution must be one 

of the foremost aims in a developing economy which is inclined 

towards the promotion and development of small industries which 

create an important source for employment.   Special emphasis has 

to be given on adult level training but overall education of both 

young and adults alike is an important feature on planning any 

type of economy. 

The question arises - are training measures being instituted 

to increase in fair measure, the number of local nationals in 

attaining knowledge, motivation, leadership, and skills in econo- 
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mie achievements in the sphere cf entrepreneurs, managers, 

technologists, technicians and skilled workers. 

Is there a spread of information and knowledge on available 

natural and indigenous resources which lend themselves to indus- 

trial use.   Agricultural   products, marine products, fam products, 

minerals, clays, stones of various kinds and many other industrial 

materials if properly exploited and developed provide resources 

for various avenues of industrial development. 

The answer to those questions depends on opportunities for 

schooling, higher education, technical education, vocational 

training,  specialized upgrade training for special functions and 

trade training opportunities for adult education in the broadest 

sense. 

How will the technological, economic and social develop- 

ment demanded by the country progress.   Success will pivot 

largely on its ability to secure a steady increase in industrial 

output, in   productive Investment and in the export of goods of 

the highest quality at competitive prices. 

Every industry will be compelled to follow its competitors 

in modernizing its techniques, its search of new materials and 

to discover new methods to apply.  All this will bring with it 

both the need and demand for training in industrial techniques 
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be it manage mont, technology or production skills calling for 

training of vast numbers of workers cf different types at all levels 

for a variety of trades. 

If training programmes are to be effective, they must be 

basod on precise knowledge of the needs of industry in the differ- 

ent areas, and on the establishment of efficiently organized, woll- 

oquipped and adequately staffed training institutions working with 

coordination and in cooperation with industry. 

With the development of industry, there will be a rising 

demand for technological manpower but this does net mean only 

graduates of universities or technical colleges. 

Every technologist relies on technicians and skilled artisans 

or craftsmen to translate his plans into products.   It would be a 

grave mistake to increase the output of graduate technologists 

without adequately supporting them with a sufficiency of manpower 

at the lower levels.   It is fair to say that the skilled laborer for 

the manufacturing industry accounts for more than 50 per cent of 

its manpower. 

The range of technical training must go beyond the study of 

materials and the mechanics of processes. Economics, manage- 

ment, accountancy, costing, salesmanship, commercial skills, 
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and human relations are all equally important for a useful and 

successful performance In industry. 

An understanding and appreciation of the breadth of training 

is of paramount importance.   If a training scheme is to fulfill its 

purpose in giving an appreciation of the problems and organization 

roquired in industr/, it must be broadly based and go into some 

depth.   Beside the various technical subjects, the trainee must 

be made to realize the importance of costing when planning, 

designing and operating a plant process.   He should be shown in 

detail, methods of capital and cost estimation and economic 

feasibility appraisal and given opportunities to carry out such 

work in practice under guidance. 

Because of the Importance of technology to modem industry, 

the industrial technologist must perforce play an important part 

in management and administration. His background training suits 

him for factory management particularly if the post embraces more 

than one technology. Shop and plant administration, interdepart- 

ment communication and coordination of work come within this 

category. 

It is important that some definite formal treatment of these 

techniques is necessary to clarify the administrative and mana- 

gerial practice that should be included in the training courtes at 
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the untvorsitlos and technical colleges.   The function of the 

courses is to show the trainee the working cf industry in all its 

phases/ high-lighting its organization and practical limitations 

enabling the trainee to realize all the implications and conse- 

quences of his work. 

The emphasis that has been made on higher technological 

education must not be allowed to overshadow the growing import- 

ance of technicians and skilled artisans or craftsmen and the 

urgent need to improve and extend their training.   This Is vital 

to the drive for higher productivity and the development of Industry 

large or small. 

The technician Is the man In the middle occupying a posi- 

tion of strategic Importance between the Industrial executive on 

the one hand and the artisans or craftsmen on the other.   Ke Is 

a significant contributor to the overall technical accomplishments 

of an Industrial enterprise and must be able to exercise judgment 

within his area of responsibility . 

Plans for technical education must wherever possible start 

and be developed at thù early school level, however, adult edu- 

cation must not be overlooked and provision for vocational training 

for adults should be Introduced to suit the exigencies of occupa- 

tional demand and with due regard to industrialization plans and 

*ta—^——-P^—• 
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to the Importance oí any handicraft activities of the region. 

Vocational training should be approached along two avenuest 

namely trade schools for training artisans and craftsmen and 

schools for training supervisory staff, and technicians for 

Industry • 

Technical education, essential as it is, il always regarded 

as an adjunct to and not a substitute for practical training on the 

Job.  A distinction should be made between merely placing men 

on-the-job and expecting them to absorb what they can as against 

placing them in well-planned training programmes under guidance 

of a qualified trainer and supervisor.   Although on-the-job training 

is supplemented by formal instructions, It has an Inherent limita- 

tion in that the trainee often receives instructions only in the 

narrow confines of the specific Job without getting Into other 

areas which are essential for a sound technical education. 

Another traditional method of training technicians and arti- 

sans Is by the apprenticeship system of which the characteristic 

feature Is that the apprentice receives practical training In em- 

ployment for a period of years. The chief virtue of an apprentice 

training programme Is that the trainees are performing necessary 

work virtually all the time and can pick up the up-grading know- 

ledge and skills in the exact situation in which they will sub- 
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sequently use them.   The terms for apprenticeship training should 

be adjuitod to suit prevailing and changing needs, versatility and 

grasp of principles are Indispensable for enabling those who are 

being trained to keep up to date and play their part effectively In 

the conditions of the future. All things considered the apprentice- 

ship system can be a highly satisfactory training method for man- 

power In Industry. 

Government must also be ready to contribute their share 

and effort In providing facilities for training In techniques needed 

in a programme for Industrial development. 

In fact, there should be planned patterns for technical 

training throughout the country based on the local demand dic- 

tated by the location of Industry.  A variety of courses can be 

organized at every level, both full-time and part-time training 

should be available, some held In the day and others In the 

evening.   Some of these will be craft cours«! lead teg to -itili 

qualifications prescribed by industry.   Parallel to the craft 

courses or followtng them should come courtes aimed at Inter- 

mediate qualifications of technician level. 

In this country, (Philippines) there has been over the past 

many years an upsurge In the provision of facilities and oppor- 

tunities for schooling and higher education to the extent that the 
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CHAPTER VIH 

SMALL INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATI Oft S 

Small Industries Associations can be an effective Instrument 

not only for voicing out the grievances' of their memoer units an 1 

getting them redress, but also for the voluntary regulation of the 

activities of small industries and assistance in the orderly deve- 

lopment of the modernization of the latter. 

^ 

In the Philippines, three organisations are functioning 

towards thi;.; end: G)   the Philippine Chamber of Industries (PCI), 

(2) the Pilipino Chamoer of Small Business and Industry (POS3I), 

and (3)   the Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines (CCP). 

In the case of the Philippine Chamber of Industries, its 

membership is thrown open to nationals of the country and nearly 

450 units have oecome members.   Out of which, only 10% repre- 

sent small-scale industries while the rest belong to larger unito. 

In order to look after the interests of small units as v/ell as to 

assist them, a separate wing has boon opened in its office to 

assist the small industries.   Free consultancy services are being 

extended to members whenever sought.   The Chamber seems to 

have made efforts with concerned authorities in reducing security 

contents for small industries while getting loans from banks. 
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Philippines has a literacy status of 80 per cent, the highest of 

any country In Asia.   This Is a valuable assut towards planning 

Industrial development. 

Beside the ten full-fledged universities, there exists a 

number of various Institutions for higher technical education, 

vocational training and about 100 trade schools spread over the 

whole country.  All these institutions operate on conventional 

training methods whereby the fundamental knowledge and inform- 

ation on the sciences/ technologies and crafts are conveyed to 

the trainee. 

To meet a programme of development for small-scale 

industries tralntng programmes have to be adjusted to manpower 

needs and wherever possible facilities provided for Initiation 

Into several kinds of manual work.   It Is important in small 

Industry development to help a man perform a particular task 

more efficiently and to develop him to take on added responsibi- 

lities.  This can be considered as a special form of training and 

could be provided as a service and assistance from the Institute 

for Small-Scale Industries, which has been established as a 

service center for the development of small-scale Industries» 

With each now technological break-through people In 

Industry must learn new skills and be trained to adjust them- 
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solves to new circumstances,   The Institute for Small-Scale 

Industries Is well suited for this action and should be alert and 

must look Into the futuro so as to assist small Industries with 

the most effective training procedures to enable them to adopt 

the new skills for their development. 

For an understanding of the; subject of training small 

Industrialists, one must get an appreciation of the person In- 

volved, the tasks he performs and the difficulties he encounters 

when operating his enterprise. 

The Introduction of manufacturing activities that constitute 

a technological break with traditional handicraft has given rise 

to the emergence of small Industrialists whose origin can bo 

traced back to a diversified entrepreneurial background. 

A factor that complicates training arrangmenta for the small 

Industrialists follow the fact that although the scale of manufac- 

turing activities Is small, functional specialization Is difficult 

In the execution of the many tasks that have to be performed. 

The functions of the working proprietor In a small enterprise are 

not comparable with those of the manager of a large enterprise 

although the small Industrialist too has to plan, organize and 

control operations.  The small Industrialist   has to assume 

many roles when establishing and operating his enterprise. 

tffc 
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Tho working proprietor will require a dogroo of specific 

knowledge and skills related to production technology.  There are 

other matters which he has to attend to that will require some 

specialized knowledge.   These arc dealing with commercial 

questions that require knowledge of materials end markets as well 

as skills to buy and sell in an effective mannot}  financial acti- 

vities such as putting funds into optimum use In the enterprise; 

administrative matters, including maintenance and Interpretations 

of records, etc. etc. 

All those activities are closely Interrelated with the entre- 

preneurial and managerial functions of th« working proprietor and 

It will be necessary that he enters Into some training programme. 

All these factors oall for an imaginative and highly diversified 

and floxlble training programme In the Interest of the small Indus- 

trialist.   The organization of training programmes for small Indus- 

tries faces a number of problems which are significantly different 

from those encountered in preparing programmes for personnel 

employed In larger enterprises. 

Training Is generally Institutional but In the case of the 

working proprietor. It becomes necessary to bring this training 

to him direct through provlilon of consultancy and extension 

services which should be available from tho Institute for Small- 
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Scale Industries.   This must naturally lead to the establishment 

of training programmes specially designed to meet the needs of 

small Industrialists working under various circumstances.   Train- 

ing of this kind should be organized with an aim at rendering an 

integrated system of research, training and advisory and extension 

services to small industrialists. 

Training courses for the   small Industrialist which should 

be established by the UP IS3I will be of short durations and fre- 

quently organized In the evening outside of working hours with 

the   ¡aim at giving the «mall industrialist a general understanding 

of the operation of his enterprise.   As far as possible, training Is 

organized for groups of small industrialists who are engaged In 

similar manufacturing activity, otherwise the training will be 

given direct to the small industrialist through consultancy and 

extension services. 

Entrepreneurial training efforts are likely to be more suc- 

cessful If conceived and Implemented as an intrinsic part of an 

overall plan of action to develop the small Industry sector. 

The most Important Input into any small enterprise would 

be In terms of human resources and Institutional services related 

to arrangements to raise levels of skills of small Industrialists 

and workers alike.   While the process of skill formation itself 

iteMH^iMMMMHP^pMMM 
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would bo the major human input, tho institutional input would 

refer to an organizational form within which training programmes 

would proceed.   This training function i« important and necessary 

to small enterprise promotion.   The typ^ of skill required to make 

effective use of specific physical inputs could be closely deter- 

mined and implemented.   For instance the most productive use of 

funds which in turn will require training in financial management 

and in making a   rational selection of investment alternatives. 

Or, technical training preparatory to the purchase of improved 

equipment for which external financing will be necessary.   Cases 

like these show the advantages that can be derived from the har- 

monization of technical training with training in financial manage- 

ment of an enterprise. 

The concept of training the 'small enterprise "will require the 

organization of special programmes to train small industrialists 

in entrepreneurial and managerial skills as well as in modern pro- 

duction technology.   This suggests a type of special institutional 

training arrangement, for which the UP ISSI is suitably geared 

whereby the small entrepreneur can be assisted to develop his 

business aptitudes along with his technical knowhow through 

training in a live working situation.   In this way, he can also have 

the benefit of continued consultancy, advice and guidance with 

other service faculties given by the UP ISSI to help him operate 

his undertaking efficiently and with profit. 
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Since it is the government policy to stimulate small indus- 

trias, thon it is incumbent on the government to provide curtain 

facilities, incentives and technical assistance to encourage the 

establishment and the growth of small industrial enterprises. 

Among the very many spheres for government action needed, men- 

tion is only made here, relative to this chapter, for three arms 

of action: 

a)       provide special training facilities for workers, technicians 

and management staff, including special training programmes 

for owners of small enterprises. 

b) technical assistance facilities to support the operation of 

individual small undertakings; such as technical research, 

testing facilities for quality control, implementation of 

standardization, development of processes and technological 

advisory services. 

c)       the establishment of small industries service irjtitutes and 

management development centres which could undertake 

specialized training programmes, coupled with advisory 

and consultancy services. 

From the discussions in this chapter on the process of skill 

formation for small manufacturing enterprises in its various as- 

pects, the indication is that specialized training fDr small 
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industries is a developing concept requiring special efforts to 

ensure that it will fully moot the objectives for which the training 

has been designed. 

Training of this kind is an expensive activity.   This is 

obvious with regards to specialized technical training programmes 

covering various typos of small industry since these training pro- 

grammes require for their proper execution qualified and experienced 

instructors, some rather costly equipment and materials for the 

trainees to work on.   This cost factor equally applies tc training 

in entrepreneurial and managerial skills in view of the scattered 

dispersal of small industries and the variety of manufacturing pro- 

cess carried out on a small-scale.  Also there is the expense in- 

volved in associating capable staff with such training programmes 

who in their turn have to oe especially trained. 

Experience shows that training programmes which do not 

meet the practical needs of the small industrialist invariably lead 

to disillusion with the concept of training itself and to rejection of 

the idea that the development of the enterprise can be accelerated 

through the acquisition of advanced knowledge and skills. 

It becomes necessary to develop a follow-up system and 

extension service to ascertain that the small enterprise is bene- 

fiting from the proper implementation of the techniques and skills, 
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the working industrialist gained in this training.   In this way, the 

small enterprise would have the bono fit of continued advice and 

guidance as well as other service facilities which would enhance 

the efficient operation of the enterprise. 

In order to ensure that funds spent and efforts made in the 

design and execution of training programmes will fully attain the 

set objectives, regular evaluation exorcises should be carried out 

on the aims of training and its practical effect at the level of the 

enterprises.   To b^ fully effective, such evaluation should be a 

built-in-activity of the authority responsible for the training for 

•mall manufacturing enterprises and should be supported by an 

appropriate administrative machinery.   Evaluation carried out 

through the application of cost-performance analysis systems, 

is useful not only to correct defects and emissions as they be- 

come evident in programmes under review, but also as a means 

to collect the elements for the preparation of future training pro- 

grammes. 

Mention has been made above of the necessity to have an 

authority rosponsible for specialized training for small-scale 

Industries and of a service institute to render advisory service 

and technical assistance to small industries.   There exists here 

in the Philippines, the UP Institute for Small-Scale Industries 

which was originally set up as an organ for training in manage- 

^ÊmÊÊÊÊÊmmÊaÊÊÊÊ^ÊÊÊÊÊÊammÊamÊÊÊÊÊÊmÊÊmÊm^m 
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ment techniques.   This Institute makes an excellent nucleus for 

a service and training multi-purpose authority for the development 

of small-scale industries. 

It is estimated that at the present time there exists over 

10,000 small-scale and medium-size industries in the Philippines 

most of which aro established in and around Greater Manila.   The 

present intention is to encourage tthj promotion of more small 

industries particularly to be dispersed in the rural areas of the 

provinces rather than urban concentration as it now exists in 

Manila and Greater Manila, 

It is beyond any doubt that this development in the provinces 

will require the assistance, guidance, and services from appro- 

priate agencies or Service Institute«,such as the Institute for 

Small-Scale Industries, particularly geared to give guidance and 

working knowledge for the small industrialists and their rural 

workers. 

As a logical consequence, the Institute for Small-Scale 

Industries should be expanded and reinforced to include abilities 

and facilities consisting both of manpower and equipment for ox- 

tension of its multi-services into the various specially chosen 

regions. 

l+ÊmmÊmmmmmmmmammmmmmimmmÊaÊmQÊimmmmm0 
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In the o s sonco of this chapter, training and extension ser- 

vices to meet tho specific requirements cf industry in the region 

related to technical knowhow for the required production skills 

and thd techniques and methods of management, administration 

and marketing, loom in the forefront of any action programme for 

development of tho newly promoted and also the existing small 

Industrios. 

Apart from the necessity of increasing the manpower of the 

Institute for Small-Scalo Industries with national personnel of the 

right calibre and status, it is considered not only useful but neces- 

sary that two to three international consultants, one an industrial 

engineer and the other, a training extension adviser be assigned 

for a period of three to four years to the Institute to advise, guide, 

and train in the channels that will bo most useful both institu- 

tionally and in the field. 

The industrial engineer should have wide experience in 

management consulting and management research.   He should 

have had experience in teaching industrial engineering functional 

disciplines such as production planning and control, work study 

techniques, industrial financing and accounting, production cost- 

ing, controlling and use of auditing, organizational theory, por- 

sonnel administration, sales and distribution.   His experience 

should have been gained in working in the small industry sector. 



The Piliptno Chamber of Small 3usinoss and Industry accepts 

only natural born citizens of the country as its members.   Menibfr- 

shlp is extended to manufacturers, trade and servia; units in the 

small-scale sector.   Out of a membership oí 400, only 30% repre- 

sent the manufacturing side while the rest belong to the trade and 

service group.   The Chamber collects a sum of P8 pur month as 

membership fee.   The members are drawn enl/ from the Greater 

Manila area.   This organisation douá not receive any financial 

help from the National Government for its activities.   Further- 

more, representatives of the PC38I are not associated with im- 

portant 0odio3, who influence government decisions.   This orga- 

nization is '/orking for thv. passing oí an Act for the development 

of small-scale industries, taking inspiration from the Small 

Business Act in the United States. 

The Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines, the oldest 

trade organization in the country, ha,o for its members both indus- 

trial and commercial firms.   It also has a separate wing to look 

after small-scale industries plus a numoer of branches all over 

the country.   3esides the 3bove three Chambers, there are other 

associations existing based upon industry groupings like the 

Philippine Chamber of Furniture Industry, Philippine Chamber of 

Handicraft Industries, Appliance I lanufacturers' Association, etc. 

ÉÉ 
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It may bo difficult to find one man covering such a wide field 

of experience in which caso two consultants might bo appointed 

one for purely industrial engineering techniques and another for 

industrial accounting covering costing, auditing, principles of 

internal control, personnel administration, etc.   Both consultants 

should have had some teaching experience and are capable in 

communicating their ideas and knowledge.   The consultant must 

not only be the adviser but also the trainer particularly of his 

counterparts who will be the national consultants for the future. 

The training and extension consultant has to bo a person 

with experience in the preparation and presentation of programmes 

of courses and in the preparation of various facilities required for 

such purpose, e.g. visual aids and experiments for demonstration, 

etc.   This consultant will create extension training services into 

the field and will require mobile equipment for audio-visual pre- 

sentation and experiments for demonstration purposes. 

It is recommended that at least four National personnel of 

the Institute bo assigned to each Consultant to understudy and 

practice the methods and techniques required to implement the 

various training programmes for the entrepreneur and proprietor- 

manager and also the workers in the »mall industry sector. 

tffc 
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It would bo useful to award study tour fellowships for the 

counterparts who should be especially chosen on the merits of 

their progress and attainment of capabilities while serving with 

the International Consultants.   The followships should consist 

oach of a four-month study tour of small industry development in 

»uch countries as Japan, India, Holland, and Spain. 
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CHAPTER Xn 

)ME ASPECTS OF STAN PAR 01^9^ 

Applicable for Small-Scalo Industries 

INTRODUCTION 

1. It is of thu greatest importance that wherever goods and 

services are exchanged Standards provide a common basis and 

criteria for judging the value of goods and services. 

In a highly industrialized country, National Standards are 

usually created from thu work already carried .jut by individual 

firms, trade associations and government agencies with the pri- 

mary purpose to coordinate and harmonizo the existing industrial 

pattern.   The implementation of Standards can be voluntary or 

mandatory. 

In developing countries, the establishment of an official 

contrai 'Standards Authority" is of paramount importance to draw 

up National Standards with a measure of official compulsion for 

the adoption and implementation of Standards which serve not only 

as an instrument of coordination but also of direction. 

For small-scale industries to develop on a stable basis, it 

is most important that such industries implement a Standardization 

Programm^ so as to produce products of regular standard quality, 

tf* 
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size and workmanship suitable and acceptable to the Homo Market 

and Foreign Trade. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

2.       Standardization can bo describad as an organized and planned 

development feature of our present day industrial civilization and 

has in fact existed in seme form or othur since prehistoric times. 

Organized industrial standardization is about seventy years old. 

The British Standards Institution, the first of its kind in the 

world, was founded in 1901 and its counterparts in the United 

States of America, the American Standards Association, and France, 

the Association Française de Normalization, wore established in 

1918, followed by Japan's Standards Committee founded in 1921 

and the Indian Standards Institute in 1947.   Many other countries 

have established "National Standardization Procedures" Including 

•omo of the newly developing countries.   For instance, Egypt in 

1957 by a Presidential Docreu established the Egyptian Organization 

for Standards. 

In the PhilipiDines, there existed since 1947 a Division of 

Standards under the Department of Commerce and Industry.  In 

1964, Republic Act No. 4109 converted this Division of Standards 

into a Bureau of Standards which has become a member of the 

International Organization for Standardization (I .O. 8.).  Up to 
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date, the Philippines Bureau of Standards has established 270 

standards which are Internationally accepted » 

There are two International Standards Organizations, name- 

ly the International Organization for Standardization (I.O.S.) and 

the International Electro-chemical Commission (I.E.G.), the 

latter which Is the older of the two Organizations was established 

In 1904. 

Tho objects of these ••International Organizations" are to 

promote and coordinate overall development of "Standards" both 

on a national and International basis. 

It alms at producing unified nomenclature» , testing methods! 

systems of weights and measures and standardizing of equipment, 

processing methods and products of universal Interest coupled 

with the Important functions of a clearing hous# for dissemination 

of Information« 

The United Nations has in recent years made available 

standardization technical expert assistance In this field for deve- 

loping countries launching an industrialization economy. 

3 •      Standardization today bears an intimate relationship to 

industrial growth as an Important factor In the development of 

productivity.   Developing countries planning any scale of Indus* 

*^ 
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trtal expansion, as a means of raising their standard of living, 

must perforce Introduce standardicatlon as an essential prerequi- 

site for successful achievement of their Industrial development. 

Without standardization/ Industrial development will progress 

slowly with lack of disciplined efficiency and within a climate 

of uncertainty.   If you djilre to create confidence about your 

Industries and the successful marketing of your products, then 

they must be maintained at a specific and at a regular standard. 

4.       The basic principles and purposes of Standardization 

remain the same whether Standardization is introduced in a deve- 

loped country or In a developing country.   The International 

Organization for Standardization makes this point very evident 

in detailud stcp-by-step definitions on the Implications that 

involve "Standardization". 

Nevertheless, the words "Standards" and "Standardization" 

have been and are being, too often, loosely used with extremely 

broad and misunderstood Interpretations. 

For the purpose of this paper,   I offer as a guidance the 

following concise overall deflnltion:- 

Ä "Standard Specification" Is a written formulation or a 

physical representation to define or specify certain positive 
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a) Of an Object or Unit 

b) Of a Process or Method 

c) Of a Function or Performance) 

d) Of a Measure or Quantity 

e) Of a Duty or Responsibility 

f) Of a Concept or Conception 

g) Of a Combination of any of the above 

All With thn mirnnsn frf ^nnnmv and nffir.icmny «n prn^nrtinn f 

quality, disposal, utilization, and services bv providing a 

common ground of understanding and control amona producer». 

dealers and consumers. 

BBTOWe SWEEPS 

5»      While the procedures for setting up Standards by various 

agencies may differ from country to country, a Standard In order to 

be of value tc any group Initiating Its preparation should be given 

very careful and searching considerations.   The complexity and 

scale of Industrial production has stimulated the Introduction of 

"Standardization" In various developed countries.   These stand- 

ards embody a wealth of knowledge and experience accumulated 

in the more highly Industrialized countries which have established 

a well planned road to Industrial development.   This knowledge and 

txperlenco can well be put tc useful benefit for developing coun- 

tries planning an Industrial economy« 
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6.       The problem of "Standardization" that especially affects 

small-scale Industries Is of crucial Importance and calls for 

considerable research and detailed study. 

Not all products of small-scale Industries may load tb#m- 

solvos to standardization, hence It will be necessary that a 

study should first be made with the Intention of determining which 

articles would and would not lend themselves to standardization. 

If there are articles, the production of which could not be stand- 

ardized, It Is recommended that at least a system of visual and 

factual Inspection for quality control should be Instituted con- 

corning raw materials used and adherence to regulated dimensions 

and doslgns as well as to quality of workmanship. 

Only through the effective Introduction of standards or 

some definite regulated form of control will It be possible to 

change an ad-hoc pre-Indu striai economy Into a modern efficient 

industrial economy Increasing Its organizational and technical 

level by tho use of proved techniques and processes from the 

more   -dvanced countries.   Standardization can be a short cut 

to production efficiency and assist to off-set the acute shortage 

of qualified and experienced technical personnel. 

Standards are an essential factor towards Increasing pro- 

ductivity.    They enable quality to be determined and controlled, 
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allow longer manufacturing runs and make Important economies 

In storage, stocks, control, accounting procedures, adminis- 

tration, and management thus reducing tasks to routine perform- 

ance so lessening the need for intensive supervision. 

llftNDARDS IN PRACTICE - Adoption and Implementation 

7.       The benefits of creating a "Standardization Climate" and 

adopting the use of standards In all avenues of economic life of 

a country can be best achieved under obligation of orders and 

regulations from effective high authority or by Government legis- 

lation or by a combination of both. 

The social and economic structure of a country will to a 

vary great extent determine the necessity or emphasis that has 

to be placed on mandatory enforcement for the Implementation of 

"Standards". 

The Introduction of an "Industrial Standardization Law" 

will accelerate the Implementation of Industrial standardization 

through the dissemination of information, enforcement of appro- 

priate and rational industrial standards which will promote qua- 

ltty Improvement, production efficiency, simplification of methods 

and contribute towards Just and fair transactions in trade and 

industry. 
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8.       The question now arises as ta how should a developing count- 

ries sot about to introduce standardization.   Obviously, the first 

step is to establish a high authoritative and executive body, such 

as a "National Standards Institute" which would have the respon- 

sibility to carry out research into possible creation and develop- 

ment of standards and their application.   Such an Institute would 

serve as a centralization contro, to coordinate the work and find- 

ings of innumerable investigations by various specially appointed 

highly specialized technical committees. 

Usually in a developing country, the Government establishes 

a National Standards body, stipulates its by-laws, its purpose, 

and assures the representation of all interested parties. 

Standards thould only be formulated after intensive inves- 

tigation and searching consultations with all interests concerned. 

Standards must never be laid down arbitrarily as this could lead 

to possible confusion and disruption of economic productive pro- 

gress and development with serious consequences on the National 

Economy. 

The sprea ing of Information regarding standards and ensur- 

ing their adoption and implementation will be one of the several 

Important responsibilities of a "National Standards Institute ". 
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Tradü Associations Needed in a Müdem Society 

During the last 2 years, tracio associations have oxpanuou 

rapidly in most industrialized countries.   They are now playing 

an important rolo in the economic lifo of the so nations.   Often- 

tlmos, they considerably influence the economic policy In thoir 

effort to protoct the common interest of their members in relation 

to the government and local authorities.   Trade associations 

therefore can be considered as an indispensable part of a demo- 

cratic society. 

Industrial associations in Japan have been playing a note- 

worthy role in various fields such as sharing of production faci- 

lities, pooling of resources fer training purposes, export market- 

ing, and so forth.   An important factor which boosted this kind 

of development in that country is the official recognition accorded 

to industrialists' associations. 

Since industrial associations have come to age in Japan, 

the responsibility of inspecting the goods before their dispatch 

to foreign countries have boon entrusted tc them.   In some im- 

portant industrial areas, trade associations have opened "Trade 

Centers" where products produced oy the small industrialists aro 

not only displayed but they also provide various information such as 

total production, prices, terms of delivery, etc., to the visitors. Such 
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In this respect, the Institute for Small-Scale Industries can play 

an Important role in the small industries sector. 

The principal "National Value " that evolves from the Intro- 

duction of "Standardization " is a discipline factor in industrial 

productivity and progress coupled with an incentive for competi- 

tion to produce the best possible in quality and workmanship. 

9.       A "Standards Institute" whether "Official or Semi-Official" 

provides an independent and impartial authority for introducing 

Standards.   Such an Institute is an important and complex organi- 

zation which needs a highly competent technical and scientific 

•taff with technological and scientific laboratories where products 

can be tested, verified and methods evolved to improve upenthoáf 

standards. 

Laboratory facilities are an essential adjunct to the smooth 

and efficient working of a Standards Institute and these laborato- 

ries provide a scientific backing for the National Standards Autho- 

rity and can bo a nucleus for or be interrelated to a "National 

Research Centre" for the progressive application of Science and 

Technology to industrial development. 

Activities in developing countries will no doubt in the early 

stages be limited due to the shortage of experience scientists, 

competent technologists and skilled technicians, but nevertheless 
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it is imperativo that a Standards Instituto should receive high 

priority in the allocation of experienced skilled and competent 

scientists, technologists and technicians.   A developing country 

must not hesitate to enlarge and develop its avenues for higher 

practical, scientific and technical training. 

In the small industries sector, the Institute for Small-Scale 

Industries can usefully introduce special training programmes for 

"Standards Engineers" who will be able to assist small industries 

in implementing a Standardization Programme. 

Training of "Standards Engineers" 

10.     The term "Standards Engineer" does in a general sense in- 

clude all technical personnel who have to deal with "Standardiza- 

tion" which being a specialized activity is confronted with the 

difficulty to find suitable personnel to work as "Standards EngH 

neers".   This is particularly so in developing countries which face 

a general shortage of all types of technical personnel. 

Training of "Standards Engineers" assumes a special im- 

portance because of the fact that normal training facilities for 

"Standard Engineers" are not available as are for other engineering 

and technical professions because the subject of "Standardization" 

is not usually taught as a specialized subject in technical educa- 
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cation.   Henea organized coursas for training "Standards Engineers' 

for various functional levels become an urgent necessity, if stand- 

ardisation is to bo implemuntod and offoctivo. 

Training courses for "St mdards Engineer   should include three 

phases: 

(i)    an Orientation phas^ 

(ii)    a Study phase 

(ill)    a Practical phase 

Lectures for the study phase would include: 

(i)    Principles of standardization and standards functions 

(ii)    Organisation, scope, techniques and tools for 

standardization 

(ill)    Implementation of standards with management support 

for standardization 

(lv)    Materials management, coding of stores, documentation 

and Identification systems 

In a developing country, the acceptance and implementation 

of a standardisation programme is often a slow process requiring 

short and Intensive training for specialized personnel right from the 

planning stages.   It is Important that the training of all "Standards 

Engineers" should combine theory and practice to enable them to 

utilize the knowledge gained in their respective functions. 
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However, the rango of technical training goes far oeyond tho 

»tudy of materials, chemistry, and mechanics.   Suoh subjects as 

oconomics, business management, accountancy, costing, sales- 

manship, and foreign languages are equally important, particularly 

to a developing industrial and trading economy. 

It is only through this wide circuit of technical training that 

the future progress and stability of any Standardization Programme 

can be assured. 

11.     The most important thing is that Standards, when set, 

should be implemented otherwise they will be ineffective.   What- 

ever means and methods are used to induce and secure the adoption 

and implementation of Standards maximum publicity is particularly 

necessary regarding the existence md operations A such "Stand- 

ards".   With the introduction of Standardization, there will inevi- 

tably be some system of quality control and marking with the issuo 

of certificates both for producers and consumers.   But to maintain 

industrial standards as an instrument for national planning, there 

must be some obligatory imposition and penalties for non-com- 

pliance, which, if not adequately policed will deteriorate and fall 

into disrepute, seriously affecting the National Economy. 
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12.    An effective means tu implement and maintain the usefulness 

and advantages -. í Standardization is to próvido an officially regis- 

tered certification mark consisting of a seal of specific design to 

bo placed on products and goods, conforming to specific accepted 

"Standards'!. 

Products of small-scale industries often suffer from lack of 

uniformity in quality, size, and workmanship.   "Standardization ' 

is the key to insplling confidence in the buyer and consumer or 

user who today are 'discriminating and extremely "brand conscious", 

hence they seek for such brands as are certified up to "Standard 

Spécifications". 

13.     Official certification is equally applicable to goods produced 

by large efficiently organized manufacturers as well as products of 

small-scale and even handicraft industries.   Such certification 

marks serve asa guarantee to the public that tne g^eds have been 

inspected, tested and verified under the supervision of a competent 

official authority as to their compliance to specific accepted Stand- 

ards. 

The Institute for Small-Scale Industries can assist the small 

industries «ector with guidance towards attaining the standards 

necessary for official standard certification of their goods. 
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14. The scopo of such a scherno would certainly benefit small- 

scale industries and handicrafts production providing thorn with 

some moans for achieving uniformity and standardization of qua- 

lity and workman ship of their products. 

An Institute for National Standards is undoubtedly tho best 

suited agency to operstu certification marking schemes.  The 

authority tc operate such schemes should be official and legisla- 

tion must be onacted for the functioning of this activity which 

Includes the registration of the official certification seal. 

QUALITY CONTROL 

15. Standardization at both "National" and "International" levels 

lays down specifications which determine the optimum quality or 

performance of materials and products.   To ensure that the re- 

quired material    quality is attained in practice,   "Standards" filled 

for materials, designs, processes and equipment should be within 

the realms of the practical capabilities of the •nterprisos that aro 

expected to implement production based on the specifications re- 

quired. 

The development of a system of Standards to be used within 

the levels of inplant implementation should not be restricted to 

technical and productive factors only, but should in various ways 
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be oxtended to include management policios and administrative 

procedures.   This will simplify standardization practice and an 

organizational moans by which the advantages of Quality Control 

of Production can bo kept within practical and compétitive limits. 

16.      "Quality Control " can be regarded as the main instrument 

and factor that is osjsential fur impiombati on and achievement 

of the conditions required by a specification and to maintain a 

Standardization System in production.   Quality Control is not 

merely installed in a plant, it must be carefully considered in ardor 

to decide on • plan of action to produce products up to Standards 

that will be acceptable for quality certification marking by the 

Instituto of Standards.   The Institute for Small-Scale Industries 

can render assistance to small entrepreneurs in preparing a plan 

of action to adopt standardization. 

17.     Another useful instrument for quality control which would 

also minimize tho production of defective work is to install ins- 

pection during processing.   Much would depend on the type of 

product, the process used and its variabilities,  such as multi- 

dimensional operations, determination of degrees of accuracy, 

relation between tolerances and basic dimensions, etc. 

There would be inspection at different production stages, 

such as inspection of incoming materials, partly fini »bed ltrat 
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and thü ond product.   Methods for inspection during processing 

would not only vary for different products but would also vary 

from factory to factory producing the name type of products. 

18. To control the quality of manufactured products, various 

methods of inspection can be introduced. 

Samples should be selected in a truly random manner from 

different parts of a lot.   Localizir    choice of samples only from 

top or the bottom or the side layer of any lot must be avoided. 

In the long run truly random choice is the only method likely to 

minimize misleading results.   Searching for defectives in the 

bottom corner of lots or any other 3uch method will not only be 

ineffective, but will also defeat the purpose of lot sampling to 

represent the lot as a whole. 

19. Once the sampling routine has been established, it is im- 

portant that the inspector keeps daily a lot-by-lot inspection 

record of the lote inspected.   Properly summarized, these records 

will give an overall picture of the daily production operations and 

will be of the greatest assistance to the Works Manager to pick 

out weak spots in the production line.   These records will also 

serve as useful proof of routine check controls for the Government 

Officer of the "Certification Marking Scheme " mentioned earlier. 
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20.     Up to nov/ the plan for sampling has been based on product- 

ion of units, however, there are such products as textiles, wire, 

tubing, etc. that aro items of uninterrupted long-lengths of pro- 

ducts in contrast to individual units.   These long-length items 

require considerable close visual examination for defects. 

It will oe most costly to draw out at random long-lengths 

in rolls or coils for lot-by-lot inspection and testing,  and it will 

be equally impractical to select at random, say i meter length 

from different parts of leverai long-length rolls. 

A more practical approach for this inspection would have to 

be devised so that the method adopted would be acceptable to the 

"Standardization Institute" to permit quality "Certification Mark- 

ing" of the material produced. 

Several methods of.inspection can be devised depending on 

the type of material, the continuous length of each roll, and the 

number of rolls that make up each lot. 

21.     Behind the routine of all this quality inspection stands the 

development and maintenance of "Standard Specifications " for the 

product.   The function of the inspection engineer is to determine 

whether or not the product conforms to the specifications and 

tolerances allowed.   These inspection records and data are valua- 
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ble not only to the production engineer but also facilitate the work 

of the official inspector for permitting quality certification marking. 

One must not lose sight of the fact that the installation of 

quality control is not only a technical problem, it is also a pro- 

blem that revolves around human elements and relations. 

QUALITY CONTROL FOR EXPORT 

22.     In any developing country where an industrial economy will 

play an important role in National Progress and the raising of 

living standards,   ''Export" of products and manufactured goods 

will perforce hove tc be maintained at levels of such "Standards ' 

that will meet the ever increasing discriminations and requirements 

of "World Markets . 

Quality certification Marking already referred to earlier and 

pre shipment inspection schemes will be among a number of mea- 

sures that will be necessary to promote, develop, and maintain 

stability for the marketing of locally manufactured goods in foreign 

markets. 

Pre shipment inspection schemes are not unknown but a 

scheme incorporating a centralized system for assurance of stand- 

ardized quality export has to be Implemented and made obligatory, 

enacted under some official regulation, such as an "Export Ins- 
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trade centers ara serving as miniature permanent exhibits to 

vibilWS. 

Realizing the importance of trade associations, the Govern- 

ment of India organized the 'Federation of Associations of Small 

Industries in India" as    early as ISSO.  At the ti.nj c,t its forma- 

tion, important small-scale indù striali ats from all over the 

country were invited to participate in the meeting.   Travelling 

and daily allowances for the duiejates were also paid by the 

Government to encourage participation.   With a view to stabilize 

its formation, the Government of India met the necessary expend- 

itures for running the office for a period of 3 years through a 

grant. 

At present the membership of the Federation exceeds 3,000 

and the subjects dealt with by the Federation are grouped under 

the following main headings: 

1) Import and Expert Policies 

2) Supply of essential raw materials to small-scale 

industries 

3) Taxation 

4) Credit facilities to small-scale industries 

5) Labour: Application oí Provident Fund Act 

6) Other items such as:  dispersal of industries, supply 

of power at concessional rate to small-scale units, 

manufacture of stores for railway workshops, etc. 

tffc 
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pection Law" under which certain Government agencies conduct 

compulsory pro-shipment inspection covering quality certification, 

inspection of packing conditions, inspection of manufacturing pro- 

cesses and of materials used.   The purpose and extent of inspect- 

ion for any particular product or commodity is relative to its na- 

ture, to its end use and to the conditions required of the purcha- 

sing country. 

23.    When goods are found to conform to the prescribed standards, 

they are given certification marks denoting grades of "quality 

standards'.   Certain goods and commodities are not always ame- 

nable to inspection under the a bove-do seri bod conditions and pro- 

visions.   It is, therefore, suggested that arrangements are made 

entrusting the manufacturer, the exporter, and the overseas buyer 

to come to an agreement between themselves on a oasic specifi- 

cation and empowering the manufacturer to give a "quality stand- 

ard" guarantee indicating that the gy^ds satisfy the mutually agreed 

export specifications by marking the articlus and the packaging 

containers as  'Export Standard".   Hov/ever, there must always 

remain a provision for "spot checking" or "spot inspection" by the 

official agencies implementing the Export Inspection Law and any 

violation of the provisions of this law by either manufacturer or 

exporter or both should be liable to penalties. 
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In order to effect this direction and control, there should 

exist adequate provisions to implement certain measures of effect- 

ive control.   In ¿uch circumstances, the Institute for Small-Scale 

Industries can render assistance and guidance to small industrias. 

There can be every expectation that the implementation of 

an extended standardization system and adequate Inspection con- 

trol as described will stabilize the export of manufactured goods 

and promote trade with foreign countries which will, if properly 

planned, materially assist in the economic development of the 

country. 

CONCLUDING RE.vtAMg 

24. Efficiency is of major importance to all aspects of economic 

development whether in industrial production or in the exploitation 

of raw materials or in agriculture or in public services.   Standards 

are required for an efficient economy and the use of Standards as 

with the use of other tools in industry has to be learned.   Stress 

has been directed to the importance of Standardization Schemes 

for developing countries uvon to the extent of making the imple- 

mentation of Standards obligatory by law. 

25. There are already some fifty countries who have their own 

National Standardization Authority and the rate of growth of 
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Standardization over the past seventy years provides evidence 

that the basic concepts and procedures evolved over these decides 

are sound and that the o-nofits of Standardization are well recog- 

nized . 

This is the time when "National Standards" are Important 

and urgently needed, hence it is of great importance for a deve- 

loping country to introduce a system of Standardization from the 

early stages of its industrial planning.   It is through such a 

Standardization system that the usually limited financial resources 

of a developing country, its indigenous materials, its existing 

productive capacity, capabilities and manpower could most effect- 

ively be put to work. 

26.     On the one hand, the transfer of technical knowledge from 

the highly industrialized developed countries brings with it a 

variety of standards and practices requiring large assortments of 

materials, machine parts and tools which have to be repeatedly 

imported to maintain production.   If this range of variety is not 

reduced by National Standards, industrial growth of the developing 

country will be slowed down and a large proportion of its foreign 

exchange earnings dissipated in the importation of maintenance 

parti. 
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On tho othor hand in planning for Standardization, develop- 

ing countries can learn from tho accumulated wealth of experience 

of othor countries.   This vast store of knowledge and experience 

can be drawn upon by the developing countries to plan their indus- 

trial development with the least wastage and utmost expedition. 

To gain this objective, the existence of a National Standardization 

Authority is a prerequisite, for only through such an Authjrity can 

developing countries have the advantage A sharing in the multi- 

channel flow of information from outside sources for organizing 

and strengthening the National Standardization System. 

27.     Standardization undoubtedly will serve a.« a means of pro- 

moting a modern industrial structure in which smaller and larger 

enterprises aro integrated suitably and in a rational manner and 

in which the constituent units complement rather than compete 

with one another.   Such an industrial structure requires in parti- 

cular close cooperation between industrial undertakings of differ- 

ent sizes in such matters as supply of raw materials and a common 

production programme for parts and components under tub-contract- 

ing arrangements. 

Experience shows that especially because of lack of 

"Standardization" in manufacturing, the small-scale and handi- 

craft industries are unable to cooperate efficiently with the largor 
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factories in supplying them with processed materials.   Further 

because of the lack of uniform quality of the products manufac- 

tured in small plants, larger undertakings are inclined to produce 

themselves parts and components which would lend themselves 

very well for manufacture in small units. 

A Standardization policy which takes into account the parti- 

cular needs of srnal antoprisos would undoubtedly contribute to 

Increasing opportunities for inter-industry cooperation and thereby 

help strengthen the small industry sector within the overall indus- 

trial structure. 

28.     The introduction of standards in small-scale and handicraft 

industries, in developing countries which to some extent operate 

in the traditional sector of the National Economy, should be pre- 

ceded by or take place in conjunction with the establishment of 

uniform weights and measures and technical terminology.   In many 

developing countries, traditional non-metric units are being used 

by the general populations besides the metric system.   It is im- 

portant and necessary to establish on officially sponsored unified 

system of weights and measures which would make it possible to 

implement a 'Standardization" system oven in the handicraft 

industries. 
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In establishing manufacturing "Standards" affecting the 

small industry sector, it is a matter of importance that special 

attention bo paid to the creation ^f suitable machinery which will 

include in it representatives of small industries and managers of 

industrial cooperatives who should participate freely in the deli- 

berations leading tc the adoption of   the "Standards".   Further 

appropriate measures have to ûo taken to disseminate information 

on Standards among small enterprises and to assist them to imple- 

ment and adhere to them.   In this connection, the Institute for 

Small-Scale Industries would play a vital role in the development 

of a National Standards Policy by contributing its inumate know- 

ledge of processes and work arrangements in the small industries 

sector. 

29.     The ISSI is a suitable action agency to guide and assist 

small and medium-size industries in adopting and implementing 

a Standardization Programme.   This assistance ecu Id be in the 

form of various services rendered by ISSI, such as dissemination 

of information about standards, guidance in setting up a Standard- 

ization Programme, guidance in development and adjustment of 

processes to meet required standards, testing of materials and 

products, and guiding quality control systems.   Training of per- 

sonnel to function as Standards Engineers, Quality Control Ins- 
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PQCtors and Testing Technicians will be a useful and necessary 

service that can be given by the ISSI. 

The need to implement a quality control system and efficient 

testing facilities is of particular importance in •) developing 

country for gearing up small and medium industries to cater for 

the export trade which generally represents a buyers market and 

where goods to bo competitive must strictly adhere to buyers' 

specifications and standards. 

No less important are testing facilities for safeguarding the 

interests of i developing country in importing capital goods and 

consumer products.   The value of standardization is greatly re- 

duced when one cannot make sure by means of appropriate testing 

that the product fulfills the requirements. 

Testing facilities are indispensable for the development of 

local industries along the right path and formulation of standards 

and specifications which take full account of the needs of the 

Industries, the local conditions oí supply, and quality of raw 

materials, the availability of labour and equipment and financial 

resources.   The Institute for Small-Scale Industries should bo 

geared to assist small Industries v/ith testing services. 

As testing involves additional costs on the product» manu- 

factured choice of the most economical test methods should be 
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(e)   Co-ordinate lending arie investment policies as 

between commercial ano cooperative banks and 

specialised agencies to er. su re the optimum and 

efficient uue of the overall resources and 

(d)   Conainer other allied issue:; as may be referred to it 

by the Chairman or the Vice-Chairman. 

The other important aspects of the social control scheme 

relate to a constitution of bank management and prohibition of 

advances to Directors of Banks.   According to the legislative 

amendments propose'! in terms of tie Banking Laws (Amendment) 

Bill every '.; sulking Company ha3 to re-constitute its 3oard of 

Directors so that :ot less than JC;ó ci" the total number of 

Members of the Ecaro of Directors are parsons having special 

knowledge or practical experience in accountancy, agriculture, 

rural economy, small scale industries, cooperation, bank 

economics, finances, law and otner matters which are useful to 

a banking company. 

In the initial 3tages the power of social control would be 

exercised in respect of the major banks with deposita of over 

Rs.   25 croreo.    Cver a period of time these would be extended to 

all banks. 

It is heartening to note that the banks have already 

initiated action to fall in line with the objectives of the social 
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control outlined a':ove.   The major Indian banks have taken step a to 

reconstitute thai:- Board of Directors and moat of the foreign bank« 

have set up iLc.visor/ Beards.   L ^ed;; j:ning feature in ca3e of 

.imall scale inci\: „trie3 U the recognition regarding the critical 

ir.iportar.es of ;::..:.:11 scile i:.du^t_Í3J i:, the economy of the 

country.   A;no:vpt the moat important economic considerationz 

in the ceveloprnent of amali acala industries are its viable 

capital-output ratio, labour intendi , e character and diffusion of 

economic power over a large pop-.la.tion of the oountry.    Apart 

from these, another very important lo .¿-term consideration 

which addo to tha significance of arcali ncale enterprises i;j 

that entrepreneurial and managerial aldilà in a developing country 

like India are limited.   The development of these skill» ia a key 

aspect of social and economic policy.   I/Ioreover, a amali 3cale 

entrepreneur of today is a medium-scale entrepreneur of 

tomorrow anc: th¿¡ ¿urge acale of ths future.   In other v/orda, 3mall 

¡scale industry becomes a useful deciding ground to discriminato 

between those v/no have the potential for growth and those who 

have not.   Since tbe dsvelop-neit of ... all acale industry will 

depend to the greatest extent upon the entrepreneur himself, the 

commercial oanlrs are coning up with special schemes for 

craftsmen an: entrepreneurs who ere qualified engineers but 

lack adequate finance to take up tne manufacture of various items 
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having a pron:.isin ; ar.ope for exploitation in the country.   Th» 

écheme of State Eank of India and its subaidiaries ha3 oeen taken 

up Witti suitable rr.odification.3 by othor commercial "oanka and 

ia likely to help t >.ou3anda of sntrsiireneurs who are technically 

talented to aiaauiacture but lack fi,:a.ice which is decidedly a key 

factor for setting up a unit. 

*i 
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A^FSÍTDIX  C 

mear Tivas LT.Z G::J.í
T
TL; 

QIVtfF BY  "CJCTiSäl" CUI'TUIJE 3' ATTJtf-CTBTG 

T&a Incantivi G 

Z3::o--,ptio:.. ur t~ 3C :2: cant oí profite earned 

Iv..'::.;; -;;:- first three yetrc.   Capital gains tax, pro- 

vide jains ar3 reinvactsd :'..*. each retati or equip- 

••asr.t '.' regional devalo;:. .Iô;Yî areas. 

Five-year real estati tas ¿::e.nption for ent*r« 

pricao receiving grants and loano for purchase or 

construction oí plants, and lceal tax concessions to 

sntorpris&a not receiving loans and grants. 

<.'•    Canada 

(a) 8-y¿ar Ine o.-.AU-Tas: exertion from the 

dats o¿ commence.r,ent Jî commercial operations. 

(b) Development ¿rant. 

(c) The urate can qualify further for special 

depreciation benofita aß under: -- 

(i)   Meat j* the ,13V/ machinery and ^quip. 

ment can be written off at an annual 
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rais net in excess of l'.% on .1 

ati*e.i0ht line baeis. 

(19    Haw tuilciir.go and significant ex- 

ténuions turin¿ the specific period 

can, bo written oif Et an annual rate 

oí n ¿7: en a straight line basic. 

Salas   Tax 

The fallowing arc exempt from Federal 

Salse Te.:: 

(a)   dice, ¿ige, fixture and mouldc; 

and 

(b;   patterns for dies, ¿i¿c, fixtures 

and mould; and 

(c',    temlc for use in or attachment to 

m ¿auction .machinery. 

The Federal Solee Tax ~f 11% ic to be re- 

duced to uf: arm. to Z^ro on machinery and appura- 

tuo sold tc or :. m ported by manufacturers for di- 

rect ußc in crocuction. 

Duty Free Incerte 

Provision for the duty free entry of artic- 

les and materiale to be used exclusively in the 
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3C../afacture of certas..-2rchandis¿ in Canada. 

3. Pbaerei ¡-Upublic s." 3 3--. --.any 

i-ccJU rated tax csrrcoL-tiw. ie jrar.ted to naw 

i...---UBtrÌ3D in border oovalormsmt areas not to axcaad 

y=£, :CC.   The decelerate.' dapraciaticn applies to 

80% oí the A o VGL bis tesate. 

4. France 

An ademption up to t C% of the Tax duo on ivest- 

no.it income is allowed. Cli^hfly accelerated amorti- 

sa-ticr. er. certain for.no of -lent and equipment is al- 

lowed and 6C% accelerated t. -ortiiation on plant and 

equip lent acquired for research and development pur« 

pofiao. 

i\ eduction in computing capital gain« taxes in cer- 

tain caoeo. 

?.3u-..cticn or elimination of local taxes. 

S.    Iraland 

1. I?aw nanufacturin2 companies are not required 

to pay Irioh Incorno Ta:: or Corporation Tax 

for 1C yearason profits arising fro m exporte of 

{pods manufacturée: Li Ireland« 

2. Local tax is reduced by ¿/3rd for new buildings 
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curing ths first ? yae.ro citer their construct- 

ion. Ir. öüVfelo^ .-.-.sr.t r.reac the period il 1C 

yas-rö. 

E,    r~%visicn et interact ír-ís loar, capital. 

4.     :3;:«.-aptior* fro••& i .v:art duties on .-aachinery 

i.-'-rertíd for mcnufccfci-Q e.;-.j industrial raw 

materials for exports. 

6. Italy 

1. A £C$ reduction cf turn over tax on  nachino- 

ry and materiale and conou. aption tax on power 

used for industrial ^urpooes. 

».   i- 1C year Lieo.na ta:: holiday exemption ¿r. pro- 

fite aarned in new investments and 50fc exe.np- 

ticn in taxée on ir.vaotr.aent ir. new additional 

facilities. 

2. Sre.uption fro a -ayriönt of cueto n duties on 

i..-; crtsd  aachinavy and   materials. 

4.    üxe.-.jT.tior. fron ;art er all nunicipal leviti 

Uñe octroi duty, 2tc. 

7. puerto rtico 

1. Fredde i fron all fedarcl taxes except for ex- 

cise taxes on taxable goodo chipped to U.K. 

u. T-n, twelve, Seventaan y oars of exemption 
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ire,.- common-wealth incogs tax as well as real 

Û-.-.C ;;ii-ßonal property ta:ceo and license fees, exciaee 

and ether  nunici- al ta..:ec de^cndL.» en the location 

-.r the   lc.ts. 

4.    t'J,:- T.".:: o^inr tic:: en i:;.oo:.:.e; ...lunicipal and cro- 

;.crty taxée for période racing fro.-a 10 to 24 yaars 

according to thè geo^rar.lr.cal location of the fac- 

tory. 

B.    G1U.1TTC 

1.    Bal^iu.:.-: 

Govern-ant grants are available for part of the cost 

of :?lant construction and purchase of equip ment ao fcllowc: 

(a)       Conotruction grants u; tc 2C% of the corte (3C% 

during recession). 

( b)       équipaient grants up tc 7.5% of coste (10% du- 

rin- recession). 

Grs,:.te ncr -tolly are payable after completion cf the 

completion -A tl;s .rvestnent ;ut an advance up to 50% of 

construction crante  nay be  aadc after the roof is raised 

in a new plant. 

is.       Canaaa 

F3W Induotrisa 
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'i)     Dovilof-Tient grant io icxir-iun up to l/3rd of 

the approved capital ooctc, not exceeding $25C, 

(ii}   For capital costa beyond $£5C,CCCf l/3rd of 

$Î-£C,CCC ctâ l/4th -A the excess over $850,CGC. 

(1)     1!. n repayable each ¿rarità towards the coat of 

ftee¿ cacete of new industries are provided by 

au autono -..vous Grants Beard. The   laxi.num 

grants are : 

(p.)       ¿/3rd of tho ccot of fixed assets in Deve- 

lo o rent /-roa. 

(b;       1/2 of the cost ci fixed assets in other 

uroas.   "Fixed Aooots" comprise sites, 

buildings,   ac.chir.ory and equip nent, ex- 

cluding office -jquic^ent and transport 

vehicles. Criy ::cw machinery is consi- 

dered for grinte. 

(c)       Cash grants for trcining ot workers in 

new industries. 

(£)     Shannon Free Air Fort Z oveiopment Authority 

assists the establishment of ;:c\v projects through payment 
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of cash grants co under: 

(a)     5C% of the coat of new machinery. 

( y      Full cost of Traini^- cl Workers. 

te)     Pull cost of buildings. 

(ci)     Tt-tal exemption frora Income Tax and 

Corporation Ta;: profit tax on profits de- 

rived fron exporto until It 13, 

4.    Federal Republic of Germany 

1. Orant up to 50% of the total cost of a project. 

2. Crociai grants are .-T*¿3 te firme located in bor- 

der arene to oquaJiis their freight costs. 

ft.    France 

Ooverm-.-5.cnt grants are available uj to 20% of the total 

investment coot, which includes, new plant construction, 

new machinery, extension or conversion cf existing plants 

and transí or of equipment.  Cne fifth of any grant is payable 

in advance, the balance semi-annually. 

Gov*rn.~ent subsidiec for enterprises anticipating only 

a comparatively low return on investment and borrowing 

from private sources. 
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given due consideration as to obtaining satisfactory results, 

lifting equipment used in highly Indu striali*od countries is not 

always suitable in developing oc untilo s, hence test methods for 

the specific noeds and conditions should be developed and adapted 

from the beginning. 

To rondar these tasting servloos the IMI will need to be 

equipped with testing laboratories which should be strictly func- 

tional and can bo equipped and made operativo with comparatively 

modest outlay.  In tho intial stages, it should bo possible to ins- 

tall an efficient testing laboratorios on a floor space of about 

$00 M2 with an investment for equipment of about $1 SO,000. 

In addition to those   speoialisod testing laboratorios which 

are necessary, tho ISA could make uso of testing fini imi s avail- 

able at the Universities, the National Institute of Science and 

Technology and other research laboratories. 

The Bureau of Standards in the Philippines has requested the 

UND* for technical assistance to reorganise the Bureau of Stand- 

ards and in developing national standards and in the process lor 

implementation and adoption of set standards.  An international 

expert from UNIDO, Mr. Rao, has been assigned for one year to 

tiie Bureau of Standards to advise and assist them in planning 

and implementation of a National Standardisation System. 
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•3, Dan.-nari: 

Orante covering coita of drainage, levelling road cons- 

truction and uulity installation arc available for prepara- 

tion of industrial sitos and construction of industrial centres. 

Grants are also available for coat of industrial project 

review and analyses for project preparation and for other 

types of consultation. 

Local Gcvonr-ients offer grants in the for n of low-cost 

building oitec and reduced utility charges. 

7. Great Britain 

X. Govern nent building   grant« are available up to ò5% 

oí tlie difference between the actual cost of plant cons- 

truction and open -jiarliot value upon co.-npleticn. 

2. fantine of Government industrial premises to indus- 

tries at subsidized rates. 

8. Grantc for improving basic cervices like water, trans- 

portation ir. s. development arca, ote. 

8. Italy 

Federal Government grants cover up to 20% of tho capital 

needed for establishing new pianta or expansion of established 

plants in municipalities with lese than 2, 000,000 inhabitants. 

Orante arc also offered to cover ICO par cent of the cost 
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erf public facilitici needed for develop lent of industry. 

Reduction up to 50% is allowed in the freight ratei ap- 

plied for the transport of raw iaterial3 and machinery re- 

quired for now or expanding ~lc.:.te. 

^ •     Norfi'orn Ireland 

Cutri^ht Govern merit grants are available up to 33.33% 

of the coot ci fectory accommodation. 

Government graato are also available to local authori- 

ties for improvenent in basic oerviceo. 

Government also grants up to 50% of tile cost of train- 

ing labour for now industrial operations. 

C.      LCAKG 

1. Belgium 

(a) The Government suboidy to lending institutions 

io equivalent to th¿ difference between prevail- 

ing commercial rata and the rate charged 

from the borrower u;   to a maximum of 4 per 

cent.   (During periodo cf recession, the interest 

rete charged may be reduced to a minimum of 

1 per cent),  deduced ratee are generally appli- 

cable for E yearc, exceptionally for f years. 

(b) Financing intangible investments like research, 
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2.       Danmark 

Leans & loan guaranteas ars available up to S0% 

of the coot cf permanent inotallations and machinery 

in rentad industrial site a. 

Lcr.no for factory buildiiy.G are repayable over 

IS years and for machinery over 10 years. 

3,       Federal Republic of Gur.na ny 

Tv/c type3 of loans :-.re available: 

(a) For new plants at 31/2$ for 15 years. 

(b) For expansion c....i - modernisation of es- 

tablished plant at 5% for 15 years, 

4. Swede n 

Government funde are lent to provincial indus- 

trial associations at 31/2%.  The rate of loans made by 

provincial industrial -scociatiens may nut exceed 

31/2%, usually 5%.   The r-erraymsnt period is 10 years. 

Government housing construction leans are avail- 

able for areas of expanding industry. 

5. Italy 

Federal Government loans are available up to 

about 7C per cent of the total capital needtd for new 

piante located ir. the develo, .-.ent area cf expanding 
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f acuitici. 

If rich countries in Surcpa could give so -luch in- 

centivec for starting industries in backward regione, 

then thcra ig no reason   for the Government of the 

Fhilip pinos to consider SSMC of tliese incentives favo- 

rably. 

8.    Indie. 

Different provinces ara giving different types of 

of incentives. Banks in India are also providing loans 

undo:* liberalized tor - e than they give     to unite in 

urban croce. The typo of r.ociotcncc; given by "Karyanr. 

State" In India is .nentio.iec ar; under: -- 

Preference is given for development of industries 

by the Str.te Govern nent of "iaryana in the co nparative- 

ly baclrv/arc areas in giving: 

Financial assistance, approval of scheues and 

setting up of cc.n ion facility unite and other ino. 

titutione, which, directly or indirectly, heir in 

the uplift of the people. 

The Haryana Government hce also decided to 

give incentives for industrial ¿rowth Li the focal peints 

which may not essentially be located in the backward 
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regiouB r.c under: 

(i)      Seit of plots on ao-.rcfit-no-loso beli« und 

recovery of the price in easy instalments; 

(il)      Allotment of land en no-profit-no-loss 4»sis 

end on easy instclr.ients for construction of 

cuucidiseci industriel houses and residential 

colonies for the v/ori:ors; 

(iii)     exemption iro n the provient of State Duty of 

new generating capacities for next five years; 

(xv¡ Grant of special concassions to power based 

industrias and to encourage self-generation 

of power; 

(v) Grant of suitable subsidy on the capital cost 

of the geno ration equipment; 

(vi)     ûoi'und of saleo ta;: on raw materials purch- 

ased by the industry and on its finished pro- 

ducto for initial period of 5 years; 

(vii)   Sxe:.iptlon fro a the levy of new taxes in 

raspect of the purchases of industrial raw 

materials for *n&nuracturing processes in 

factories within I-Zaryana for a period of 5 

years; 

(viii)   Contribution to the extent of £0% by the State 
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Governments towr.rde the cost of prepa- 

ration ci feasibility reports in caie of se- 

lected incìustrir.1 ;ro.octs¡ 

iti)      Qr&nt of additional margin of 2 1/2% in the 

rates of producto ;urchased from the indus- 

tries sot up in growth points for a pariod 

of 10 years; and 

(sc)      Provision of controlled building materials 

on priority basiû. 
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APFENDCE J 

3U33,L'3TIVE LIST OF AGa3-INDU3TÏUE3 
7/i:aCK COULD B3 CTABTED ON 

SMALL SCALiiJ 

1. Absolute Alcohol from Liólas sea 
2. 3¿.nana Figs - Irocesrúng 
S,   E ani; ta Powder 
4, Banana Pseudostem - Processing 
5. Pineapple Pibra 

E¿.k-iry Producta (s'¿mi-:r>.Qchaniged) 
Cattle Feed 
Desiccated Coconut - Processing 
C;irc Poard from Pc^sso 
Corrgat-Hi Paper Poarc! 
^ elvyarated Fruits, Vegetables and Soup Powders 

12. ITrrit ar.'i Vegetarlo Preservation (Orange and 
Tomato Products) 

13. Fruit rreservation ( C'jnsral) 
14. Girder and Ginger Products 
15. Crushing of Oil Seeds an i Refining of Oils 
13.   xapain ana Pectin from ?.a\7 Papaya 
17. Cshydrated Fotato Chips 
18. Poultry Peo 
1¿.   »lice £ran Oil 
20.   Hope ana Ban Making 

3. 
7. 
3. 
r >•• 

lo. 
11. 

21. Sav: Puat Briquettes as Domestic & Industrial Itati 
22. Straw Boards 
23. 3ui*3i^.?.l Bandages 
24. Splints Ik Veneers 
¿5. Ctaroh from Taroari:d Ceeda 
23. Potato Starch 
27. Vermicelli 
28. Vegetable Millc/Curd from Groundnuts 

i 
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1. Mr. Marcos Cortes 
Vico Governor 

2. Mr. Dick Sviata 
Board Member 

1.    Mr. Holman T. whit« 
Organiser 
Research and Development center 

1. Bon. Aguedo P. Agbayani 
Oo ve mor 

2. Agericc S,  Rosario 
Board Member 

3. Arturo M. Padua 
Board Member 

PRIVATI  SECTOR 

JfleejkeBÜIItJS&MtVfy Qt iRflUlfcïiff  (Mil 

1. Mr. Julio B. Francia, jr. 
president 

Atty. Froiinn M.  Bacuflgan 
Executive Secretary 

2. Mr. Jose B. R. Policarplo 
Chairman, Small - Scale industries Section 

1.    Mr. Jose Lumban 
Small-Scale industries Section 

4.    NT.  Rodolfo Baling it 

•4* 
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y of Conrerc« of the Philippin««  fccpl 

1.    Mr. Alfredo L. Lingad 
N.C.  Mercado industries 

Filipino Chamber of small susina« an* TnA,.^ mmi 

1. Mr. G. R. Timbol, jr. 
president 

2. Mr. Mer R. Reyes 
Industrial Engineer 

3. Mr.  Emmanuel c. ¿tlmonte 
Director 

ires (cebu citv) 

1. Mr. Francisco Benedicto 
President 

2. Mr.  Bart Carillo 
Director end Secretary 

tv aocsae fr««» ire.in 
i. Mr.  Rolando N. Quintos 

Assistant Executive Director 

2.    Mr.  Rafael L. chee xee 

Givate Development corporation of the Philiani 

1.    Mr. Vicente R. Jnyras 
Executive Vice president 
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FlMt Metional Cttv annlt   tw*cm\ 

1. Nr.  Benjamin M.  catan« 
Snail industry Loans Specialist 

2. Mr. jesús o. Tirona 
Assistant Manager 

International P.««l 
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1.    Mr. wee Bin 
President 

1. Mr. Jovito A. Rivera. 
General Manager 

2. Atty. Geronimo M. Muriera 
nceeutive assistant 

2.    Atty. Dionisio e. oaiicia 
Technical Assistant and Mead, Legal D*pt. 

Association of the Philitmln««  f»*pl 

1.    Mr. Jose B. Fernande«« jr. 
President 

làtfîeva Réfrigération in^atriea. i»*. 

1.    Mr. Roneo M. Ho re los 
General Manager 

Group of Students 
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It would bo useful for the ISSI to di sou ss and request advice 

torn this international export at to a planned action of approach 

for the introduction and implementation of a standardisation sys- 

tem in small-scale Industries. 

10.    The National Export Trading Corporation and the Foreign 

Trade Zone Authority and the National Cottage Industries Develop- 

ment Authority, all of whom are involved in one way or another 

in the export of «cod manufactured by small enterprises in the 

Philippines have emphasised their interest and concern on the 

production of goods for export being based jn the acceptable over- 

all standard so as to avoid fluctuations In quality and workman- 

ship of similar articles produoed by different factories in the 

Philippines. 

31.    It is evident that the Instituto for 8mall-8cale Industries 

will have to actively partake, not only In the dissemination of 

information,      encouraging and advising small Industries to 

adopt a Standardization System in their manufacturing production 

but also to actively indulge in the introduction and implementation 

of a Standardization Programme in small industries giving guidance 

and training as to functions that have to be carried out. 

,t 
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C.     IMTERl¥»TIOtV^L AGENCIES 

tteited Mations Doveicornant Program  »MPPÏ 

1. Nr. William M. Harding 
Résident Représentâtive 

2. Nr. T. M. Unwin 
Deputy Resident Representative 

3. Nr. William R. Jones 
Senior industrial Development Pittá Adviser 

International T^honr organisation niai 

1.    Nr.  Mugo C.  Lane 
Director 

retail nevQlon^nt  nnnV   ¡m\ 

1. Mr. Takeshi watanafee 
Chairman 

Nr. M. Viavanathan 
Operations Officer 

2. Nr. C.  3.  Krishna 
Vice Chairman 

Dr. N. S.  Srinivasan 
Senior Operations Officer 

S.    Nr. Akihiko Takenehi 
Operations Manager 
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ORGANIZATIONS ADDRESSED ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL-SCALB 
— TtmuflTOTaa        

1. National Council on Small-scale industries Special Meeting 

2. DKP Bastern Visayas Regional Action Group, Cebu city 

3. Research and Development center, Sur igne  city 

4. Discussion with Radio Broadcasting Officials,  Surigao City 

5. Discussion with the Press, Que son city 

». Branch Managers Meat ing#Development Bank of the Philippines, 
Makati,  Risai 

7. Business Managers Seminar, zaraboanga City 

8. Social Security System Officials on Financing of Small-Scale 
Industries 

9. Pilipino Chamber of Small Business and industry 

10. The Fourth Convention on Small and Medium industries, Calasiao 

1. Penacraft 

2« Manufacturer of Wood Grill Panel Doors, Woodwork, Manila 

1. Cher ime 1 Manufacturing Corporation 

4. Lobe 11'a company - Shoe Manufacturer, Marikina, Risai 

9. Valentino Shoe Manufacturing, Marikina, Risai 

6. Papa Food products 

7. Ebrada and Associates 
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t. Hiadevc. Refr ifarat ion Industriel, inc. 

t. Philippin« Ink Corporation 

10. IVR Bugine Rebuilclura & Machine Shop 

I# Productivity   and Develcpfttnt Cantar 

1. Philippine Inventors Comistión 

1. MBrikina Shoe center 

4. Harikina School of Arts and tradii 

-X 
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31.    Wanning and Introducing quality control systems in mall 

factories coupled with testing methods to meat standardisation 

requirements v/Ül bo impartant functions and disciplines which 

perforce vili bo the responsibility of the Institute to introduca 

and assist small factories to carry out. 

33. Small industries generally are not in a position to invest 

In spedai equipment for to sting their products, thus will have to 

be a service that the Institute renders to small Industries. To 

render these testing services, the Institute will require two func- 

tional laboratories« one for chemical testing and analysis and 

another, for physical testing for strength of materials and fattguo 

factors, etc.  These two laboratories would require approximately 

100 to i00 M2 floor space and the equipment needed in the Initial 

stages would cost about $150,000.   It is recommended that assist- 

ance be given to the Institute to procuro this equipment. 

34. Further assistance to the Institute will be necessary by way 

of a Standards Engineur or a Quality Control Engineer.    This 

Consultant will bo a parson fully knowledgeable of the principles 

of standardization and the functions of standards and quality 

control.  He will necessarily be a person with experience In 

organisation, scopo, techniques, and tools for standardization 

and with the ability to lmplemont a standardisation system 
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coupled with quality control of material» and products manuiao- 

tured by small Industrias. 

Ulti Consultant should also be able to communicate his 

knowledge} in training a number ?! National personnel of the 

Instituto assigned to him for thd purpose of implementing stand- 

ardisation and Maintaining quality control systems In small 

factories. 

) 
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ATOMS. A 

WtaivARY OF FIWOtTÜJ OF THE SCCat>-2CG::CMIC 
SURVEY OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES LT TI.E PHILIPPINES 

(1956) 

1 #1 • In 1966 , there w¿re an estima tod 9,400 firma engaged In 
small-scale Industrios in the Philippines. 

7,800 firms with     5 to 13 employee 
1,200 firms with   20 to 43 employeec 

400 firms with   5 C to 99 employees 

1 »2.  6,252 firm.? or 68% were engaged In non-durable goodt manu- 
facturtac, and 3, 156 firms or 33?. were engaged in durable 
goods manufacturing, 

1 «3.  Single proprietorship wore the dominant type of business or- 
ganisation with 5,113 firme or 6 5%,   Partnership constituted 
22% or 2,024 firms, and corporations constituted 13% or 
1,220 firms. 

1 «4.  The average Investments in flxod aaeots por firm was esti- 
mated at f 67,020.   Direct relationship between firm stse and 
Investments in fixed assets was evtdant as preeented bolowi 

ftnaatge Avaimog Investment per Firm 

5-1 9 employées F 43,000 
20-43 employee 147,395 
50-99 employees 202,400 

1*5.  565 of the firms were concentrated In   la ni la and Suburbs. 

1 «5.1 56% Indlroct sailing 
43.6% sold direct to customers 

1 «5.2 Sub-contracting - 23'. ' or 2,576 firms were engaged In sub- 
contracting saloe and the average sate por firm was 10%, 
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1." .3  Annual gross sales par firm was f232,000 in 1965, 

FlflP 3t«g Average Annual Gross 3«!^ 

5-19 omploy^s f.   110,000 
20-40 employes .124,000 
53-93 employons 1,722,000 

1.6.     frgdycU9i>: 

48/'- of firm continuous production ¿.roce»« 
37'vi Job ordor 
l-ic/. cornbtnatton of job ordor and ooat. production 

l.t.l. Machine Acv, 

The average ag¿ of machinery In th¿¡ Industry was 7.4 
yoars, 60% war.; ovar 5 yoars old, 

255.' of tha firms sorvlood machinery only upon breakdown. 

¿COnomlc Contributif of tha Small-j^fc 
Industria«; 

¿¿stli.iatad "ros s Valuó ;,ddod by Size of .ìmploymont 

Silo of     :      Avorago    :        total        : 
¿mPlOVmant   ;        Lf Eira     ;      -ontrlhutlon   î       %I" CCnt % 

5 to 13 : i 40,510 
20 to 49 : 178,240 
50 to 99       : 537,CoD 

£316,578,000 : 421 
213,888,003 : 28% 
215,064,030 : 28% 

55.510     :     ^15-530.300  ;        1mw. 

The estimated gross valuw addod of 9,103 firms In small- 
scale Industry amounted to 745 1/2 million in 1966.   Tho 
average valuo added por firm amounted to 7EG,5lO. 

7,800 firm? with 5-10 employees contributed an estimated 
gross valuo added of 31S 1/2 million or 42%.  The estimated 
gross value par firm was 40,610. 

1.7.     20% managers expressed difficulty In securing loan and other 
types of credit accommodation from Commercial Bank and 
other private financing Institutions. 
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SOGUl. C0NTÄOL 3V3n JCLn/^RCIAL HANKS 
AN.: íES Si/iAL^-c^.:^ IIOUSTRIüJG 

33CTca INIZIA 

After L-cspenuence the I.-àiu   ba:..."à:-..£ .-system haa rr-aie rapio, 

atri:es aoth :;n cticall;/ and ir, tsrr:ö Oí geographical coverage. 

Certain lacune, t;e product of historical factors nave, hov/ever, 

remained.   The importares of .'3£.:J¿. .;•; ,:/,-.; ta;.- aj a., L.tari.Teiiary 

for channeling ine saving of the cor.uv.-_n.ii/ an:: it.3 pivotal roio i - 

the economy :::a;u it .¿eccisary particularly Li the context oi a., 

overall -shortage of resources that i'v, policies a,... practices o: the 

banks ara to x> traete n to the attai: in,_; of oasic economie ano 

jocial oojectL e : :;uch ac aoequats economic growth, wie er 

ciiffursio:: ox economic power an h the cuain-elinj oi available 

resources; •.'/it: v-ve re,gar; to tne requiremento of the priority 

sectors. 

Time a..:, again, titers ha/2 osa., complaints that the culk of 

advances tan: to ¿3 directed to oit; and 3GtaoÜ3h3c buaineoa houses, 

while priority sectors such as agriculture,  small seals industries 

anc. exporta nava not received thai..* nv.a share.   The demand for 

bank credit ha3 beai, gro;ñi-¿' rapidly,   „-hile the resources accruing 

to the banks nave rjrowr. at a slower pace.    As auch a continuing 

effort is neo ieri to stimulate ¿avi. ..„a an., attract them into the 

banking system.   At the sanie timo, a purpo3eful arici equitable 
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distribution of croit has to be eu3urei.   Te tliia end a pariodical 

assessment of f. 3 daava-id for CS;ìI: credit, determination oí 

priorities for lar^d..¿ ai.ci i;tv¿3tí art s.:r.on¿ various ¿actor?, of tie 

economy and ar aqueta folio v/ up of tha~e cy the banking oyete m ara 

needed.   To brinf cbout the necessary changes in the patter., of 

bank larding, it is r.acecjary to a volve appropriate guiùeliuea 

for bar.k macaca::,lants ar.d to pro.âoto a re-orientation of their 

JecÍ3io:. malau^ r-.iachincry so that th~ c aciaion of the iVionatary 

and craoit policy foruuiatad ;y tr.a -leserve 3 a ;¿c of L:,oia are 

effectively iv-iple^entac. 

NATIONAL Clv2::iT COUNCIL 

With a vis;/ to providing a fonv;.:.. i'or discussing ano: aacessing 

credit priorities or an all-India j&,3ia a high-level ;ody called the 

National Credit Council was set up o;   ~ecemt;er 22,  13Ô7.   The 

mai*; functions of tlie Council are periodically to — 

(a) /»G38SÜ ta demanc for ;a:i': credit frotr the various 

aectorü of tne economi./. 

(3)   ¡J3terr.ii.ie priorities for ¿;;*ant of loans and advances 

or for investment ha vir. j rajare to tlie availability of 

resources ani requirements of the priority sectors 

particularly agricultura, small scale industries ana 

exports. 




